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Jolynn Drage, Clerk District 
Court Blaine County, Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SARAH JOHNSON ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) Case No. CV.QS-324 
) 
vs. ) MOTION TO STRIKE "FIRST 
) AMENDED PETITION FOR 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) POST .. CONVICTION RELIEF" 
) 
Respondent. ) 
COMES NOW, Kenneth K. Jorgensen, Deputy Attorney General and 
SpeCial Prosecuting Attorney for Blaine County, and moves this court to strike 
Petitioner's uFirst Amended Petition for Post-conviction Relief (hereinafter 
"Amended Petitionn). The grounds for this motion are as follows: 
I. 
Johnson Has Failed To Obtain This Court's Leave To File An Amended Petition 
Idaho law establishes that the Court "may make appropriate orders for 
amendment Qf the application or any pleading or motion" in a post~conviction 
action. I.C. § 19-4906(a). A post-conviction petition to which an answer has been 
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filed may be amended "only by leave of court or written consent of the adverse 
party .... " I.R.C.P. 15(a). 
Here the state has answered the original petition. An amended petition may 
therefore be filed only upon leave of the Court or written consent of the adverse 
party. The state has not granted written consent to amend and the Court has not 
granted leave to amend. Because Johnson has failed to meet the legal 
prerequisites to amendment, her Amended Petition should be stricken. 
II. 
The Amendment Should Be Denied As To All Claims But The Claim Of Ineffective 
Assistance Of Appellate Counsel And The Claim Of Newly Discovered Evidence 
Because The Claims Are Time-Barred And Fail To State A Viable Cause Of Action 
A. TlJis Court Has Discretion To Reject Any Amendment To Add A Claim Upon 
Which Relief Cannot Be Granted 
Leave to amend "shall be freely given when justioe so requires." I.R.C.P. 
15(a) (emphasis added). Whether to grant leave to amend is vested in the Court's 
discretion. Bissett v. State, 111 Idaho 865, 868-69, 727 P.2d 1293. 1296-97 (C1. 
App. 1986). A trial court properly refuses permiSSion to amend a petition when the 
record contains no allegations that, if proven, would entitle the party to the relief 
claimed. Id. 
In this case the Amended Petition asserts eight proposed new claims. 
Specifically, Johnson asserts as new claims (1) that she is innocent (Amended 
Petition, 1f 11); (2) that the trial court in the underlying criminal case lacked 
jurisdiction (Amended Petition, 11 1 Z); (3) that her right to confront witnesses was 
denied by restrictions on the scope of cross examination of Bruno Santos 
(Amended Petition, 11 14); (4) that trial counsel was ineffective for failing to get 
MOTION TO STRIKE "FIRST AMENDED PETITION FOR POST~CONVICTION 
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psychological opinion evidence in support of Johnson's motion to suppress 
admitted (Amended Petrtian, 11' 20); (5) that trial counsel was ineffective for failing to 
present at trial psychiatric testimony that teenage girls rarely kill both their parents 
(Amended Petition, ~ 23); (6) that trial counsel was ineffective because he talked to 
the media (Amended Petition, ,-r 24); \1) that appellate counsel was ineffective for 
failing to claim that denial of the suppression motion was error and failing to claim 
there was insufficient evidence to give an aiding and abetting instruction at trial 
(Amended Petition, 1M\" 25~26); and (8) that newly discovered evidence justifies a 
new trial (Amended Petition, mr 27-29). With the exception of these last two 
issues,1 any amendment should be denied because the claims are untimely and 
barred by the applicable statue of limitations. In addition, Johnson should not be 
allowed to amend the petition to assert the claim that Johnson is innocent because 
such a claim is not within the scope of post~conviction proceedings. Johnson 
should also not be allowed to amend to assert the trial court lacked jurisdiction in 
the criminal case because this claim is frivolous. Finally, Johnson should be barred 
from amending to add a claim of a violation of her confrontation rights because 
such a claim could have been raised on direct appeal. 
8. Six Of The Eight New Claims Are Barred 8y The Statute Of Limitations 
A petitioner must file her post-conviction petition "within one (1) year from 
the expiration of the time for appeal .... " I.e. § 19-4902(a). An appeal must be 
, The state is not including the seventh claim, relating to ineffective assistance of 
appellate counsel, or the eighth claim, relating to new evidence, in this argument 
because these claims would have arisen after the filing of the initial petition. The 
state reserves the right to argue at some future date whether the performance of 
appellate counsel in 2007 and 2008 or discovery of the new evidence in January, 
2009, tolled the statute of limitations. 
MOTION TO STRIKE "FIRST AMENDED PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION 
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filed within 42 days of entry of judgment. I.A.R. 14(a). Failure to file the petition 
within one year and forty two days from entry of judgment is grounds for dismissal 
of the petrtion. Sayas v. State, 139 Idaho 957, 959, 99 P.3d 776, 778 (Ct. App. 
2003). 
In this case, judgment was entered on or about June 30, 2005. No appeal 
was filed from the amended judgment.2 The amended petition was filed on or 
about March 17,2009. Thus, the amended petition is untimely. 
Nor do the proposed amendments relate back to the filing of the original 
petition such that they may be deemed timely. The rule governing amendments of 
pleadings provides that an amendment will relate back to the original time of filing if 
the new claim "arose out of the conduct, transaction. or occurrence set forth or 
attempted to be set forth in the original pleading ...... I.R.C.P. 15(c). "Where, by 
way of amendment, a party is setting forth a new cause of action, It does not relate 
back." Wing v. Martin, 107 Idaho 267, 270, 688 P.2d 1172,1175 (1984). 
As set forth above, Johnson seeks to assert six new claims, each setting 
forth new causes of action. that were known or should have been known at the time 
the original petition was filed. Neither the new claims nor the conduct, transaction, 
or occurrence underlying them were set forth in the original petition. Because 
Johnson is attempting to assert six new claims which are neither timely raised nor 
that relate back to the filing of the original petition, Johnson would not be entitled to 
relief even if her allegations were true. Thus, denying the proposed amendment as 
to these claims is within the Court's discretion. 
:2 Johnson's appeal rights were later reinstated by an order entered in this, the post-
conviction, case. 
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C. Denial Of Amendment As To The Newlv Asserted Claims Of Innocence, 
Lack Of Jurisdiction, And Denial Of Confrontation Is Also Proper Because 
These Claims Do Not, On Their Face. State A Cause Of Action 
Denial of amendment to include claims of actual innocence, lack of 
jurisdiction in the criminal case, and violation of the right to confront witnesses is 
also proper because those claims fail on their face to state a cause of action upon 
which relief can be granted. Amendment is futile if Johnson is not entitled to relief 
even if she should prove all the allegations of the new claims. 
1. There Is No Cause Of Action In Post-Conviction For Actual 
Innocence 
Johnson's first proposed claim is that she is innocent. (Proposed Amended 
Petition ~ 11.) This claim fails because Johnson's guilt or innocence was decided 
at her criminal trial; she Is not entitled to a new trial in post-conviction to determine 
her guilt or innocence. 
The scope of the Uniform Post-conviction Procedure Act ("UPCPA'') is set 
forth in Idaho Code section 19-4901. That section allows for post-conviction claims 
on matters such as whether the constitution or laws of the state were violated in the 
conviction or sentence, whether the court in the criminal case had jurisdiction, and 
whether there is new evidence that requires a new trial. I.C. § 19-4901(a). Post-
conviction proceedings are "not a substitute for" the original criminal proceedings. 
I.C. § 19-4901 (b). Because Johnson's guilt was adjudicated in the criminal trial, it is 
not a matter to be re-litigated here. On the contrary, she must show that she is 
entitled to a new trial based upon one of the grounds enumerated in section 19-
4901. 
MOTION TO STRIKE "FIRST AMENDED PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION 
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Because Johnson is not entitled to re-litigate her guilt (as opposed to the 
constitutionality and legality of her conviction), amending to allow a claim of actual 
innocence would be improper. 
2. Amendment To Claim Lack Of Jurisdictjgn In The Trial Court Should 
Not Be Allowed Because The Claim Is Frivolous On Its Face 
Johnson asserts that the trial court in the underlying criminal case lacked 
jurisdiction because she was entitled to a waiver hearing under the Juvenile 
Corrections Act. (Amended Petition, ~ 12.) This claim is frivolous as a matter of 
law. 
The Juvenile Corrections Act provides, in relevant part: "Any juvenile, age 
fourteen (14) years to age eighteen (18) years, who is alleged to have committed 
any of the following crimes ... (a) Murder of any degree ... shall be charged, 
arrested and proceeded against by complaint. indictment or information as an 
adult." I.C. § 20~509(1) (emphasis added). Johnson was charged, at age 16, with 
a double homicide. The claim that the district court lack.ed jurisdiction over her 
because there was no waiver hearing is frivolous. 
Johnson's reliance on Kent v. United States, 383 U.S. 541 (1966), makes 
the claim no less frivolous. Kent was a juvenile who, by statute, was under the 
jurisdiction of the juvenile court absent a waiver. Id. at p. 547-48 (quoting D.C. 
Code § 11-914 (1961»). The juvenile court judge, however, waived jurisdiction 
without a hearing or any formal proceedings. ld.,. at 546-47. The Supreme Court 
addressed Kenfs rights under the applicable statute: "The statute does not permit 
the Juvenile Court to determine in isolation and without the participation or any 
representation of the child the critically important question of whether a child will be 
MOTION TO STRIKE "FIRST AMENDED PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION 
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deprived of the special protections and provisions of the Juvenile Court Act." ld. at 
553 (internal quotation marks omitted). The Court concluded that Kent "was by 
statute entitled to certain procedures and benefits as a consequence of his 
statutory right to the 'exclusive' jurisdiction of the Juvenile Court" l!t. at 557 
(emphasis added). Before such statutory rights could be removed from Kent he 
was entitled to counsel and a hearing. Id. 
Kent, by its own terms, applies when the defendant is statutorily entitled to 
the exclusive jurisdiction of the juvenile court absent an affirmative waiver. The 
Tight to be proceeded against as a juvenile is not a constitutional right, but is the 
product of statute and therefore subject to modification by the legislature. State v. 
Angel C., 715 A2d 652.660 (1998). "Ifthe statute at issue does not create a liberty 
interest, Kent is inapPosite." Id. at 661. "A review of state and federal decisions 
reveals that statutes prOViding, under stated circumstances, for mandatory adult 
adjudication of offenders of otherwise juvenile age, routinely have been upheld 
against due process challenges based on Kent." kl at 662-63 (and cases cited). 
Kent did not create a constitutional right to a juvenile waiver hearing out of 
whole cloth- Rather, it held that when a juvenile offender is granted a statutory right 
to be under exclusive juvenile jurisdiction, such right may not be removed without 
certain procedural safeguards. Here Johnson had no statutory right - her treatment 
as an adult was automatic under the applicable statutes. Thus Johnson's reliance 
on Kent is misplaced and her proposed post-conviction claim of lack of jurisdiction 
is frivolous. 
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3. Johnson's Claim Of A Violation Of Her Confrontation Rights Is Barred 
Because It Could Have Been Raised On Direct Appeal 
The UPCPA provides: "Any issue which could have been raised on direct 
appeal, but was not, is forfeited .... n l. C. § 19-4901 (b). The only exception to this 
rule is that issues shown by evidence to raise "substantial doubt about the reliability 
of the finding of guilt" may be raised if they ucould not, in the exercise of due 
diligence, have been presented earlier." I.C. § 19-4901 (b). 
Here Johnson wants to raise a challenge to a ruling made by the trial court in 
the context of the criminal trial that Johnson's counsel could not provoke witness 
Bruno Santos into asserting his Fifth Amendment right to silence in front of the 
jury.s (Amended Petition, ~ 14.) Because Johnson is challenging a ruling actually 
made by the trial court in the underlying criminal proceeding, she has failed to show 
why, in the exercise of due diligence, she could not have raised this as an issue on 
appeal. This claim is barred by statute and should be stricken from any amended 
petition allowed by this Court. 
CONCLUSION 
The state respectfully requests this Court to strike the Amended Petition 
because Johnson had failed to seek or obtain either this Court's leave to amend or 
the state's written permission. If the Court considers the merits of any amendment 
the state requests that all new claims (with the exception of the claim based on 
newly discovered evidence) be stricken as they are untimely and barred by the 
statute of limitations. In the atternative, the state further requests that the new 
:3 The state reserves, as it does in relation to all of Johnson's claims, the right to 
challenge this claim on its laCK of merit in proceedings for summary dismissal. 
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claims for actual innocence. lack of jurisdiction in the criminal trial court. and 
violation of the right to confront witnesses be stricken as without possible merit. 
DATED this 19th day of March 20 9. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 191M day of March 2009 I caused to be 
faxed a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion to Strike "First Amended 
Petition for Post-conviction Relief' to: 
Blaine County Court Clerk 
Fax (208) 788-5527 
Christopher P. Simms 
Attorney at Law 
191 Sun Valley Rd. 
Ketchum, 10 83340 
Fax (208) 622-7921 
LFacsimile 
_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
_ Overnight Mail 
LFacsimile 
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MAR 1 9 2GG9J 
Jo/ynn Drage, Clerk District 
Court Blaine County, idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SARAH MARIE JOHNSON, 
Petitioner, 
Case No. CV-06-0000324 
v. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
OF UNDERLYING CRIMINAL CASE NO. CR-03-0018200 
On March 5, 2009, Petitioner, Sarah M. Johnson filed a Motion for Disqualification of 
District Judge in this Post-Conviction Matter, whereby the Petitioner moved to disqualify this 
District Judge, Judge Barry Wood. The stated reason was that Judge Wood, as the presiding 
judge in the underlying criminal case, "independently apprised himself of the facts and 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO READ REPORTER'S TH.AI<SCRlPT 
background of the case, specifically by reading the Grand Jury Transcript and Police Reports, as 
well as by visiting the scene of the crime." Petitioner reasons that Judge Wood acted in an 
extrajudicial manner, which created a bias against Petitioner, which influenced the progression of 
the case and trial. On March 13, 2009, Respondent, State of Idaho, filed an Objection to 
Petitioner's Motion for Disqualification of District Judge. 
This Court determines that a need exists to read the Reporter's Transcript of the 
underlying criminal proceedings to accurately respond to Petitioner's Motion. This transcript 
was previously prepared for the appeaUn the underlying criminal case. See State v. Johnson, ---
Idaho --- 2008 Opinion No. 89 (June 26, 2008). This need is based on the law that "a trial judge 
presiding over a post-conviction proceeding may not take judicial notice of testimony from a 
prior criminal trial by relying upon the judge's memory as to what that testimony was." DeRushe 
v. State, 200 P.3d 1148 (2009). As such, this Court is filing this Notice of Intent to Read the said 
Reporter's Transcript. Unless this receives and objection, this Court intends to begin reading the 
transcript after April 7, 2009. If any of the parties in this matter object to this Court reading"the 
said transcript, they may file an objection, and this Court will hear argument on the objection on 
April 7, 2009, at 1:30 p.m. at the Blaine County Courthouse. 
Dated: 
Signed: 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO READ REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT 
I.R.CP.77(b) 
NOTICE 
'~~ ~drea Logan, Deputy Clerk for the County of Blaine, do hereby certify that on thel day of 
~ ""'U.Vt') , filed the original and caused to be served a true and correct copy of the 
above and foregoing document: NOTICE OF INTENT TO READ REPORTER'S 
TRANSCRIPT, to each of the persons as listed below: 
Petitioner: 
Office of Attomey General 
& Special Prosecuting Attomeys: 
Office of the Blaine County 
Prosecuting Attomey: 
Christopher P. Simms 
PO Box 3123 
Jessica Lorello 
Facsimile 208-334-2942 %'-1 -to::rY 
PO Box 83720 
Boise,ID 83720-0010 
Facsimile 208-788-5554 
201 Second Ave. South, Ste. 100 
Hailey, ID 83333 If 
- V\~ W'Vo.t~ 
AndreaLo~ 
Deputy Clerk 
Service was sent by both fax and U.S. mail. 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO READ REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT 
MAR, 25, 2oof12: 28 40 ATTY GENERAL-SP 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Idaho Attorney General 
STEPHEN A. BYWATER 
Chief, Deputy Attorney General 
Criminal Law Division 
JESSICA M. LORELLO IS6 #6554 
KENNETH K. JORGENSEN ISB #4051 
Deputies Attorney General and 
Special Prosecuting Attorneys 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
Telephone: (208) 332-3096 
Facsimile: (208) 854-8.074 
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Jo/ynn Drage, Clerk District 
COU!1 Blaine County, Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFrH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SARAH JOHNSON ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) Case No. CV..o6·324 
) 
vs. ) OBJECTION TO MOTIONS 
) FOR EXPERTS 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
COMES NOW, Jessica M. LoreI/o, Deputy Attorney General and Special 
Prosecuting Attorney for Blaine County, and objects to petitioner's requests for an 
investigator, a fingerprint expert a psychologist, and a "legal expert." The grounds 
for this objection are as follows: 
I. 
Johnson Has Failed To Demonstrate The Need For Appointment Of Experts 
A. Introduction 
Petitioner Johnson has made motions for the appointment of several 
experts: specifically an investigator, a fingerprint expert, a psychiatric expert, and a 
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"legal" expert. The specific investigator, fingerprint expert and psychologist she 
wishes to have appointed were all experts for her in the underlying criminal case. 
Review of the record shows that these three witnesses are, by virtue of their 
involvement in the criminal case, already faotual witnesses in this case. To the 
extent Johnson seeks their testimony about their factual knowledge of matters in 
the underlying criminal case, she does not require them as experts, and may 
present them as factual witnesses. The appointment of these factual witnesses as 
Petitioner's experts would also gravely interfere with the state's ability to investigate 
and present its case. 
Johnson has also failed to show that appointment of the experts she 
requests Is necessary to further develop her post-conviction claims. On the 
contrary, the purposes for appointment claimed by Johnson demonstrate that 
appointment will not advance her substantial rights. 
8. Experts In Post-Conviction Should 8e Appointed Only Upon A Showing That 
Appointment Is Necessary To Protect The Petitioner's Substantial Rights 
The UPCPA provides that the court may order the costs of experts for an 
indigent petitioner. I.C. § 19-4904. The decision to do so is a matter left to the 
sound discretion of the district court Raudebaugh v. State, 135 Idaho 602,605,21 
P.3d 924, 927 (2001) (holding that court did not abuse its discretion by dismissing 
petition without addressing request for expert). Unless discovery is necessary to 
protect an applicant's substantial rights, the district court is not required to order 
discovery. Id. See also Aeschliman v. state, 132 Idaho 397,402, 973 P,2d 749, 
754 (Ct. App. 1999), "[A] post~conviction action is not a vehicle for unrestrained 
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testing or retesting of physical evidence introduced at the criminal trial." Murphy v. 
State, 143 Idaho 139, 148, 139 P.3d 741, 750 (ct App. 2006). "Thus, if the 
petitioner shows no basis to believe that discovery is necessary to protect her 
substantial rights, the district court is not required to order discovery." !9. 
C. Johnson Has Failed To Show That The Requested Investigator And 
Fingerprint Psychological, And Legal ExQerts Are Necessary To Protect Her 
Substantial Rights 
Johnson has requested this Court to appoint an investigator, a fingerprint 
expert, a psychological expert, and a "legal" expert. She has, in each motion for 
appointment, failed to demonstrate that appointment of these experts is necessary 
to protect her substantial rights. 
1. Johnson's R~uest To Appoint A Factual Witness In This Case As 
Her Own Investigator Is Improper 
Johnson seeks appointment of Pat Dunn, the investigator for Johnson in the 
underlying criminal case, as investigator in this case. This motion should be denied 
for two reasons. 
First, it is clear that Patrick Dunn is a factual witness in this case. His 
affidavit was submitted in support of the Amended Petition, and appears to be part 
of the basis for alleging that trial counsel was ineffective. Appointing a factual 
witness as an expert witness for the Petitioner would have the potential effect of 
denying the State access to this witness through either the attorney-client or the 
work-product privileges. This attempt to inSUlate this factual witness from the 
adversarial process and deny him to one of the parties to this litigation should be 
rejected. 
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Second, Johnson has failed to show that appointment of any investigator is 
necessary in this case. The motion alleges four reasons for this appointment, but 
none of these reasons shows necessity. 
The first reason is that Dunn has personal knowledge of facts of this case. 
(Amended Motion for Appointment of Investigator at County Expense, p.2 
(Hereinafter "Amended Motion").) This allegation shows Dunn to be a factual 
witness. Having the defense hire Dunn for his factual knowledge of this case 
makes no more sense than allowing the State to hire the criminal case trial counsel 
for his factual knowledge of this case. 
The second reason is to investigate whether one of the prosecutors had 
contact with a juror. (Amended Motion. pp. 2-3.) This issue, however, was fully 
litigated in the motion for new trial in the underlying criminal case. The prosecutor 
in question and the Jurors were called and presented testimony under oath. The 
motion fails to set forth why any further investigation is necessary. 
The third reason provided is to investigate whether Christopher Hill (whose 
fingerprint has been recently found to be on the murder weapon) has any 
connection with the crime. (Amended Motion. p.3.) It is the understanding of 
undersigned counsel that the police have already conducted such an investigation, 
and that the results of this investigation have, or will be, produced to Johnson's 
post-conviction counsel. In addition, Hill is apparently available as a witness. 
Johnson has failed to show that further investigation is necessary. 
Finally, Johnson asserts she needs Dunn appointed to "[r]eview existing 
investigative reports and documents for further documentary proof of the 
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allegations of fact made in the Affidavit of Patrick Dunn .... " (Amended Motion, 
p.3.) Because Dunn was the investigator who compiled the reports, Johnson 
apparently wants to hire Dunn to reView his own reports. Johnson has failed to 
show that hiring an investigator to review reports readily accessible to counsel for 
both sides is necessary. For this reason, and the reasons set forth above, 
Johnson's request for the appointment of Dunn as an investigator in her post-
conviction case should be denied. 
2. Johnson Has Failed To Show Entitlement To A Fingerprint Expert 
Johnson seeks appointment of Robert Kerchusky as a fingerprint expert 
(Motion for Appointment of Fingerprint Expert at County Expense.) This motion 
should be denied because Johnson has failed to demonstrate such an appointment 
Is necessary to protect her substantial rights. 
As a preliminary matter, there is a factual inaccuracy in the motion. Johnson 
claims that new evidence showing that some of the fingerprints previously 
unidentified in the criminal case have been matched to Christopher Hill "due to the 
persistent uncompensated effort of Robert Kerchusky." (Motion for Appointment of 
Fingerprint Expert at County Expense, p.3.) The match was actually accomplished 
by the state laboratory, and, to undersigned counsel's knowledge, Mr., Kerchusky 
had absolutely nothing to do with it. 
Johnson's motion to appoint Mr. Kerchusky as her expert should also be 
denied because he is at least a potential factual witness in this case. Mr. 
Kerchusky was Johnson's expert in the underlying criminal trial. (An affidavit of Mr. 
KerChusky was provided with the Amended Petition setting forth his role in the 
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underlying criminal case.) As with the investigator, this makes him a factual witness 
in this case. It again appears that Johnson is seeking (intentionally or not) to vest a 
factual witness with either the attorney-client or work product privileges to deny the 
State access to a factual witness. 
Johnson asserts the appointment is necessary so Mr. Kerchusky can 
"review and provide opinion regarding the latent print review now being undertaken 
by the State" and "regarding the newly discovered match for previously unknown 
latent prints found at the scene of the crime .... " (Motion for Appointment of 
Fingerprint Expert at County Expense, p.3.) Thus, the sole reason for the 
appointment appears to be to have Petitioner's expert confirm the analysis already 
performed by the state lab. Johnson has certainly presented no reason why she 
believes Kerchusky would reach any conclusion different than that reached by state 
lab personnel. 
In this regard Johnson's request is nearly on point with the denial of a 
fingerprint expert in Raudebaugh v. State, 135 Idaho 602, 21 P.3d 924 (2001). In 
that case Raudebaugh asked for additional fingerprint testing on the murder 
weapon to bolster his claim of ineffective assistance of counsel. Id. at 603,21 P.3d 
at 925. Because Raudebaugh's hope that a fingerprint expert might contradict the 
state's expert was merely speculative, it was proper for the court to dismiss the 
claim without appointing an expert. Id. at 604-05,21 P.3d at 926-27. 
Here it is not even clear that Johnson wishes her requested expert to 
contradict the conclusions of the state lab - certainly it will not benefit Johnson if 
her expert concludes that the fingerprints actually are from unknown persons, a 
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resutt whioh would put her back in the position she was in at trial and would render 
her newly discovered evidence claim moot. Because Johnson has failed to show 
any necessity for appointment of a fingerprint expert. this motion should be denied. 
3. Johnson Has Failed To Show Entitlement To A Psychological Expert 
Johnson also seeks appointment of Dr. Richard Worst as a psychiatric 
expert. (Motion for Appointment of Psyciatrlc [sic] Expert at County Expense.) This 
motion also should be d.enied. 
As with the other two experts, Dr. Worst was an expert for the defense in the 
underlying criminal trial. He consulted with the defense in the guilt~phase of the trial 
and testified at Johnson's sentencing. As with the other two proposed experts, he 
is thus a factual witness in this case and his appointment as an expert for the 
Petitioner may prevent the state from investigating and presenting evidence of the 
facts in this case. 
Ukewis6, Johnson h'as failed to demonstrate that appointment of Dr. Worst 
is in any way necessary for her to present her claims in this case. In fact, he has 
failed to even present a reason for the appointment. The only discussion in the 
motion is that Dr. Worst would have been available to testify that it is rare for 
teenage girls to kill both their parents. (Motion for Appointment of Psyclatric [sic] 
Expert at County Expense, pp.2-3.) Of course Dr. Worst's testimony about what he 
would have testified about in the criminal trial had he been called does not make 
him an expert in this case. It makes him a factual witness. Moreover, it is unclear 
why Dr. Worst needs 50 hours and $12,500.00 in order to present such testimony. 
(Motion for Appointment of Psyciatric [sic] Expert at County Expense, p.3.) 
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Because the only thing Johnson needs to secure Dr. Worsfs testimony 
about what he would have been able to testify to in the criminal trial had he been 
called to the stand is a subpoena, the motion for his appointment as a defense 
expert should be denied. 
4. Johns'on Has Failed To Show Entitlement To A "Legal Expert" 
Finally, Johnson seeks the appointment of a "legal expert" at county 
expense, specifically Keith Roark, "to review the record details conceming the 
allegations of ineffective assistance of counsel herein, and to render an expert 
opinion on each such assertion. W (Motion for Appointment of Legal Expert at 
County Expense, p.3.) More specifically, Johnson requests Mr. Roark be pennitted 
to "review selected portions of the trial testimony and interrogation by trial counsel, 
together wfih selected non-evidentiary materials, conduct focused legal research, 
prepare an affidavit and potential trial testimony for a flat fee of Five Thousand 
Dollars. ($5,000)." (Id.) Johnson's request should be denied. 
Admission of expert testimony is governed by Rule 702, I.R.E., which states, 
"If scientific, technical. or other specialized knowledge will assist the trier of fact to 
understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue, a witness qualified as an 
expert by knowledge, skill experience, training, or education, may testify thereto in 
the form of an opinion Or otherwise." Thus, "[e]xpert testimony is only admissible 
when the expert's specialized knowledge wiH assist the trier of fact to understand 
the evidence and determine a fact in issue." State v. Walters. 120 Idaho 46, 55, 
813 P.2d 857, 866 (Ct. App. 1990). An expert opinion regarding trial counsel's 
performance will not assist this Court in determining whether counsel was 
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ineffective and "an expert opinion regarding the effectiveness of trial counsel's 
performance" Is not required. Taylorv. State, 145 Idaho 866,871,187 P.3d 1241, 
1246 (Ct App. 2008) (oiting State v. Pizzuto, 119 Idaho 742, 775, 810 P.2d 680, 
713 (1991) (affirming denial of post~onvidion petitioners request for apPointment 
of an additional attorney to provide expert testimony) (overruled on other grounds 
by State v. Card, 121 Idaho 425, 825 P.2d 1081 (1991)). "In most cases, the court 
can determine whether defense counsel's challenged acts or omissions amounted 
to deficient performance without expert opinion from another lawyer." Taylor, 145 
Idaho at 871, 187 P .3d at 1246. This is certainly true in this case as this Court is 
undoubtedly familiar with the standards of law governing ineffedive assistance of 
counsel claims as articulated in Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668 (1984), and 
its progeny. ''This standard does not 'require[ ] that expert testimony of outside 
attorneys be used to determine the appropriate standard of care.'" Hovey v. Av.ers, 
458 F.3d 892, 911 (9th eir. 2006) (quoting ~rand v. Stewart, 133 F.3d 1253, 
1271 n.8 (9th eir. 1998»; see also Noland v. French, 134 F.3d 208.217 (4th Cir. 
1998) (concluding an "attomey expert" is in no better position than the district court 
to render an opinion on ineffective assistance of counsel); Williams v. State, 706 
N.E.2d 149, 163-64 (Indiana 1999) ("post-conviction court did not abuse its 
discretion in rejecting the testimony of the two attorneys since the magistrate and 
the judge are necessarily very familiar with ineffective assistance of counsel 
claims"); Commonwealth v. Neal, 618 A.2d 438, 439 (Penn. 1992) (admiSSion of 
expert testimony on issue of ineffective assistance of counsel improper). 
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Further, Johnson's specific request for expert testimony regarding 
"interrogation by trial counsel," is improper since any "'egal expertJl opinion 
regarding the quality of trial counsel's cross-examination of any particular witness is 
irrelevant in light of the applicable legal standards. Strategic and tactical decisions 
cannot serve as a basis for post-conviction relief unless the decision is shown to 
have resulted from inadequate preparation, ignorance of the relevant law or other 
shortcomings capable of objective review. State v. Payne, 146 Idaho 548, _,199 
P.3d 123, 136 (2008) (citing Pratt v. State, 134 Idaho 581, 584, 6 P.3d 831, 834 
(2000»). Cross-examination is a strategiC and tactical decision that will not be 
second-guessed. Payne, 146 Idaho at _, Id. at 138 n.2; State v. Osborne, 130 
Idaho 365, 373,941 P.2d 337, 345 (Ct. App. 1997). Any opinion Mr. Roark may 
have regarding the effectiveness of trial counsel's cross-examination WOUld, 
therefore, not assist the Court in determining a fact in issue. See Strickland, 466 
U.S at 689 ("Th ere are countless ways to provide effective assistance In any given 
case. Even the best criminal defense attorneys would not defend a particular client 
in the same way."); Coleman v. Calderon, 150 F.3d 1105. 1113 (9th Cir. 1998), 
rev'd on other grounds, Calderon v. Coleman, 525 U.S. 141 (1998) ("The test has 
nothing to do with what the best lawyers would have done. Nor is the test even 
what most good lawyers would have done. We ask only whether some reasonable 
lawyer at the trial could have acted, in the circumstances, as defense counsel acted 
at trial. ") (citation om ltted). 
Moreover, with respect to Johnson's request that this Court appoint Mr. 
Roark and have the county pay him to conduct "focused legal research," it is 
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unclear why post-conviction counsel could not perfonn this task. The state 
presumes post-conviction counsel is able to conduct any research necessary to 
support his claims. For this reason, and the reasons set forth above, the 
appointment of a "legal expert" is not required to protect Johnson's substantial 
rights. 
CONCLUSION 
The state respectfully requests this Court deny Johnson's motions for an 
investigator, a fingerprint expert, a psychologist, and a "legal expert." 
DATED this 25th day of March 2009. 
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PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE 
TO STATE'S MOTION TO 
STRIKE FIRST AMENDED 
PETITION FOR 
POST-CONVICTION RELIEF 
OR ALTERNATIVELY MOTION 
FOR LEAVE TO AMEND 
COMES NOW PETITIONER, through her attorney of record, Christopher P. 
Simms, and files this, her Response to State's Motion to Strike First Amended Petition 
for Post-Conviction Relief or Alternatively, Motion for Leave to Amend and in support 
thereof states the following: 
STATEMENT OF FACTS & PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
1. An Amended Judgment of Conviction upon a jury verdict of guilty, two counts 
first degree murder, with firearm enhancement, was entered herein on July 8, 2005, after 
sentencing and initial judgment of conviction entry on June 30, 2005. 
2. Notice of appeal was filed out of time. Relief was granted upon the initial 
Petition for Post-Conviction Relief filed on or about April 19, 2006, in form of allowing 
the direct appeal to proceed and a stay order was entered as to the instant post-conviction 
proceeding. 
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3. Subsequent to the stay order entered by this Court on July 3, 2006, as 
aforementioned, the Supreme Court issued a Remittitur on July 18, 2008, denying 
Petitioner's arguments and prayer for relief, thereby determining Petitioner's Direct 
Appeal. 
4. On August 15, 2008 this Court issued its order lifting the stay herein, thereafter, 
on August 19, 2008 appointing the instant public defender. 
5. On or about November 5, 2008 a scheduling conference was had during which a 
written Stipulation Regarding Scheduling, signed by Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney 
General, and Special Blain County Prosecutor, and Christopher P. Simms, Attorney for 
Petitioner, whereby the parties stipulated to Petitioner's Motion to Amend and Amended 
Petition due March 16, 2009. 
6. Attorney for Petitioner was under the impression that the Court granted leave to 
file an Amended Petition as stipulated in open Court on November 5, 2008. 
7. The Uniform Post-Conviction Relief Act, the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and 
the Idaho and United States Constitution, and case law interpretation provide the legal 
framework for the issues presented by the States Motion to Strike alleging that Petitioner 
has not received leave of court to file an amended pleading, that the amended claims are 
time barred, fail to state a cause of action, are frivolous and could have been raised on 
direct appeal. 
TIMELINESS / LEAVE OF COURT 
8. Petitioner's First Amended Petition for Post-Conviction relief was timely filed. 
Idaho Code Section 19-4902 limits the filing of an application for post-conviction relief 
to " ... within one (l) year from the expiration of the time for appeal or from the 
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detennination of an appeal or from the detennination of a proceeding following appeal, 
whichever is later." I.C, 19-4902 (a). The appeal herein was detennined on July 18, 
2009, some nine (9) months prior to the filing of the Amended Petition herein at issue. 
9. Rule 15 (a) of the Idaho Ru1es of Civil Procedure allows amendment of a pleading 
by leave of Court, or written consent, and directs that leave shall be freely granted when 
justice requires. Rule 15 (b) allows amendments to confonn to the evidence. Rule 15 (c) 
instructs that whenever a claim asserted in the amended pleading arose out of the same 
conduct, transaction, or occurrence set forth or attempted to be set forth in the original 
pleading, the amendment relates back to the date of the original pleading. Finally, Rule 
15 (d) provides for supplemental pleadings, upon such tenns as are just, to set forth 
occurrences or events which have happened since the date of the pleading sought to be 
supplemented. 
In the instant case the State consented to the filing of an amended Petition by 
March 16, 2009. Said First Amended Petition for Post-Conviction Relief was filed by 
March 16,2009, as agreed. 
10. Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure rules 16 (b) (1), regarding scheduling conferences, 
grants a judges authority to limit the time to amend the pleadings. Rule 16 (g) allows a 
party fourteen (14) days to object to a pre-trial order. During the November 5, 2008 
scheduling, Judge Wood authorized filing of an amended petition by March 16, 2009. 
Attorney for the State did not object, until after the amended petition was ·filed. 
11. In addition to the above cited statutes and rules I.e. 19-4906 (a) allows the Court 
" ... to make appropriate orders for amendment of the application or any pleading or 
motion, for filing further pleadings and motion, or for extending the time of the filing of 
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any pleading." The Court by approved the stipulation of counsel regarding the due dates 
for filing an amended petition, in open Court on November 5, 2008. Even if the Court 
finds that written consent, or leave has not previously been granted, the rules and statutes 
allow the Court to now exercise its discretion and grant leave to litigate Petitioner's First 
Amended Petition. 
12. The State cites Bisert v. State, 111 Idaho 865, 868-69, 727 P2.d 1293, 1296-97 
(Ct. App. 1986) to illustrate that a Court has discretion whether to grant leave to amend a 
petition. Bisert, a pro se litigant sought to restrain the government from enforcing motor 
vehicle licensing laws, based on alleged religious convictions and First Amendment 
principles. His petition was dismissed, under Rule 12 (b) (6), after a full constitutional 
analysis. The Court of appeals held the District Court did not abuse its discretion, and 
found that Bisset failed to point to additional allegations which would have entitled him 
to relief. Bisett at 868-69. The Court concluded, "when an individual is unable to state a 
valid claim, justice does not entitle him to persist until he abandons his cause." Id at 869. 
The better rule is emphasized by the statute, "leave shall be freely given when 
justice so requires," A review of recent cases verifies that leave is generally freely 
granted upon the appointment of counsel for a post-conviction petition. The rule is 
illustrated by Monahan v. State, 187 P.2d 1247 (2008), Montoya v. State, 2009-ID-
0108.140 (2009), OdIe v. State, 2008-ID-I028.117 and Lane v. State, 2008-ID-
R0601.004. 
13. The State cites Sayas v. State, 139 Idaho 957, 959, 99 P.3d 776, 778 (2003) for 
the proposition that failure to file a post-conviction petition within one (1) year and forty 
two (42) days from the entry of judgment is grounds for dismissal of the petition. In 
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Sayas, Petitioner did not file a direct appeal and waited some three (3) and one half (1/2) 
years from the date judgment was entered and the date an application for post-conviction 
was filed. Under those circumstances, yes, the first prong of statute of limitations 
applies. In the case at bar, interestingly, Petitioner has filed both an initial post-
conviction relief application timely, within one (1) year from the expiration of the time 
for appeal, and the amended petition timely, within one (1) of the determination of 
appeal. 
14. The State cites Wing v. Martin, 107 Idaho 267, 270, 688 P.2d 1172, 1175 (1984), 
in the face ofthe relation back rule found in I.R.C.P. 15 (c). The State argues "nor do the 
proposed amendments relate back to the filing of the original petition such that they may 
be deemed timely." Each and every allegation of Petitioner's initial and First Amended 
Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, "arose out of the conduct, transaction and occurrence 
set forth or attempted to be set forth in the original pleading," the conduct of the 
underlying criminal trial. 
LACK OF JURISDICTION 
15. The State argues that Petitioner's assertion that the trial Court lacked jurisdiction 
is frivolous and should therefore be dismissed. The State quotes I.e. Section 20-509(1) 
but omits the conflicting provision of I.C. 20-508 which on its face, affords all juveniles 
the right to full investigation, a hearing and the discretion of a magistrate to waive 
jurisdiction under the juvenile corrections act over the juvenile and order that the juvenile 
be held for adult criminal proceedings when a juvenile is alleged to have committed any 
of the crimes enumerated in section 20-509. It is undisputed that no waiver hearing 
occurred in the instant case, nor did a Magistrate order Petitioner held for adult criminal 
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proceedings. The Uniform Juvenile Corrections Act, I.C. 20-501 et seq. provides for the 
exclusive jurisdiction of persons under eighteen years old, with exceptions to the rule, 
under certain circumstances. 
In Kent v. United States, 383 U.S. 541 (1966) the Court held the a DC juvenile 
jurisdiction statute requiring a "full investigation," read in the context of the 
constitutional principles relating to due process and the assistance of counsel, entitled a 
juvenile to a hearing and a statement of reasons by the court for waiver of juvenile 
jurisdiction. Kent, at 542. Waiver requires "procedural regularity sufficient in the 
particular circumstances to satisfy basic requirements of due process and fairness, as well 
as compliance with the statutory requirement of "full investigation." Id at 553. Thus, the 
State's assertion that only the statute, and not constitutional due process concerns formed 
the basis ofthe Court's opinion, is misplaced. 
The State cites State v. Angel C., 715 A.2d 652, 660 (1998) as support of its 
argument that Petitioner has misconstrued the constitutional reach of Kent. The 
Connecticut Court in Angel C. recognizes the important constitutional issue addressed in 
Kent and even states, "once a state provides its citizens with certain statutory rights 
beyond those secured by the constitution itself, the constitution forbids the state from 
depriving individuals of those statutory rights without due process of law." Id at 106. 
The Court goes on to distinguish Kent because the DC juvenile jurisdiction statute 
granted original and exclusive jurisdiction in the juvenile court, whereas the Connecticut 
statute did not. Id at 107. The DC Statute contained the same language and vesting of 
exclusive jurisdiction of juveniles as the Idaho Statute referenced above. In any case, 
whether constitutionally based, or limited to the liberty grant of the statute, Petitioner 
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herein was entitled to due process on the issue of waiver of juvenile jurisdiction, and did 
not receive same. 
ASSERTION OF INNOCENCE 
16. The State argues that no independent cause of action exists to assert actual 
innocence and therefore Petitioner's claim to that effect should be stricken. I.C. 19-
4901 (6) provides as one of the enumerated basis for post-conviction relief, " ... that 
petitioner is innocent of the offense." Petitioner recognizes this subparagraph addresses 
itself in the context of newly discovered evidence, identification, and DNA testing. 
Petitioner also recognizes that under I.C. Section 19-4908 any claim not asserted may be 
waived. Petitioner maintains here innocence. 
CONFRONTATION CLAUSE ISSUE 
17. The State asserts that Petitioner's Confrontation Clause argument, regarding 
cross-examination of Bruno Santos could have been raised on direct appeal, was not, and 
is therefore barred by the terms of I.C. Section 19-4901 (b). The State makes a 
persuasive argument, but overlooks I.C. 19-4901 that allows a Petitioner to pursue a post-
conviction remedy relating to any claim "That the conviction or the sentence was in 
violation of the constitution of the United States or the constitution or laws of this State." 
Robust cross-examination of Bruno Santos will without doubt present "evidence of 
material facts, not previously presented and heard, ... " I.C. 19-4901(4). Furthermore, the 
exception, quoted by the State applies here. Petitioner has made a substantial factual 
showing by affidavit and citation to the record, that this asserted basis for relief raises a 
substantial doubt about the reliability of the finding of guilt, and could not, in the exercise 
of due diligence have been presented earlier. It should be added that a similar claim, 
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relating to absence of cross-examination of Bruno Santos, is made for ineffective 
assistance of counsel. It must also be noted that the record leaves some doubt whether 
and how the Trial Court actually ruled on this issue. 
CONCLUSION 
The Petitioner respectfully requests this Court to deny State's Motion to Strike 
First Amended Petition for Post-Conviction Relief. Alternatively, should the Court not 
find written consent or leave granted, Petitioner requests the Court now grant her leave to 
file her amended petition, submitted as Petitioner's First Amended Petition for Post-
Conviction Relief and filed March 16,2009. The Petitioner further requests this Court to 
consider all allegations contained within and on the merits of Petitioner's First Amended 
Petitioner for Post-Conviction Relief. 
CHRISTOPHER P. SIMMS, ATTORNE AT LAW 
C RISTOPHER P. SIMMS 
ATTORNEY FOR PETITIONER 
DATED 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SARAH JOHNSON ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) Case No. CV -06·324 
) 
vs. ) REPLY ON MOTION TO 
) STRIKE "FIRST AMENDED 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) PETITION FOR POST .. 
) CONVICTION RELIEF" 
Respondent. ) 
COMES NOW, Kenneth K. Jorgensen, Deputy Attorney General and 
Special Prosecuting Attorney for Blaine County, and replies to "Plaintiffs Response 
to State's Motion to Strike First Amended Petition for Post-Conviction Relief or 
Alternatively Motion for Leave to Amend" (hereinafter "Response") as follows: 
L 
The state Did Not stipulate To The Filing Of An Amended Petition Without Leave 
Of The Court 
Johnson argues that the state stipulated to the filing of an amended petition. 
(Response, 1m 5-6,9-10.) This argument is based on a demonstrable factual error. 
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The parties oigned and filed a "Stipulation Regarding Scheduling. n The 
parties stipulated "to the following regarding scheduling in this cause of action: 1. 
Petitioners Motion to Amend and Amended Petition due March 16, 2009." 
(Stipulation, copy attached as Appendix A) It is olear from the stipulation that the 
parties anticipated the filing of a motion to amend. Johnson's claim that the state 
IIconsented to the filing of an amended Petition [sic]" without seeking or obtaining 
leave of this Court (Response, 11 9) is blatantly false. 
In addition, Johnson's claim that his Court granted leave to file an amended 
petition is without basis. There is no order in the record allowing such. As shown 
above, the scheduling stipulation did not grant leave to file without first moving to 
amend and receiving leave of the Court. In short, the claim that the Court already 
granted leave to amend that the state should have objected to (Response, 1J 10) is 
without basis. 
Although both parties and the Court no doubt anticipated the filing of some 
sort of amended petition with the motion to amend, at no time was Johnson given 
leave, either by order of the Court or written consent of the state, to file whatever 
amended petition she in her sole discretion believed appropriate. The Response 
should therefore, at best, be considered a motion for leave to amend. 
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II. 
The Amendment Should Be Denied As To All Claims But Tbe Claim Of Ineffective 
Assistance Of 8Ppellate Counsel And The Claim Of Newly Discovered Evidence 
Because The Claims Are Time-Barred And Fail To State A Viable Cause Of Action 
The state asserts that clarms that arose prior to the filing of the original 
petition are currently time.barred, and therefore any amendment to aUege them is a 
Mile act.1 Thus, the proffered amendments on these claims should be rejected. 
Johnson argues that the claims are not time-barred because the original 
petition was filed in a timely fashion and the new ciaims arise from the same 
"conduct, transaction, or occurrence," namely "the conduct of the underlying 
criminal trail." (Response, mI 13-14.) Thus, under Johnson's view, the relation 
back doctrine would a'lways apply to allow any amendment of a post-conviction 
petition with new claims. 
Johnson's argument would eviscerate the relation back doctrine. Her new 
claims do not arise out of the same conduct. transaction or occurrence as set forth 
in the initial petition merely because they were in the course of the underlying 
criminal case. On the contrary, they arose out of different conduct, different 
transactions and different occurrences within that case. 
For example, the claim that the trial court lacked jurisdiction does not arise 
from the same underlying set of facts as her claims of ineffective assistance of 
counsel. The claim that she was denied confrontation of Bruno Santos did not arise 
from any of the underlying facts alleged in her original petition. Whether counsel 
1 The state does not assert that claims of newly discovered evidence or ineffective 
assistance of appellate counsel - claims that arose after the filing of the petition -
are barred on this basis. The new claims that are time-barred are: actual 
innocence; lack of jurisdiction; violation of right to confrontation; and ineffective 
assistance of trial counsel (three counts). 
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was ineffective for electing to not present one witness in a new claim is not the 
same transaction as counsel's cross-examination of the state's witnesses. 
Johnson's new claims are just that - new claims. They are not amendments of 
existing claims. The new claims that arose before the original petition was filed are 
time-barred, and should not be allowed by way of amendment. 
Johnson also tries to distinguish cases upholding dismissal of untimely 
claims by pointing out that her appeal rights were reinstated and that this case was 
stayed pending outcome of the appeal. Because her proposed amended petition 
was brought within one year of the appeal, she argues, her amendments are 
proper. (Response, ~ 13.) This argument may make sense as applied to causes of 
action that arose out of the appeal itself. It would be inappropriate for the statute of 
limitations to bar claims that arose only after the statute had run. 
The state Is not claiming, however, that causes of action that arose after the 
initial filing of the petition are barred. The state has not requested this Court to 
dismiss the claims of ineffective assistance of appel/ate counselor the claim of 
newly discovered evidence on the basis of the statue of limitation. Rather, the state 
has requested only dismissal of the claims that were known or should have been 
known at the time of the filing of the original petition. 
Johnson has not argued why the granting of partial summary judgment in 
her favor to reinstate her appellate rights also waived or tolled the applicable statute 
of limitations. Indeed, there is no reason why Johnson did not bring the claims that 
were known or should have been known in the original petition or in an amended 
petition brought within one year of the judgment becoming final. I n short, she has 
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failed to show why reinstatement of appellate rights in this or any case has the 
automatic effect of restarting an already running or run statute of limitation. 
Because the claims Johnson knew or should have known about, but that 
were not brought in the original petition, are barred by the statue of limitation, the 
state requests that this Court deny amendment as to such claims. 
Ill. 
Denial Of Amendment As To The Newly Asserted Claims Of Innocence, Lack Of 
Jurisdiction, And Denial Of Confrontation Is Also Proper Because These Claims Do 
Not. On Their Face, State A Cause Of Action 
A. Johnson Has Not Stated A Legally Viable Claim Of Actual Innocence 
Johnson asserts that her claim of actual innocence is being asserted 
pursuant to I.C. § 19-4901(6). (Response. 11' 16.) That section provides that a 
viable cause of action in post-conviction includes, "Subject to the provisions of 
section 19-4902(b) through (f), Idaho Code, that the petitioner is Innocent of the 
offense." I.C. § 19-4901(a)(6). Section 194902(b) through (1) in tum provide for 
the assertion of an actual innocence claim based on fingerprint or DNA testing. I.C 
§ 19-4902(b-t). The petitioner must assert that the fingerprint or DNA testing is 
based on new technology that was unavailable for the trial. I.C. § 194902(b). The 
claim must be brought within one year of the filing of the judgment of conviction. Id. 
The evidence in question must also establish that the petitioner "is not the person 
who committed the offense," I.e. § 19-4902(e). 
Johnson has not attempted to establish how her claim of actual innocence 
meets the criteria of I.C. § 19-4902(b-f). Her actual innocence claim does not 
mention fingerprint or DNA evidence; it does not claim testing based on new 
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technology unavailable at trial; it was not brought within one year of the filing of the 
jUdgment; it does not claim that new testing affirmatively shows she did not commit 
the crime. In shortt it meets none of the statutory requirements for a claim of actual 
innocence based on fingerprint or DNA testing. 
The state has not opposed (other than to assert the lack of a motion to 
amend) Johnson's proposed amendment to assert a claim of newly discovered 
evidence regarding fingerprints on the murder weapon. But the separate claim of 
actual innocence does not state a claim on which relief may be granted, so 
amendment should be denied. 
B. Amendment To Claim Lack Of Jurisdiction In The Trial Court Should Not Be 
Allowed Because The Claim Is Frivolous On Its Face 
Johnson argues that I.C. § 20-508 granted her "on its face" the right to have 
a magistrate waive her into adult court before the adult court could exercise 
jurisdiction. (Response. 1115.) Even a cursory reading of the statute shows that his 
claim is without merit. 
The very first words in I.C. § 20-508 (after the title) are, uAfter the filing of a 
petition and after full investigation and hearing. the court may waive jurisdiction .... " 
I.C. § 20-508(1) (emphasis added). Thus, a prerequisite to waiver of jurisdiction 
under the Juvenile Corrections Act (JCA) is that jurisdiction under the JCA was 
invoked by the filing of a petition. Section 20-509, however, provides that someone 
in Johnson's position (over fourteen and having committed a homicide) "shall be 
charged, arrested, and proceeded against by complaint, indictment or information 
as an adult." I.C. § 20-509(1). In other words, the JCA specifioally prohibited 
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proceeding against Johnson by petition. The JCA simply does not apply. Because 
there never was jurisdiction over Johnson under the JCA, there was no need to 
waive that jurisdiction. 
The JCA mandated that Johnson be proceeded against as an adult by 
complaint, indictment or information. There was no jurisdiction over Johnson under 
the terms of the JCA. No Petition being necessary or having been filed, and no 
petition even allowed by law, Johnson's claim that she was entitled to a hearing 
under I, C. § 20~508, which applies only after the filing of a petition, is without merit. 
Johnson's jurisdictional argument is frivolous, so allowing amendment is pointless 
and should be denied. 
C. Johnson's Claim Of A Violation Of Her Confrontation Rights Is Barred 
Because It Could Have Been Raised On Direct Appeal 
While graciously conceding that the state makes a "persuasive argument" 
that her claim of Confrontation Clause violation could have been made on direct 
appeal. Johnson argues that it should nevertheless be allowed because it is a claim 
that her conviction violated the United States Constitution or laws of the State of 
Idaho. (Response. ~ 17.) This argument would require reading out of existence an 
entire subsection of the UPCPA. The UPCPA provides that claims that a criminal 
conviction violated the United States Constitution or laws of the State of Idaho may 
be asserted in an action under the UPCPA, I.C. § 19-4901(1), but also provides that 
the UPCPA does not encompass claims that could have been raised on direct 
appeal, I.C. § 19-4901 (b). Thus, while a claim that the conviction violated a 
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constitution or statute can be made under the UPCPA, it can be made under the 
UPCPA only if it could not have been raised on direct appeal. 
Johnson also argues that she intends to present additional evidence on this 
claim under I.e. § 19-4901(6). This is the "newly discovered evidence" provision of 
the UPCPA. Johnson has failed to show that the lack of any particular evidence 
prevented her from raising a claim of a Confrontation Clause violation on direct 
appeal, and has failed to allege any new evidence regarding why s.he should have 
been allowed to cross-examine Bruno Santos more e)d:ensively. In short, there is 
nothing in the proposed Amended Petition that indicates there is newly discovered 
evidence regarding the Confrontation Clause claim. 
Because this claim should have been raised on direct appeal, it would be 
improperly brought in post-conviction. The state therefore requests this Court to 
deny leave to amend to assert this new claim. 
CONCLUSION 
The state respectfully requests this Court to strike the Amended Petition 
because Johnson had failed to seek or obtain either this Court's leave to amend or 
the state's written permission. If the Court considers the merits of any amendment, 
the state requests that all new claims (with the exception of the claims based on 
newly discovered fingerprint evidence or ineffective assistance of appellate 
counsel) be stricken as they are untimely and barred by the statute of limitation. In 
the alternative, the state further requests that this Court deny amendment with the 
new claims for actual innocence, lack of jurisdiction in the criminal trial Court, and 
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violation of the right to confront witnesses because these claims are without 
possible merit as a matter of law. 
DATED this 1st day of April 2009. 
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Fax (208) 788-5527 
Christopher P. Simms 
Attorney at Law 
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PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO 
STATE'S OBJECTION TO 
MOTIONS FOR EXPERTS 
REQUEST FOR ARGUMENT 
COMES NOW PETITIONER, through her attorney of record, Christopher P. 
Simms, and files this, her Response to State's Objection to Motions for Experts and states 
as follows: 
EXPERTS NECESSARY TO PROTECT PETITIONER'S SUBSTANTIAL RIGHTS 
The Uniform Post-Conviction Relief Act, I.C. Section 19-4904 provides for the 
costs of defense to be born by the County in which the application was filed. The statute 
however, is clearly not written in mandatory terms and a body of law has developed 
around the issue. Unless discovery is necessary to protect an applicant's substantial 
rights, the district court is not required to order discovery. The decision to authorize 
discovery during post-conviction relief is a matter left to the sound discretion of the 
District Court. In order to be granted discovery, a post-conviction applicant must identify 
the type of information that he may obtain through discovery that could affect the 
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disposition of his application for post-conviction relief. Raudebaugh v. State, 135 Idaho 
602, 605 & 605, 21 P.3d 924,927 (2001); Fields v. State, 135 Idaho 286, 291, 17 P.3d 
230, 235 (2000). Aeschliman v. State, 132 Idaho 397,402, 973 P.2d 749, 754 (Ct. App. 
1999). An applicant must show the areas into which he wishes to conduct discovery and 
, 
why those areas are necessary to protect his fundamental interests. Id. at 403 
The Court in Murphy v. State, 143 Idaho 139 reversed the Post-Conviction 
District Court denial of a motion seeking funds to retain an independent forensic 
pathologist to fully review the reports in the underlying criminal matter. The Court of 
Appeals reversed and announced that a request under I.e. § 19-4904 for funds to retain 
an expert may be viewed as analogous to a request for discovery in a post-conviction 
action. The Court reasoned that, unlike in Raudebaugh where no showing of any 
probability that further scientific examination or independent testing would yield 
exculpatory evidence, Murphy had demonstrated a need necessary to protect her 
substantial rights. A fact intensive analysis was utilized to make the determination. 
Quoting Merrifield v. Arave, 128 Idaho 306, 310, 912 P.2d 674, 678 (Ct.App.1996), the 
Court offered, "'Reasonable discovery may be permitted subject to supervision and fim1 
control by the trial court to prevent abuses ... [but] ... Fishing expedition discovery should 
not be allowed." 
Raudebaugh, 135 Idaho 397 is distinguishable on the fact from the present case. 
There the Petitioner sought release of the knife used as the murder weapon for 
examination by an expert witness to determine if there was fingerprint evidence that 
could have assisted him at trial. The record indicates Rauderbaugh's request was simply 
a fishing expedition to retest evidence that could have been more thoughly tested by the 
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defense at triaL In the present case we have newly discovered fingerprint evidence, now 
known only due to the persistent requests of Mr. Kerchusky, the former manager of the 
State Lab latent print lab, that latent prints found at the scene, not previously examined 
by the State, be re-run through the AFIS system. Also newly discovered is the fact that 
current State Lab fingerprint technician Maria Eguren was not provided all of the usable 
latent print cards, but only poor quality copies of three latent print cards. Finally, this 
Court has already ordered discovery of the newly discovered fingerprint evidence, 
including high quality copies of latent prints found at the scene, (which order has yet to 
be complied with by the State) which discovery order will not be of benefit to Petitioner 
without the aid of a fingerprint expert. 
Likewise, the assistance of an independent investigator is necessary to follow-up 
with Christopher K. Hill, whose prints have been found on the murder weapon and other 
tools of the crime. The State would leave Petitioner to rely solely upon the Blaine 
/ 
County Sheriff s limited investigation, motivated only by the desire to maintain its 
conviction, not to seek the truth. Only through a vigorous adversarial process is the 
weakness of a given position most starkly illuminated. To date the State's 
"investigation" of the newly discovered evidence has consisted of briefly re-interviewing 
key witnesses and accepting as true inconsistent and contradictory statements. 
A review of the prior statements of Mel Speegle is critical to understanding the 
need for a much deeper investigation. During his interview with police on September 3, 
2003 Speegle stated that the .264 was kept in a soft case, and that only the Johnsons knew 
about the guns. Speegle gave no indication that anyone, other than himself, had handled 
the weapon. Speegle also gave statements to police on October 9, 2003. During that 
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interview Speegle recounted moving the guns and ammunition into the apartment closet, 
and did intimate that friends helped in the moving process, including that it was Chris 
Hill who helped move the box the ammunition was in. But again, Speegle stated 
several times that no one other than the Johnsons knew about the guns ammunition in the 
closet. During his October 28, 2003, grand jury testimony, Mr. Speegle swore that only 
Alan and Diane Johnson knew Speegle had guns in the closet of his garage apartment, 
(OJ Trans. Pg 136), that the .264 was not in a case or scabbard of any kind and gave no 
indication anyone else would have touched the .264 rifle. Speegle's trial testimony was 
consistent. 
Subsequent to the newly discovered fingerprint evidence being uncovered in 
January of 2009, Blaine County Detective Harkins re-interviewed Speegle. For the first 
time Speegle stated that he recalled Hill helped him move the guns, and this is why 
Hill's prints would be on the guns and ammunition. The following day, on February 12, 
2009 Detective Harkins interviewed Hill. Hill made no mention of assisting in moving 
the guns. Instead, Hill told Detective Harkins he had taken the .264 to a rifle range and 
shooting it. Hill further explained that he attempted to sight the scope during this time, 
and that must be why his prints were on the scope. 
One must question the veracity of these conflicting stories. If a person moves 
ammunition, packaged in its retail cardboard box, further packed in inserts, loaded into a 
metal box, in turn loaded into a cardboard box, certainly that person's fingerprints will 
not be left on the rounds. Likewise, a person sighting a scope should not be pawing the 
scope, but utilizing the adjustment screws designed for the purpose. Furthermore, by 
Hill's story he had not handled the gun for several years prior to the murders, during 
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which time the prints would have dissipated, or been etched prints, as opposed to the 
fresh prints found on the tools of the crime. (Kerchusky Affidavit) Why has Hill not 
been requested to provide an alibi? Why haven't his whereabouts at the time of the crime 
been investigated? 
It is important to note that Detective Stu Robinson testified during the grand jury 
proceeding that the State Police Lab could not locate any identifiable prints from the gun, 
scope or casings (pg. 189) and that this is not unusual. (pg 165 and 189-90) We now 
know that this statement was simply not true. The reports and later testimony indicate 
that thirty five latent prints were taken from the scene. (Randy Parker Trial Testimony 
Transcript pg. 5809) Latent fingerprint technician Maria Eguren testified at trial that she 
received thirty five latent finger print cards from Tina Walthall, but that only three were 
of sufficient quality to use. However, we now know that only three photo copies were 
submitted for AFIS search because Eguren only received three photo copies, not all of the 
actual latent print cards. (Petitioner's Exhibits 27 & 28). Why would Robinson tell the 
grand jurors that no latent prints were found at the scene when he must have known, as 
the chief evidence detective, almost two months after the crime, that the prints had been 
lifted and used by technicians? 
FACT WITNESSES AS PART OF POST-CONVICTION DEFENSE 
The State objects to Petitioner's Amended Motion for Appointment of Investigator at 
County Expense, and Motion for Appointment of Fingerprint Expert at County Expense 
on the ground that said proposed investigator and fingerprint expert are potential fact 
witnesses. The State argues that these professionals are the same who worked for the 
defense team at trial and therefore should not be approved on that basis due to a concern 
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that attorney-client or work product privilege may hamper the State's "ability to 
investigate and present its case." The State provides no authority to support this 
argument. A Petitioner in a post-conviction proceeding clearly waives any attorney client 
privilege upon asserting an ineffective assistance of counsel claim. Idaho Rule of 
Evidence 502(d) (3) provides a clear exception to the general rule when a breach of a 
lawyer's duty is asserted. IRE 502 (d) (3). 
The State has complained long and bitterly about the cost of Petitioner's defense, 
perhaps justifiably so in certain instances. However, the " ... right to counsel is not a 
formality. It is not a grudging gesture to a ritualistic requirement. It is the essence of 
justice." Kent v United States, 383 U.S. 541 (1966). Why should defense counsel's 
choice of staff be of concern to the State, other than to interfere with Petitioner's right? 
The undersigned has proposed members of the original defense team for a variety of 
reasons, not the least of which is their working knowledge of the case and the cost 
effectiveness of utilizing that knowledge. Mr. Dunn nor Mr. Kerchusky have any 
obligation to share that knowledge with defense Counsel, outside of the compulsory 
testimony under subpoena duces tecum on deposition. Certainly, this more costly 
alternative, which still does not resolve new investigation called for by discovery of new 
evidence, will not efficiently serve the interests of justice. 
PSYCHIATRIC EXPERT 
The record does not appear to bear out the State's assertion that Dr. Worst was 
consulted by the Defense during the guilt phase of the underlying criminal prosecution. 
Clearly, Dr. Worst examined Petitioner and testified at sentencing, but he was apparently 
working on behalf of the Court rather than for the defense. Nevertheless, Dr. Worst is 
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familiar with and has extensively examined Petitioner, and to the knowledge of the 
undersigned in the only certified forensic psychiatrist in southern Idaho. 
The attorney client privilege has been applied in situations where the client has 
been evaluated by a psychotherapist for the purpose of facilitating the attorney's 
preparation for trial. State v. Allen, 123 Idaho 880 (1993) However, these were not the 
facts in the underlying criminal proceedings. Dr. Worst was retained by the Court for 
purposes of sentencing. The current proposed need for Dr. Worst's expert knowledge on 
the subject of parricide goes to ineffective assistance of trial counsel in failing to pursue 
an available defense that he should have known of, but did not, or knew of but 
disregarding due to inadequate preparation. 
LEGAL EXPERT 
The State relies on State v. Walters, 120 Idaho 46, 813 P.2d 857, (Ct. App. 1990) 
to support it position that LR.E. Rule 702 prohibits a lawyer expert from testifying in a 
post-conviction action. Walters addresses opinion testimony on the ultimate issue, and 
credibility of witnesses, not the issues present in the case before the Court. The State also 
points to Taylor v. State, 145 Idaho 866, 871, 187 P.3d 1241, 1246, citing State v. 
Pizzuto, 119 Idaho 742, 775, 810 P.2d 680, 713 (1991) in support of its argument that an 
expert opinion regarding trial counsel's performance will not assist this Court in 
determining whether counsel was ineffective. In Taylor the stated, quoting more 
completely, " .. .it is not necessarily required that a defendant present testimony of a 
second attorney to render expert opinion regarding effectiveness of counsel's 
performance." The State attempts to shift the debate from a matter within the discretion 
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of the Court to a prohibition. Many District Courts routinely allow legal expert testimony 
on this topic. 
In Aragon v. State, 114 Idaho 758, 760 P.2d 1174 (1988) the District Court had 
allowed a reputable Idaho attorney well-versed in criminal law to testify on behalf of the 
petitioner in a post-conviction proceeding as an expert. Likewise, in State v. 
Charboneau, 116 Idaho 129, 774 P .2d 299 (1989) three experienced and respected 
criminal defense attorneys testified at the first post-conviction proceeding that it was trial 
counsel displayed incompetent representation. Clearly, the District Judge is in no way 
bound by expert testimony. The burden remains on Petitioner to show ineffective 
assistance of counsel by a preponderance of the evidence. 
To prevail on an ineffective assistance of counsel claim, the defendant must show 
that the attorney's performance was deficient, and that the defendant was prejudiced by 
the deficiency. To establish a deficiency, the applicant has the burden of showing that the 
attorney's representation fell below an objective standard of reasonableness. To establish 
prejudice, the applicant must show a reasonable probability that, but for the attorney's 
deficient performance, the outcome of the trial would have been different. This Court has 
long adhered to the proposition that tactical or strategic decisions of trial counsel will not 
be second-guessed on appeal unless those decisions are based on inadequate preparation, 
ignorance of relevant law or other shortcomings capable of objective evaluation. Tavlor 
at 1247. While it is true that this standard does not "require" expert testimony, it is 
equally true that expert testimony would add to the Court's insight in exercising its 
discretion. 
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SUMMARY 
In determining whether to provide additional assistance at public expense, this 
Court has held that such assistance is not automatically mandatory, but rather depends 
upon the needs of the defendant as revealed by the facts and circumstances of each case. 
It is incumbent upon the trial court to consider the needs of the defendant and the facts 
and circumstances of the case, and then decide whether an adequate defense is available 
to the defendant without the assistance of the requested expert or investigative aid. Such 
a denial of a defendant's request for expert assistance or investigative assistance will not 
be disturbed absent a showing that the trial court abused its discretion by rendering a 
decision which is clearly erroneous and unsupported by the circumstances of the case. 
The same principles ought to apply in considering the requests of an applicant in a post-
conviction proceeding." State v. Row, 131 Idaho 303, 310-11, 955 P.2d 1082 (1998) 
(internal citations and quotations omitted) 
In the instant case Petitioner has demonstrated by the pleadings, record citations 
and motions before the court, ineffective assistance of trial counsel. Petitioner has 
identified and presented newly discovered evidence, and properly plead prejudice. To 
confidently and most effectively, prove these allegations by a preponderance of the 
evidence, in the estimation of Court appointed counsel, requires additional assistance at 
public expense. 
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CONCLUSION 
The Petitioner respectfully requests this Court to overrule State's Objection to 
Motions for Experts and respectfully request this Court's to enter an Order granting 
Petitioner's Motions for the Appointment of Experts. 
CHRISTOPHER P. SIMMS, ATTORNEY AT LAW 
CHRISTOPHER P. SIMMS 
ATTORNEY FOR PETITIONER 
DATED 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO STATE'S OBJECTION TO MOTIONS FOR 
EXPERTS 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 6th day of April, 2009, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO STATE'S OBJECTION TO 
MOTIONS FOR EXPERTS was delivered to the Office of Attorney General & 
Special Prosecuting Attorneys, Attn: Jessica Lorello Facsimile number 208.854.8074, 
PO Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 and The Office of the Blaine County 
Prosecuting Attorney Facsimile number 208.788.5554, 201 Second Avenue South, 
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Case No. CV 2006·0000324 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO DECIDE MOTION FOR DISQUALIFICATION and 
MOTION FOR ORDER OF DISCOVERY WITHOUT ORAL ARGUMENT 
I.R.C.P.7(b)(3)(D} 
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to LRC.P. Rule 7(b)(3)(D), the COllrt, in the 
exercise of discretion, intemis to make a ruling without oral argument on the Petitioner's 
Motion for Disqualification of District Judge and on Petitioner's Motion for Order of 
Discovery Relating to Independent Judicial Investigation. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED: ~~~~--~--~--7 
SIGNED: ________ ...;;....-_ 
Barry Wood 
District Judge 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO DECIDE MOTION(s) 
WITHOUT ORAL ARGUMENT 1 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 9th day of April 2009, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing document by mailing it 
through the U.S. mail postage prepaid, and addressed to each of the following: 
Christopher Simms 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 3123 
Ketchum ID 83340 
Kenneth K. Jorgensen 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 83720 
Boise ID 83720-0010 
~~~-
Andrea Logan -0 
Deputy Clerk 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Attorney General 
State of Idaho 
STEPHEN A. BYWATER 
Deputy Attorney General 
Chief, Criminal Law Division 
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554 
KENNETH K. JORGENSEN ISB #4051 
Deputy Attorneys General 
Special Prosecuting Attorneys 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
Telephone: (208) 332-3096 
Facsimile: (208) 854-8074 
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Jolynn Drage, Clerk District 
Court Blaine County, Idaho .J 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SARAH M. JOHNSON, 
Petitioner, 
VS. 












Case No. CR 2006·00324 
STIPULA TION TO DEPOSE 
TRIAL COUNSEL AND EXTEND 
DISCOVERY DEADLINE 
COMES NOW, Respondent, the State of Idaho, by and through Jessica 
M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General and Special Prosecuting Attorney for Blaine 
County, and Christopher Simms, counsel for Petitioner, Sarah M. Johnson, and 
hereby stipulate that discovery in the form of deposing trial counsel, Bobby 
Pangburn and Mark Rader, is appropriate. Additionally, the parties stipulate to 
extend the previously agreed upon deadline for requests for discovery (April 16, 
STIPULATION TO DEPOSE TRIAL COUNSEL AND EXTEND DISCOVERY 
DEADLINE - 1 
2009), to fourteen days after the Court enters an order on Petitioner's motions for 
experts, which were filed March 16, 2009, and remain pending before this Court. 1 
~ 1 (',[UOq 
JE ICA M. LORELLO Date 
Deputy Attorney General 
Special P ecutin ttorney ~ 
Blaine nty 
Date 
I Johnson's motions for experts have not been set for hearing as the Court is 
unable to rule on any pending motions until it renders a decision on Johnson's 
motion to disqualify, which is set for hearing on May 19, 2009. See Pizzuto v. 
State, 127 Idaho 469,470,903 P.2d 58, 59 (1995) ('We have held that af! orders 
following the filing of a motion to disqualify (under I.e. § 1-1801(4), which has 
been repealed and is now implemenled by I.R.C.P. 40), but prior to a ruling on 
that motion, were improper, void and of no effect." (citation and quotations 
omitted)). 
STIPULATION TO DEPOSE TRIAL COUNSEL AND EXTEND DISCOVERY 
DEADLlNE-2 
Ai!R-15-2009 WED 03: 53 
APR-16-2009 WED 04:1 
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Case No. CV 2006-0000324 
Vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
ORDERS RE: 
Motion for Disqualification of District Judge and 
Motion for Order of Discovery Relating to Independent Judicial Investigation 
I. 
Brief Procedural History of Criminal Case CR 2003-18200 
1. The present case CV 2006-0000324 is a Petition for Post Conviction Relief filed 
pursuant to I.e. §19-4901 et. seq. from the underlying criminal case CR 2003-
18200 in Blaine County, Idaho, (hereinafter the criminal case).1 
2. The criminal case was filed by an indictment on October 29, 2003, the Honorable 
James May, presiding. 
3. The ROA in the criminal case reflects in part the following chronology of events: 
I This Court sitting in Gooding County, has had it's Clerk obtain the ROA's for both cases from the State Repository 
(on-line) for reference to dates. The physical court files are in Blaine County. This Court also caused the Deputy 
Clerk to fax dOViD to Gooding the Court minutes of July 15, 2004. 
ORDER RE: Motion to Disqualify 
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• October 3, 2003, the indictment and the criminal case were "unsealed". 
• November 3, 2003, an arraignment was held and the case was set for a 
jury trial to begin February 10, 2004. 
• November 5, 2003, an order was entered on November 5, 2003, for 
preparation of a Grand Jury transcript. 
• December 23, 2003, an order was entered Transferring and Unsealing 
Search Warrant, Affidavits, Returns and Motions. 
• January 5, 2004, a Motion to Continue the jury trial was filed. 
• January 12, 2004, during a hearing held the jury trial was moved to June 
1,2004. 
• March 10, 2004, a request was made by Judge May for the reassignment 
of the presiding judge. An order was entered assigning this Judge the 
same date. 
• March 15, 2004, another Motion to Continue the jury trial was filed. 
• March 18, 2004, this Court held it's first hearing in this case. 
• March 25, 2004/ a Notice of Intent of the Court to enter an Amended 
Order Unsealing Grand Jury Exhibitsfor the limited purpose of viewing by 
the Court was entered. 
• April 13/ 2004, this Court granted the Motion to Continue the Jury trial to 
September 27/ 2004. 
• February 1, 2005, the jury trial commenced. 
• March 16, 2005 the jury reached a verdict of guilty. 
4. A companion civil case CV 2004-269 to handle the money issues relative to the 
criminal case was opened March 18, 2004. See Reporter's Transcript p. 181, 115-
21. In the performance of these duties, this Court was required to analyze 
defense Counsel's request for expenditures of significant sums of public monies 
to hire experts, etc. 
5. The Defendant appealed her conviction to the Idaho Supreme Court. Only four 
(4) issues were raised: 
1. Whether the jury instruction on aiding and abetting 
constituted a variance or constructive amendment of the 
charging document. 
2. Whether the lack of reference to aiding and abetting in the 
charging document violated the defendant's due process 
rights; 
3. Whether there was error relative to the unanimity jury 
instruction and; 
4. Juror #85 issues. 
145 Idaho 970 
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6. The sufficiency of the evidence to support the Court's giving of the State's 
requested jury instruction on aiding and abetting was not raised on appeal by 
the defendant. Additionally, the sufficiency of the evidence to sustain the 
convictions was not raised on appeal by the defendant. Lastly, the sentences 
imposed were not challenged on appeal. See 145 Idaho 970. 
7. No motion was ever made by trial counsel to disqualify this judge upon any 
basis. 
II. 
Brief Procedural History of Post Conviction Case CV 2006-000324 
1. The Petition for Post Conviction Relief was filed April 19, 2006. 
2. The ROA in the civil Post Conviction case reflects in part the following 
chronology of events: 
• May 19, 2006 Answer to Petition filed. 
• June 5, 2006 Motion to Stay filed. 
• July 3, 2006 Order for New Appeal Period entered. 
• March 5, 2009 Motion for Disqualification of District Judge filed. 
• March 13, 2009, the State filed an objection to the Motion to Disqualify. 
• March 18, 2009, a Notice of Hearing for Motion to Disqualify the District 
Judge was filed. 
• March 19, 2009, a Notice of Intent to Read Reporter's Transcript was 
filed. 
• April 9, 2009, a Notice of Intent to Decide Motion for Disqualification 
without Oral Argument was filed and served on counsel of record. 
III. 
Court's Response to the Motion to Disqualify 
The Motion for Disqualification filed March 5, 2009, consists of eleven (11) 
numbered paragraphs. This Court determines that perhaps the clearest way to 
respond to the motion is to respond to each of the numbered paragraphs. 
ORDER RE: Motion to Disqualify 
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Paragraph 1: This Court agrees with the statement asserted; namely that Petitioner 
was convicted as stated; that this Court was the successor presiding Judge and that the 
convictions were upheld on direct appeal. See also 145 Idaho 970, (2008). Petition for 
a Writ of Certiorari denied, December 1, 2008, Supreme Court of the United States, No. 
08-6523. See also numbered paragraphs 6 and 7 of section I. above. 
Paragraph 2: Counsel asserts this Court "independently" apprised himself of the facts 
and background of the case, specifically by reading the Grand Jury transcript and police 
reports, as well as by visiting the scene of the crime. 
The source of this assertion appears to be from the Affidavit of Attorney Mark 
Rader, paragraph 9(g) filed April 19, 2006. This Affidavit of Mr. Rader states in 
relevant part: 
9(9) TRIAL JUDGE PERSONALLY INVESTIGATES THE FACTS 
"Shortly after being assigned as the trial judge in this case the Hon. Barry Wood 
reviewed the transcripts of the Grand Jury proceeding, police reports and 
conducted an independent investigation into the facts surrounding the deaths of 
Mr. & Mrs. Alan Johnson. As part of his investigation it is my understanding that 
he even went to the scene of the crime. I don't know if he entered the house 
where the shooting occurred and .... 
After hearing about this I became concerned that Judge Wood could no longer at 
as a neutral judge in this case. I raised this issue with Mr. Pangburn but Mr. 
Panbgurn felt there were no other acceptable judges for this case; and 
Later during pretrial proceedings and at trial it became evident that Judge Wood 
had determined that the defendant was guilty of the crimes charged. His inability 
to be fair and impartial really became clear when he heard arguments regarding 
the State's request for a jury instruction on Aiding and Abetting. Judge Wood used 
incorrect evidence and information that was not placed in evidence during trial and 
then made guesses about the Defendant's involvement in the shooting of her 
parents. In fact during arguments about the State's request for the Aiding and 
Abetting instruction Judge Wood actually stated that if Ms. Johnson didn't shoot 
her parents then nobody else could have done it without her help. This was pure 
conjecture and guesswork on the part of Judge Wood; and ... " 
Of course, the Reporter's Transcript provides what was actually said; as such, 
this Court does not accept Mr. Rader's characterizations. 
This Court as the successor presiding District Judge in the criminal case did in 
fact read the Grand Jury transcript and so advised counsel on the record. (See the 
Reporter's Transcript Pg 179 and 182, March 18, 2004.) See also LC.R. Rule 6.3(c). 
ORDER RE: Motion to Disqualify 
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The transcript had previously been unsealed by Judge May, however, an order had 
been entered restricting public access to the material. 
This Court also provided counsel notice of intent to look at the Grand Jury 
exhibits. There was no objection. See Reporter's Transcript p.202, II 3-10. 
This Court did read certain of the police reports. This too, was placed on the 
record. But more importantly, the police reports this Court read were read in 
connection with some defense motions AND were read at Defense counsel's request. 
(See eg., Reporter's Transcript pg 417, October 6/7, 2004). All such reports were 
provided to the Court by counsel. 
This Court did in fact view the premises. This first view was accomplished with 
not only notice to the parties and with their express agreement, but this Court was 
accompanied by counsel for the view. (See Reporter's Transcript pg 275, July 7, 2004; 
pg 290 July 15, 2004.) The Clerk's minute entry of July 15, 2004, reflects that in 
addition to the Deputy Clerk and the Judge being present at the Johnson residence, 
Detective Steve Harkins and Deputy Prosecutor Justin Whatcott were present for the 
State as well as defense counsel Mark Rader and the defense investigator Pat Dunn. 
This Court recalls that Detective Harkins led this Court to the Johnson residence and 
Harkins had the key to unlock the buildings. 
The premises were also viewed with the jury and counsel during the trial. The 
jury view of the Johnson premises was conducted on February 11/ 2005, with counsel 
for both parties being present. See Reporter's Transcript, Volume IV, pgs 2367-2374. 
This Court has never stepped foot on the Johnson property other than these two 
occasions. 
While this Court had never been to and did not know the location of the specific 
property/home where the crimes occurred until being directed there in 2004 with 
Detective Harkins and counsel, beginning in the early to mid 1990's this Court has been 
on the public road in this area multiple times over the years as it provides access from 
Highway 75 to the Big Wood River and to the subdivision to the east of the Johnson 
residence. 
ORDER RE: Motion to Disqualify 
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The above conduct by the Court, including this Court's reading of the file 
materials, is neither "independent", \\ex-parte" or \\extra-judiciaL" This crimal case was 
a jury trial. The jury was the trier of fact, not the judge. No bias was formed by this 
Court. 
Paragraph 3: Paragraph 3 cites to LR.C.P. 40(d)(2); no additional comment is 
required. 
Paragraph 4: Paragraph 3 cites to State v Pizzuto, 119 Idaho 742; no additional 
comment is required. 
Paragraph 5: Paragraph 5 cites to The Idaho Code of Judicial Conduct; no additional 
comment is required. 
Paragraph 6: Paragraph 6 cites specifically to Cannon 3; no additional comment is 
required. 
Paragraph 7: Paragraph 7 cites specifically to Cannon 3; no additional comment is 
required. 
Paragraph 8: Paragraph 8 cites to the commentary to Cannon 3; no additional 
comment is required. 
Paragraph 9: Paragraph 9 begins with the statement "If his Honor did independently 
investigate ... " (Emphasis mine). See response to paragraph #2 above. 
To this Court, additional context relative to these assertions is contained in the 
Reporter's transcript of the in-court events which occurred on the record at this Court's 
very first hearing in this case, which occurred on March 18, 2004. The following 
excerpts provide the background for the caution that this Court employed in this case: 
Reporter's Transcript, pg 178-186 Thursday March 18,20043:15 p.m. 
" ... MR. PANGBURN: Yes, your Honor, Bob Pangorn - Pangburn for Sarah 
Johnson. I have to remember how to pronounce my own name. And I don't believe 
you/ve met Mark Rader, your Honor. 
THE COURT: Nice to meet you. Okay. Being new to the case and in an 
effort to get somewhat organized and having seen the file for the first time minutes 
ago, can you tell me what/s on the calendar today that you want to have heard? (pg 
179). 
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MR. PANGBURN: Your Honor, we do have some additional matters 
that we have filed and ask the Court to hear ex-parte regarding matters that we 
believe cannot be heard in open court and us still comply with our ethical and other 
obligations to our client. In a general sense, I will say that they involve certain 
requests for expert witnesses needed for the defense of this case. (pg 180-
181). 
THE COURT: We received a number of matters via fax this morning and I 
have not gotten through them all, so I don't know about when we can hear all of those 
matters. I know that I'm back up here Monday for the regular law and motion 
calendar, but I haven't had a chance to get through them. I did have the clerk 
make me a copy of the grand jury proceedings that are confidential and I 
have read those, spent the morning reading those. So I've done that. (pg 
181-182). 
Reporters Transcript, Vol. I, pgs 195-196: 
THE COURT: I'll say one thing to all of you here as well. I'll be 
happy to entertain matters with you, but there's going to be a court reporter 
there, okay? Not that I don't trust anybody or any of that. We just simply have, for 
instance, another homicide case, a post-conviction relief matter pending right now, 
with assertions that certain comments were allegedly made off the record, and I just 
won't do it. So when I tell you that if you want to schedule something or have 
something heard, we'll have a court reporter there. So please understand it's nothing 
personal, it's just something that goes along with the territory, okay? 
(Emphasis mine). 
Paragraph 10: This paragraph has already been addressed in regards to paragraph 9 
above. This Court formed no improper bias. 
Paragraph 11: Paragraph 11 cites to certain quotes from the Reporter's Transcript. As 
the transcript speaks for itself, little additional comment is required except to say, of 
course, all statements must be put into context. Specifically, the context was the Court 
was being asked by defense counsel to rule on certain motions made post-trial which 
specifically required the Court to comment on the evidence. 2 For example: 
From transcript on Motion for Judgment of Acquittal filed and heard after 
jury verdict: pgs 445-448 
THE COURT: The clothing wasn't in her house, was it? Wasn't the clothing 
found in the trash can, rolled up, the robe with two gloves in it? 
2 Tills Court wants to make clear that the citations to the Reporters Transcript in this Order are NOT intended to be a 
complete listing to all references related to such items. 
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MR. PANGBURN: But it came from her house. It was in her house. So 
to the extent that her DNA was on her very own clothing, that simply proves nothing. 
But look at the other evidence in here: Nothing connected her to the gun. 
Her fingerprints nor anything else of hers was on the gun, on the scope or on 
the bullets, on the actual weapons that committed the crimes. 
And so accordingly your Honor, we strongly urge this court to order a 
new trial on the basis that a jury - no reasonable jury could have found her 
guilty under either theory of being the person who pulled the trigger or the 
person who helped another to kill her parents. 3 
THE COURT: Well, you agree that crimes were committed, is that correct? 
MR. PANGBURN: Yes, your Honor. 
THE COURT: That murders occurred? 
MR. PANGBURN: I do. 
THE COURT: Right? 
MR. PANBGURN: Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: My understanding of the test for deciding a 
motion for judgment of acquittal is that the trial judge must review the 
evidence in the light most favorable to the state, recognizing that full 
consideration must be given to the right of the jury to determine the credibility of the 
witnesses, the weight to be afforded evidence, as well as the right to draw all 
justifiable inferences from the evidence. 
And I would again incorporate, by reference, the rulings that I have made 
relative to the jury instructions at the jury instruction conferences that we had during 
the course of the trial. 
But it seems to me that in this matter all of the elements for the 
substantive charge of murder were admitted to exist. The question being on 
- with the exception, perhaps, of premeditation, which is - we covered that in 
the jury instruction conference. 
The other question is who did it. But the fact of, you know, in the state of 
Idaho, when, where, what happened, the fact that crimes were committed, everybody 
agrees to that, it seems to me. Correct? 
MR. PANGBURN: Absolutely. 
THE COURT: Okay, so what we have here is a defendant who 
admits to being present, or certainly in extreme close proximity of where 
these crimes were committed when they were committed. 
And what's always occurred to me in this case, is well, by the evidence 
presented, did the defendant commit these crimes by herself, or did the 
defendant have some help. 
And the defendant's own words in the 911 call - and I don't have it. I 
asked to have a copy of it made, and it didn't get made. But were something to the 
effect, by my memory, of - the defendant's words were, "somebody shot my 
parents, somebody shot my mom." 
Well, the only way the defendant would know that is for the defendant to be 
present; because otherwise, all she could testify to, if in fact the doors were shut and 
3 The Idaho Supreme Court stated: "Therefore, because Idaho has abolished the distinction between principals and 
aiders and abetters, and because it is well established in Idaho that it is unnecessary to charge the defendant with 
aiding and abetting, we hold there was no variance, constructive amendment, or due process violation. Moreover, 
even if there were a variance, Johnson was not prejudiced in the preparation of her defense. First, the State did not 
introduce evidence of a possible third party shooter; rather, it was Johnson who argued that she could not 
have been the actual shooter. Second, the State's proposed jury instructions submitted before trial included a 
jury instTUction on aiding and abetting. Thus, Johnson was not misled or embarrassed in the preparation of her 
defense. 145 Idaho 970 @ 977 (Emphasis mine). 
ORDER RE: Motion to Disqualify 
and Motion for Order of Discovery 
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so forth like we have heard all of this evidence that she tried to later tell the police -
Even though her own experts say, "no, she's wrong, the doors could not be closed, the 
parents' door had to be open, her door had to be open." So you even have her own 
experts disagreeing with her. 
But the only way she'd know that somebody shot her parents is to be present 
or to see it. Otherwise, all she could say is she heard gunshots. And that's not what 
she reported. Not initially. 
The circumstantial evidence in this case is as strong as a 40-acre field 
of garlic in full bloom. I mean we went through that whole deal about being 
there, access to the gun. 
Jim Vavold has her, "her" the defendant in the guest house following this big 
blow-up with the parents. Has her in the guest house where the rifle's located, 
the scope's located, the bullets are located on Saturday afternoon, as I recall; I 
know a good portion of Sunday and a good portion of Monday before the Vavolds went 
home to Caldwell. 
Her involvement, the evidence supports a jury finding of her 
involvement. At the risk of leaving something out, I want to be clear that this list is 
not inclusive, but access to the guns, the gun and the bullets. Knowing that they are 
there ... /I 
(Emphasis mine). 
Asking the Judge in open court to comment on the evidence in ruling on a post 
trial motion, and then being critical of the comments, needs little discussion. Again, 
the strength of the evidence to sustain the convictions was not even challenged on 
appeal. 
It is also asserted by a conclusory statement that this Court relied on "facts not 
in evidence./I However, the Motion does not identify one item relied upon by the Court 
that is not in the evidence that was presented to the jury including reasonable 
inferences to be drawn therefrom. See also the first full paragraph on page 10 of the 
State's objection filed March 13, 2009, which this Court adopts as a correct statement. 
In response to the assertions about the jury instruction conference, including Mr. 
Rader's claim relative to the evidence to support the aiding and abetting jury 
instruction, this Court has no intention of trying to re-hash the entirety of the evidence 
presented at the trial in this case. There is no "personal conjecture and speculation, 
not based on the evidence presented at trial." This Court had a duty to listen to the 
evidence presented at trial and give appropriate jury instructions in accordance with the 
evidence. See I.e. §19-2132(a). No appeal was taken relative to the evidence to 
support the jury instructions given. 
ORDER RE: Motion to Disqualify 
and Motion for Order of Discovery 
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Simply put, this Court's recitation of the evidence presented at trial for purposes 
of the jury instruction conference and/or to rule on other motions does not establish 
bias against the Petitioner. See LC.R. Rule 30(b). 
For all the reasons stated above, the Motion to Disqualify is in all respects 
DENIED. 
IV. 
Motion for Order of Discovery Relating to Independent Judicial Investigation 
The Petitioner's Motion to require this judge to testify is, in the exercise of 
discretion, DENIED upon the following bases: 
1. The content of the above "Order on the Motion to Disqualify"; 
2. Idaho Rules of Evidence 605; 
3. Idaho Judicial Cannon 3(E)(1)(D); 
4. Martinez v. State, 126 Idaho 813, 892 P.2d 488 (Ct. App. 1995). 
IT IS SO ORDERED THIS /..5'" day of April, 2009. 
SIGNED: ~I 
Barry Wood, District Judge 
ORDER RE: Motion to Disqualify 
and Motion for Order of Discovery 
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Case No. CV 2006-00324 
STIPULATION TO PROVIDE 
CRIMINAL RECORDS FROM 
COUNSEL 
COMES NOW/ Respondent, the State of Idaho, by and through Jessica 
M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General and Special Prosecuting Attorney for Blaine 
County, and Christopher Simms, counsel for Petitioner, Sarah M. Johnson, and 
h.ereby stipulate to the folloWing: 
1. Sarah Johnson is in this case alleging that attorney Robert Pangburn 
provided ineffective assistance of counsel in her underlying criminal case. 
STIPULATION TO PROVIDE CRIMINAL RECORDS FROM COUNSEL 
(JOHNSON) - 1 
tv·IAy. 12. ~J09 1: 09PM ~ ATTY GENERAL-SPU NO. 256 
2. Because of her allegation of ineffective assistance of counsel, she has 
waived the attorney-client privilege related to her dealings with attorney 
Pangburn. 
3. Any documents currently retained by attorney Pangburn are evidence of 
Sarah Johnson's claims of ineffective assistance of counsel. 
4. The parties to this action are entitled to access this evidence. 
5. Attorney Pangburn has stated to Jessica Lorello, counsel for the State, 
that he will relinquish any documents from the underlying criminal case in his 
control only upon order of the court. Counsel for Sarah Johnson in this case 
does not have personal knowledge of such statement, but has no reason to 
dispute that such a statement was made as stated by Attorney Lorello. 
P. 3 
6. Both parties hereby stipulate and request this Court to order that Attorney 
Pangburn provide all documents he has retained regarding the underlying 
criminal case to undersigned counsel, pursuant to the terms in the accompanying 
proposed order. 
7. I The parties request that such order be entered as soon as possible and 
witholut a hearing. 
JESSI 
Depu 1\ttorney General 
Special Prosecuting Attorney for 
Blaine C 
Date 
STIPULATION TO PROVIDE CRIMINAL RECORDS FROM COUNSEL 
(JOHNSON) - 2 
~MAy.iS.20(\9 8:37AM ~AHO ATTY GENERAL-SPU 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Idaho Attorney General 
STEPHEN A. BYWATER 
Chief, Deputy Attorney General 
Criminal Law Division 
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554 
KENNETH K. JORGENSEN Ise #4051 
Deputies Attorney General and 
Special Prosecuting Attorneys 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
Telephone: (208) 332-3096 
Facsimile: (208) 854-8074 
NO. 262 P. 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SARAH JOHNSON ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) Case No. CV -06--324 
) 
vs. ) MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF 
) TIME TO FILE MOTION fOR 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) SUMMARY DISPOSITION 
) 
Respondent. ) 
COMES NOW, Jessica M. Lorello, Deputy Attorney General and Special 
Prosecuting Attorney for Blaine County, and hereby moves for an extension of time 
in which to file the state's motion for summary disposition. The grounds for this 
motion are as follows. 
The parties previously entered into a Stipulation Regarding Schedule in 
which the parties agreed Petitioner's Motion to Amend and Amended Petition would 
be filed March 16,2009, and motions for summary disposition would be due May 
15, 2009. Petitioner filed an amended petition on March 16, 2009, and the state 
MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO FILE MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
DISPOSITION - 1 
, :;',AY, 15, 20~9 8:37AM AHO ATTY GENERAL-SPU NO, 262 p, 3 
filed a motion to strike the petition on March 19, 2009, contending (1) the petition 
should be stricken because Petitioner failed to accompany the petition with a 
motion to amend, and (2) even if the petition was not stricken, the amendment 
should be denied as to all claims except the ineffective assistance of appellate 
counsel claim and the claim of newly discovered evidence because all other claims 
are either time-barred or fail to state a viable cause of action. The state's motion to 
strike is set for hearing on June 9, 2009, in Gooding County. 
Because this Court has not yet ruled on what claims the Petitioner will be 
permitted to proceed on, any motion for summary disposition would be premature 
at this point. The state, therefore, requests an extension of time to file its motion for 
summary disposition until twenty (20) days after the Court rules on the state's 
motion to strike. In the event the Court requires Petitioner to file a second 
amended petition, the state requests twenty (20) days from the date of its filing in 
which to file its motion for summary disposition. 
DATED this 15th day of May 2009. 
MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO FILE MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
DISPOSITION - 2 
~AY,:5,2009 8:37AM AHO ATTY GENERAL-SPU NO, 262 p, 4 
CERTIFICATE OF SeRVICE 
I HER.EBY CERTIFY that on this 15th day of May 2009 I caused to be faxed 
a true and correct copy of the foregoing Motion For Extension Of Time To File 
Motion For Summary Disposition to: 
Blaine County Court Clerk 
Fax (208) 788-5527 
Christopher P. Simms 
Attorney at Law 
191 Sun Valley Rd. 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Fax (208) 622-7921 
lFacsirnile 
_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
_ Overnight Mail 
lFacsimile 
~, 
MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO FILE MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
DISPOSITION - 3 
_ • _ w, w, uL.nll1C \;['1[ T U I~T OT 
MAY. 19.2009 9; 1 IDAHO ATTY SENERAL-SPU 
V 
FAX 12087886512 P. 01 
NO. 2~ 1 P. 4 
I F I LED ~'~,.-H---f!i>It!' 
j 
MAY 192009 
IN THe DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL OISTRICT OF 
THe $TATi OF IDAHO, 'N AND FO~ THE COUNTY OF BlAINE 
SMA"" M, JOHNSON, ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) c •• No, CV 2006-4)0324 
) 
ve. ) ORDER TO PROVIne 
) CttlMlNAl RECQRDS PROM 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) COUNSEL ) 
Respondent, ) 
.. J 
~a$ed upon the ",pulation of the parties and f()r good cause 4inown, it is hereby 
ordered tnat Sarah Johnson has waJved her attorney clJ&nt prMlege regarding her 
representation tn the undertying crimina' case,' sta1e v. Johnson, CR-2003-0018200. 
COUM81 for Johnson in the underlyIng criminal ease Shillfl provide any documen~ they 
retain to the parties to this case, as follows~ 
AttorneY' Robert Pangburn and Malt Rader shall provide his file and aU 
document$ pertaIning to the underlying criminal case to representatiVes of the Attorney 
Gem~ral. The Deputies Attomey General $&$igned to this case shaD forthWith make 
ORDE:R TO PROVIDS CRIMINAL R5CORDS FROM COUNSEl.. (JOHNSON), Page 1 
11 V"""_ 
MAY, 19, 2009 9; 11 IDAHO ATTV GENERAL-SPU 
\..../ 
1 1Ul ,1VI 
FAX 12087886512 
NO. 291 p, , 
v 
and ratein copies of the$c doouments. They shall then provide the ORIGINAL 
doeuments to coun"1 for Sarah John$On as soon a, practicable. 
IT IS SO ottOEFIED. 
DATED this 11 day ,of May. 2009. 
~. 
R. BarTY Wood 
Oistrict Judge 
OERtlFlCATE OF MAI/..ING 
• 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on ihe..tl. day of May, 2009, f caused to be 5eNeci a 
true filnd oorrect copy of the WIthIn and foregoing dacument by malllnQ through the U.S. 
mail poitaqe prepaid, csnd acldress~ to each of the following: 
ChrirAopher P. SJmme 
Attomttyat t...aw 
P08o~3123 
KetChum, ID 83340 
Jeasioa M. Lorello 
Oeputy Attame.y General 
PO Box 83720 
Soise, 1083720-0010 
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I hereby reqLl6st approva.l to: 






REQUES1 TO OBTAIN APPROVAL 
TO VIDEO Rl~CORD, BROADCAST 
OR PHOTOGRAPT-r A CODRT 
PROCEEDING 
[ ] photo~raph the followi.ng court prooeeditlg: 
1 have read the Rule 45 of the Idaho Court Ad111inistTative Rules regarding cameras in tho courtroom, 
an.d will comply ill all respects with the: provisions of th;:tt nde, and will al.so make certain that all other 
persons from my organizatiol1 participatil1g in video or at\dio recordil;l.g or bro:!ldcasting or 
photographing of the coun proceedings 11;;:tve rend Rule 45 of the Idaho COllrt Administrative Rules and 




Sigp.~tuI'e ~\,,\-:Ih~,J~(~M~=fvJ~1 ;,;,....S..?--.. ______ ----'D3 ~ /1 CW )G3~8-;? 
News Or~'lnfzation 'Rcpn:sc:nted Phone Number 
r-1(~9 '. 
Date 
R.UQIJI~ST TO OBT AT'" A,PPROV,I\L TO VIDP..<") R~CQRn. RROADC,\ST 
OR PHOTIXiP-Ar'f-! :\ CO\.if\T J>RO('r:.BD1NO U4.(1(l.IlQ 1 
ORDER 
THE COURT, having considered the above Request for Approval under Rule 45 of the Idaho 
Court ~nistrative Rules, bereby orders that permission to video record the above hearing is: 
L~RANrED under: the following restrictions in additioII to those set forth in Rule 45 of tlie Idaho 
Court Administrative Rules: 
[ ]DENlED. 
f. ............. " ....... ,t •• fI ....... f r."" •••••• ' .... , ,., ..... " ~ .. i ....... ............ "',,,., ••••• ''' ..... ~ .... " •• f ............. ,. ,., ••••• _ ••••••••• ~ ... .. 
TI-m COt;RT, having considered the above Request. for Approval urtder Rttle 45 of the Idaho 
COHrt Adl11inistrative Rtlles, hereby orders that pennission to bro1tdcast the ab~ve hearing is: 
[ ] GRANTED under the follo'Yitlng restrictions in addition to those set forth in R\de 45 ofthc: Idaho 
Court Administra.tive Rules: . 
( ] DENIED . 
.......... .................. ............ ........ " ••• , .................... 1iI ....... ,., •••••••• "' ••• , •••• 4 ••• ,'''.'.11''''. * ........ III ................ , •••••• 
THE COURT, havii.\g; eOlt$idered the above Request for: Approval under Rl.lle 45 of the Idabo 
COtIt! Administrative Rules. hereby orders that pel111ission to photograph the above hearing is: 
( ) GRANTED under the fc,ll.lowing restrictions in additit)11 to those set forth in Rule 45 of the Idaho 
Court Admn'l.istmtive Rules: 
[ ] DEl\'TED . 
... ••••••• , •• 110'1"''''' "_ .... ",." .... ,,,, ~", ... II'" ................. 11- ................. , \I" "._fl.'''' ••• , •••• ,,, ... , ................................ , 
DATEDthls 
i\!;QI.1EST TO OBTAiN A!'PROVAL "0 VIOJW RgC:Oftl'), BROADCAST 
OR Pl'ICI'iOORAPH A COURT PR.C1C;:.tPING 04.06.09 2 
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Idaho Attorney General 
STEPHEN A. BYWATER 
Chief, Deputy Attorney General 
Criminal Law Division 
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554 
KENNETH K. JORGENSEN ISB #4051 
Deputies Attomey General and 
Special Prosecuting Attomeys 
P.O. 80x 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
Telephone: (208) 332-3096 
Facsimile: (208) 854-8074 
NO, 366 p, 2/3 
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.Iclynn DraOE Clerk District 
Court Biaiflf- 'County, ldah~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE: fIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SARAH JOHNSON ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) Case No. CV -06-324 
) 
vs. ) STATE'S WITHDRAWAL OF 
) OBJECTIONS TO FIRST 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) AMENDED PETITION 
) 
Respondent. ) 
COMES NOW, Kenneth K. Jorgensen, Deputy Attorney General and 
Special Prosecuting Attomey for Blaine County, and withdraws the state's 
objections to the filing of the First Amended Petition for Post-Conviction Relief. This 
withdrawal of objections is without prejudice, and the state preserves the ability and 
right to raise any defense or objection as grounds for dismissal or at any hearing on 
the merits of any claim, as stated in open court on June 9, 2009. 
STATE'S WITHDRAWAL OF OBJECTIONS TO FIRST AMENDED PETITION 
(JOHNSON) Page 1 of2 
J U N 1 0, 2009 9: 31 AM DAHO ATTY GENERAL-SPU NO, 366 p, 3/3 
DATED this 10th day of June, 2009. 
N 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 10th day of June 2009 I caused to be faxed 
a true and correct copy of the foregoing State's Withdrawal of Objection to First 
Amended Petition to: 
Blaine County Court Clerk 
Fax (208)788-5527 
Christopher P. Simms 
Attorney at Law 
191 Sun Valley Rd. 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Fax (208) 622-7921 
..A. Facsimile 
_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
_ Overnight Mail 
lFacsimile 
~ 
STATE'S WITHDRAWAL OF OBJECTIONS TO FIRST AMENDED PETITION 
(JOHNSON) Page 2 of 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR THE CDUNTY OF BLAINE 
CIVIL MINUTE ENTRY - Johnson, Ssrsh vs Stste of losho 
C1'2007-
June S, 200S 
Honorable R. Barry Wood, presiding 
Deputy Clerk: C. R. Eagle-Ervin 
Time: 1:29-
(CO sent to Blaine CO) 
Reporter: linda Ledbetter 
Tne Court calls the case at tne time noted - Blaine County Matter being neard in Gooding County at the request of 
tne parties for scheduling purposes. 
Identifies counsel and parties for the record. 
Christopner Simms, for Petitioner 
Ken Jorgensen for the State of Idaho 
Multiple matters before the Court: 
Tne Court outlines the following: Motion to take Judicial notice of files (Petitioner) 
No objection by tne respondent - Mr. Jorgensen notes however tnat tne current case law in tne state requires tne 
Court specifically put tnose matters on tne record wnat will be considered by the Court. 
Motion is granted - however tne Court and parties will cite to the particular portion of the record tney want 
notice taken of. 
Mr. Simms comments additionally - believes ne included a fairly specific citation of wnat they were asking tne 
Court to take notice of. 
Tne Court refers back to the motion filed - Marcn IB, 2009. 
Non adversarial. no objection. 
Mr. Simms comments furtner. 
Motion is granted. 
1:35- Motion for leave to amend petition. 
State's Motion to strike. 
Motion for appointment of certain people. 
Motion for reconsideration/clarification as to appointment of experts. 
Mr. Simms comments - motions for appointment of experts are more than simply a money issue. 
DISTRICT COURT MINUTE ENTRY 
Mr. Jorgensen responds - State's position is that "this" court should be deciding whether or not experts are 
appointed and the money judge decides the money - Petitioner concedes. 
Motion for reconsideration is granted. 
1:38 - Motion to file 1st Amended Petition 
Mr. Simms argues his motion. 
The Court makes observations regarding the procedural history of this case: Notes failure to timely file an appeal 
in the underlying criminal case; resulting in the filing for Post Conviction Relief by the defendant. pro se; prejudice 
being presumed and with consent - order entered by the Court to re-enter the criminal judgment and 
"restarting" the time running for appeal. The Post Conviction matter was stayed pending the resolution of direct 
appeal; that being determined. the matter of the Post Conviction is now before this Court. 
The Court suggests procedurally the allowance of the filing of the amended petition followed by the State's 
response by either answer or motion for summary dismissal. 
1:44 Mr. Jorgensen inquires as to the defenses that the State would be allowed to raise. 
The Court does not intend to waive any defenses the State may have. 
1:45 Mr. Simms agrees with the Court's position. 
Mr. Jorgensen has no objection in proceeding in this fashion - perhaps the State can withdraw it's pending motion 
and raise it again at a later time without prejudice. 
Simms agrees. 
The Court notes that resolves that issue. 
1:47 - Amended Motion for Investigator; Motion for Expert (legal); Motion for Expert (Psychiatric); Motion for 
Expert (Fingerprint). 
Mr. Simms stands ready to argue. has briefed all these issues. 
The Court rules: (subject to latElr review) Would not appoint any experts who have already been appointed in this 
case - they may be factual witnesses in underlying case. Agrees with the State - improper to appoint anyone 
previously involved in the case. 
Further. rules would not appoint a psychiatric expert for the proposition stated. DENIED. 
Legal expert - DENIED 
Fingerprint person - will leave open for renewal after amended petition is filed. 
Investigator - will leave open for renewal after amended petition is filed. 
Mr. Simms comments additionally - moves orally to take depositions. 
Mr. Jorgensen has no objection to the depositions. 
1:53 Parties deem the Amended Petition filed as of today. 
Asks the parties to take the petition to the clerk in Blaine County today. 
DISTRICT COURT MINUTE ENTRY 
Mr. Simms will prepare a written order for today's rulings. 
Status conference scheduled for next Tuesday is vacated. 
End Minute Entry @ 1:55. 
DISTRICT COURT MINUTE ENTRY 
Christopher P. Simms 
Attorney at Law ISB #7473 
P.O. Box 1861 
Hailey Idaho 83333 
PH 208 788 2800 
FAX 2087882300 
FILED ~:~: y'(~ 
[JUN - 9 20091 (t'" 
Jolynn Drags, Clerk DI~trict 
Couri Blaine Count~:':'::0'::."10 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SARAH M. JOHNSON, 
Petitioner 
vs. 
Case No: CV-006-324 
MEMORANDUM 
RELATING TO THE FILING 
DATE OF PETITIONER'S 









FIRST AMENDED PETITION 
FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF 
__________ =R=e~sp~o=n=d=e=nt~-----------) 
COMES NOW Petitioner by and through her attorney, CHRISTOPHER P. 
SIMMS, and files this, her Memorandum of Law relating to the filing date of her First 
Amended Petition for Post Conviction Relief, and therefore states as follows; 
1. On November 5, 2008, the parties to this action entered into a Stipulation of 
Counsel agreeing Petitioner would file an Amended Petition for Post Conviction Relief 
and a Motion for an Amended Petition for Post Conviction Relief by March 16, 2009 and 
submitted the same to this Court at a scheduling conference. 
2. On March 16, 2009, Petitioner filed her First Amended Petition for Post 
Conviction Relief. 
3. The State filed a Motion to Strike and Objections to Petitioner's First 
MEMORANDUM RELATING TO THE FILING DATE OF PETITIONER'S FIRST AMENDED 
PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF 1 
Amended Petition for Post Conviction Relief. 
4. Petitioner responded with a Memorandum of Law or stated in the alternative, 
a Motion for Leave to file First Amended Petition for Post Conviction Relief. 
5. The State's Motion to Strike and Objections to Petitioner's First Amended 
Petition for Post Conviction Relief and Motion for Leave to File First Amended Petition 
for Post Conviction Relief were called for a hearing and argued on June 9, 2009. At that 
time, the State withdrew its Motion to Strike, but reserved the right to object to 
Petitioner's First Amended Petition for Post Conviction Relief on various ground at a 
later date. 
6. The Court Ordered Petitioner's First Amended Petition for Post Conviction 
Relief deemed filed with the Court on June 9, 2009. 
Christopher P. Simms 
Attorney for Petitioner 
ORNEY 
MEMORANDUM RELATING TO THE FILING DATE OF PETITIONER'S FIRST AMENDED 
PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the q dayof)'/ ,-/ii... , 2009, a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM REALTING TO THE FILING 
DATE OF PETITIONER'S FIRST AMENDED PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION 
RELIEF was delivered to the Office of Attorney General & Special Prosecuting 
Attorneys, Attn: Jessica Lorello Facsimile number 208.854-8074, PO Box 83720, Boise, 
Idaho 83720-0010 and The Office of the Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney Facsimile 
number 208.788.5554,201 Second Avenue South, Ste. 100, Hailey, Idaho 83333: 
US Mail 
----
____ Hand Delivery 
__ ~_Via facsimile 208.854.8074 & 208.788.5554 
MEMORANDUM RELATING TO THE FILING DATE OF PETITIONER'S FIRST AMENDED 
PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF 3 
JlJlrl.0-2009 WED 03: 40 ING CO MAGISTRATE FAX NO, p, 02 
~~."R.t;.; 
FILED~~ .L J~ 
, -'-
Christopher P. Simms 
Attorney at Law ISB #7473 
P.O. Box 3123 
Ketchum. Idaho 83340 
PH 208 622 7878 
FAX 208 622 7921 
JUN 1 0 200S 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk District 
Court Blaine County, Idaho 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SARAH M. JOHNSON> 
Petitioner 
vs. 
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Cass No: ev::M6-~22r 
ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTIONS FOR APPOrNTMBNT 
INVESTIGATOR AND EXPERTS 
The Court. having considered Petitioner·, Amenc1ed Motion for Appointment of 
Investigator at County Exp~n~t Motio.l1 for Appoin.tmtmt of Fingerprint Expert at County 
Expense, Motion for Appointment of Psychiatric Expert at County Expense, and Motion 
for Appointment of Lcpl Exptlrt at CoUDl.y ExpemltS, all !lled March to, 2009, State'S 
Objection to Motio1» for ElItp"rl$ mo Plml:ltiff'1> Rej>ponsc to State's Objoction to 
Motions for Experts. and oral argument of counsel in OpC.D. court made on Jun~ 9, 2009, 
HEREBY DENIES each said motion., without prejudice to re-file or otherwise pursue the 
'P~.J1~~~~~t:time. lYt.~fo f.if<v6 
/"""QATED1bis ladayofJ ..... 2009. ~ ~t::v~ 
. ~-
HON.~JUD(jE 
ORDER DE1\TYlNG PLAlNTIPF~S MOTIONS FOR APPOlNTMENT OF 
INVESTIGATOR AND EXPERTS 
Jill, 10-2009 WED 03:40 ING CO MAGISTRATE 
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Case No: GV 966-324 
ORDER GRANTlNG 
MOnON FOR D1SCOVERY 
DEPOSITION OF KERCHUSKY 
& DU'N'N' 
The Court. having considered Petitioner's ORAL MOTION FOR ORDER OF 
DISCOVERY BY DEPOSITION OF KERCHUSKY AND DUNN. md good cause 
appearing thereforct HEREBY ORDERS the parties through coUtlSel to D'lutually agree 
upon a date tmd tim~ and to depo$e fact witnesses Robert Kerchusky and Patri.ck Dunn ~ 
DATED this -J.Q- day ofJUne, 2009. 
HON, It BARRY WOOD. DISTRICT JUDGE 
ORDER GRANTING MOTtON POR ORDER OF DISCOVERY BY DEPOSITION 1 
OF KBRCHUSK.Y ANn DUNN 
eQ€~99LB0~ 9C:Et 6aB~/aL/ge 
\.9-6° 
JUN, 11. 2009 2:21PM AHO ATTY GENERAL-SPU 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Idaho Attorney General 
STEPHEN A. B'fWATER 
Chief, Deputy Attorney General 
Criminal Law Division 
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554 
KENNETH K. JORGENSEN IS6 #4051 
Deputies Attorney General and 
NO, 36 9 p, 2 
JUN 1 1 2009 
Special Prosecuting Attorneys 
P.O. Box 83720 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk District 
Court Blaine Countv, Idaho 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
Telephone: (208) 332-3096 
Facsimile: (208) 854-8074 
IN THE DISTRtCT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SARAH JOHNSON ) 
) Case No. CV"()6-324 
Petitioner, ) 
) OBJECTION TO PROPOSED 
vs. ) ORDER DENYING 
) PLAINTIFF'S MOTIONS FOR 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) APPOINTMENT OF 
) INVESTIGATOR [SIC] AND 
Respondent ) EXPERTS 
COMES NOW, Kenneth K. Jorgensen, Deputy Attorney General and 
Special Prosecuting Attorney for Blaine County, and objects to the proposed Order 
Denying Plaintiffs Motions for Appointment Investigator [sic] and Experts. The 
grounds for this objection are that undersigned does not believe the proposed 
order accurately reflects the results of the hearing and the court's decisions. 
Undersigned counsel believes that the result of the hearing was that the 
motion for a psychiatric expert to give testimony on the subject of the rarity of 
parricide by teenage girls was rejected because such evidence would not have 
been admissible. Likewise, the motion for appointment of a legal expert was 
OBJECTION TO PROPOSED ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTIONS FOR 
APPOINTMENT OF INVESTIGATOR [SIC] AND EXPERTS 
(JOHNSON) Page 1 of 3 
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rejected because such testimony would not assist the court in ruling on the 
claims of ineffective assistance of counsel. Thus, these two motions were denied 
on their merits and the court affirmatively held that no such experts shall be 
appointed in this case. 
It was only the motions for a fingerprint expert and an investigator that 
were denied "without prejudice." Undersigned counsel believes that the Court 
held that these motions were denied because the proposed experts were 
involved in the underlying criminal case, and were therefore factual witnesses. 
Undersigned counsel understood the court's ruling to be that after these factual 
witnesses have been deposed the Petitioner could renew the motions for a 
fingerprint expert and an investigator if there were additional need for such 
experts shown. 
The proposed order denies all four motions "without prejudice to re-file or 
otherwise pursue the appointment of an investigator or experts at a future time." 
The state would request that the order reflect the rulings made at the hearing. as 
set forth above. 
DATED this 11th day of June t 2009. 
OBJECTION TO PROPOSED ORDER DENY1NG PLAINTIFF'S MOTIONS FOR 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 11th day of June 2009 I caused to be faxed 
a true and correct copy of the foregoing Objection to Proposed Order Denying 
Plaintiffs Motions for Appointment of Investigator [sic] and Experts to: 
Blaine County Court Clerk 
Fax (208) 7S8~5527 
Christopher P. Simms 
Attorney at Law 
191 Sun Valley Rd. 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Fax (208) 622-7921 
1-Facsimile 
_ U.S. Mall Postage Prepaid 
_ Hand Delivered 
_ Overnight Mail 
LFacsimile 
~ Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary 
OBJECTION TO PROPOSED ORDER DENYING PLA1NTIFF'S MOTIONS FOR 
APPOINTMENT OF INVeSTIGATOR [SIC1 AND EXPERTS 
(JOHNSON) Page 3 of 3 
JUN,22.2009 9:07AM AHO ATTY GENERAL-SPU 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Idaho Attorney General 
STEPHEN A. BYWATER 
Chief, Deputy Attorney General 
Criminal Law Division 
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554 
KENNETH K. JORGENSEN ISB #4051 
Deputies Attorney General and 
Special Prosecuting Attorneys 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
Telephone: (208) 332-3096 
Facsimile: (208) 854-8074 
NO, 415 p, 2 
JUt~ 2 2 2009 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk District 
Court Blaine County, Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SARAH JOHNSON ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) Case No. CV-06 .. 324 
) 
vs. ) ANSWER TO FIRST 
) AMENDED PETITION FOR 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) POST -CONVICTION RELIEF 
) 
Respondent. ) 
COMES NOW the State of Idaho, by and through its counsel acting as 
Special Prosecuting Attorneys for Blaine County, and does hereby answer 
Petitioner Sarah M. Johnson's First Amended Petition for Post-Conviction Relief in 
the above entitled action as follows: 
ANSWER TO PIRST AMENDED PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF 
(JOHNSON) Page 1 of 8 
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I. 
GENERAL RESPONSES TO PETITIONER'S POST-CONVICTION 
ALLEGATIONS 
P. 3 
All allegations made in the First Amended Petition for Post-Conviction Relief 
are denied by the state unless specifically admitted herein. The state specifically 
denies any of Petitioners rights were violated, 
II. 
SPECIFIC RESPONSES TO PETITIONER'S POST-CONVICTION 
ALLEGATIONS 
1. Answering paragraph 1 of the First Amended Petition, the state 
hereby incorporates its Answer to Petition for Post-Conviction Relief. 
2. Respondent admits the allegations of paragraphs 2 through 7 of the 
First Amended Petition, with the exception of the allegation in paragraph :3 that 
there was an order for a change of venue in the underlying criminal case, which it 
denies. The state further asserts, with respect to paragraph 7, that although 
Petrtioners appeal was dismissed, her appeal rights were reinstated as part of this 
post-conviction action and her appeal was ultimately considered by the Idaho 
Supreme Court which affirmed her conviction_ State v. Johnson, 145 Idaho 970, 
188 P.3d 912 (2008). 
3. Answering paragraphs 8 through 10 of the First Amended Petition, 
the State asserts that the allegations and factual claims made in these paragraphs 
are superfluous and should be stricken, with the exception of admitting that, to its 
knowledge, no petitions for habeas corpus have been filed by Johnson in state or 
federal court. 
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4. Answering paragraph 11 of the First Amended Petition, the state 
denies that Johnson is innocent. The state further asserts that an actual innocence 
claim is not properly asserted under Idaho's Uniform Post Conviction Procedure 
Act. 
5. Answering paragraph 12 of the First Amended Petition, the state 
admits that Johnson was 16 years old at the time of the crime and that Alan and 
Diane Johnson were "tragically shot to death in their home. n The state admits that 
there Was no waiver of juvenile jurisdiction under the Juvenile Corrections Act, but 
alleges that this was because there was no juvenile jurisdiction to waive. The state 
denies the rest of the allegation in this paragraph and Its subparts. The state 
further asserts Petitioner's jurisdictional claim could have been raised on direct 
appeal and has, therefore, been waived. I.C. § 19-4901. 
6. Answering paragraph 13' of the First Amended Petition, the state 
admits that the district court in the underlying criminal case was familiar with 
portions of the record, but denies the specific allegations of what portions the court 
specifically reviewed before trial, as the state is without knowledge. Where the 
allegations relate to portions of the record in the underlying criminal case, the state 
asserts such record speaks for itself, and neither admits nor denies what that 
record contains. The state denies the other allegations in this paragraph and its 
subsection. 
7. Answering paragraph 14 of the First Amended Petition, the state 
admits that the district court in the underlying criminal trial made rulings about the 
scope of cross examination of witness Bruno Santos but denies the court's rulings 
ANSWER TO FIRST AMENDED PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF 
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violated any of Petitioners rights. The state denies all other allegations contained 
in this paragraph. 
8. Answering paragraph 15 of the First Amended Petition, the state 
admits attorney Bob Pangburn has been suspended from the practice of law in 
Idaho and Oregon, but is without knowledge of the reasons for such suspensions 
and therefore denies the allegations regarding the basis for such suspensions. The 
state asserts Mr. Pangburn's suspension is irrelevant to these proceedings. The 
state denies the other allegations in this paragraph. 
9. Answering paragraph 16 of the First Amended Petition, the state 
admits that the defense in the underlying criminal case conducted' blood-spatter 
experiments with a coconut used in place of a human head and that the district 
court found evidence of such experiments inadmissible. The state denies the other 
allegations made In this paragraph and its subparts. 
10. Answering paragraph 17 of the First Amended Petition, the state 
asserts the record speaks for itself as to what examination of witnesses occurred 
and what information was provided in discovery. The state denies the remaining 
allegations made in paragraph 17 of the First Amended Petition and all its subparts 
and specifically denies counsel were ineffective. 
11. Answering paragraph 18 of the First Amended Petition, the state 
asserts the record speaks for itself as to what witnesses were and were not called 
at trial and what evidence was presented. The state denies the remaining 
allegations made in paragraph 18 of the First Amended Petition and all its subparts 
and specifically denies counsel were ineffective. 
ANSWER TO FIRST AMENDED PETITION FOR POST-C.ONVICTION RELIEF 
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12. Answering paragraph 19 of the First Amended Petition, the state 
asserts the record speaks for itself as to the evidence presented. The state is 
without sufficient knowledge to admit or deny what information was or was not 
provided to the defense experts, what communications occurred between trial 
counsel and their experts, or what specific knowledge trial counsel had regarding 
any particular issue. The state denies the remaining allegations made in paragraph 
19 of the First Amended Petition and all its subparts and specifically denies counsel 
were ineffective. 
13. The state denies the allegations made in paragraph 20 of the First 
Amended Petition and all its subparts. 
14. Answering paragraphs 21 and 22 of the First Amended Petition, the 
state admits that the prosecution in the underlying criminal case submitted in its 
proposed jury instructions an instruction on the law regarding aiding and abetting. 
The state declines to admit or deny claims of the state of the law in Idaho regarding 
when It is proper to instruct a jury on aiding and abetting. The state denies the 
other allegations of these paragraphs and specifically denies counsel were 
ineffective. 
15. Answering paragraph 23 of the First Amended Petition, the state 
denies the allegations made therein and specifically denies counsel were 
ineffective. The state further asserts that psychological evidence that it is rare for a 
teenage girl to kill her parents would have been inadmissible at trial. 
16. Answering paragraph 24 of the First Amended Petition, the state is 
without knowledge of what media contacts counsel in the underlying case may 
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have engaged in) and whether such contacts were consistent with the rules of 
professional responsibility. The state denies that any such conduct amounted to 
ineffective assistance of counsel. 
17. The state denies the allegations in paragraphs 25 and 26 of the First 
Amended petition and specifically denies appellate counsel wa-s ineffective. 
18. Answering paragraphs 27, 28 and 29 of the First Amended Petition, 
the state admits that comparison of fingerprints taken in the criminal investigation of 
the underlying case have been linked to Christopher Hill and that there has been 
subsequent police investigation as a result of this. The state denies the other 
allegations made in these paragraphs. 
19. With respect to Petitioner's prayer for relief, the state denies 
Petitioner is entitled to any relief and asserts this Court is without authority, under 
any circumstances, to grant Petitioner's request to "vacat[e] the order, decision and 
opinion of the Supreme Court of Idaho in State v. Johnson No. 33312." 
III. 
Affirmative Defenses 
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE: The First Amended Petition fails to state claims 
upon which relief may be granted. 
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE: Claims that could haYe been raised on direct 
appeal, including but not limited to the jurisdictional claim and the claim of a 
violation of due process resulting from the trial court's restriction on the scope of 
cross-examination of Bruno Santos, may not be raised in this petition for post-
conviction relief. I. C. § 19-4901 (b). 
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THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE: Claims not raised in the original petition but 
instead raised for the first time in the First Amended Petition (including but not 
limited to claims related to actual innocence, lack of jurisdiction, denial of 
confrontation of Bruno Santos, ineffective assistance of counsel in the manner of 
presentation of psychiatric testimony at the suppression motion, ineffective 
assistance of counsel in not presenting psychiatric testimony that it is rare for 
teenage girls to kill their parents, and ineffective assistance of counsel for talking to 
the media) were not raised in a timely fashion and are barred by the applicable one-
year statute of limitations. I.C. § 19-4902(a). 
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE: The claims in the First Amended Petition are 
not supported by a showing of admissible evidence in the petition or accompanying 
affidavits as required by the Unifonn Post Conviction Procedure Act. I.C. §§ 19-
4902(a). 19-4903, 19-4906. 
WHEREFORE, Respondent prays for relief as follows: 
a) That the First Amended Petition be dismissed; 
b) That Petitioner Sarah M. Johnson's claims for post-conviction relief 
be denied; 
c) That the Respondent be granted other and further relief as deemed 
necessary and proper in this case. 
DATED this 22nd day of June 2009. 
J SSICA M. LORELLO 
eputy Attorney General 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2200 day of June 2009 I caused to be faxed 
a true and correct copy of the foregoing Answer to First Amended Petition for Post-
Conviction Relief to: 
Blaine County Court Clerk 
Fax (208) 788-5527 
Christopher P. Simms 
Attorney at Law 
191 Sun Valley Rd. 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Fax (208) 622 7921 
1f(~).3ob 
LFacsimile 
_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid 
_ Hand Delivered 
_ Overnight Mail 
lFacsimile 
~ 
Rosean Newman, Legal Secretary 
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Christopher P. Simms 
Attorney at Law ISB #7473 
P.O. Box 3123 
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, 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk District 
Court Blaine County, Idaho 
PH 208 622 7878 
FAX 2086227921 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SARAH M. JOHNSON, ) Case No: CV-06-324 
) 
Petitioner, ) MOTION FOR LEA VE 
) TO AMEND and FILE 
vs. ) SECOND AMENDED 
) PETITION FOR POST-
STATE OF IDAHO, ) CONVICTION RELIEF 
) 
ResQondent, ) 
COMES NOW PETITIONER, through her attorney of record, Christopher P. 
Simms, and files this, her Motion for Leave to Amend and File Second Amended Petition 
for Post-Conviction Relief based upon newly discovered evidence and in support thereof 
states the following: 
PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
1. Pending before the Court is Petitioner's First Amended Petition for Post-
Conviction Relief, filed March 16, 2009, stemming from an Amended Judgment of 
Conviction upon a jury verdict of guilty, two counts first degree murder, with firearm 
enhancement, entered herein on July 8, 2005, after sentencing and initial judgment of 
conviction entry on June 30, 2005. 
2. The Idaho Supreme Court ruled upon Petitioner's Direct Appeal on July 18,2008. 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND and FILE SECOND AMENDED PETITION 
FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF 
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3. Petitioner is serving two unified life sentences committed to the custody of the 
Idaho State Board of Correction. 
NEWL Y DISCOVERED EVIDENCE 
4. On or about July 20, 2009 counsel for Petitioner received a letter dated July 5, 
2009, allegedly drafted by one Steven Pankey, addressed to Fifth District Judge Barry 
Wood, which letter asserted that Mr. Pankey, on the day Alan and Diane Johnson were 
found dead, over heard Blaine County Sheriff, Walt Femling, say to Blaine County 
Prosecuting Attorney, Jim Thomas, "Well, I guess I've got to move evidence to make a 
case." 
5. Said letter dated July 5, 2009 also asserts, "I contacted Sarah Johnson's trial 
attorney, by telephone, and informed him I had important information about the case. The 
attomey advised they were very busy, but would have an investigator contact me. I never 
heard from anyone on the defense team." 
6. Counsel for Petitioner investigated Mr. Pankey's whereabouts, located Mr. 
Pankey, interviewed Mr. Pankey, and witnessed Mr. Pankey sign the affidavit attached 
hereto and marked as Exhibit A. 
LEGAL STANDARD & ARGUMENT 
7. Rule 15 C a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure allows amendment of a pleading 
by leave of Court and directs that leave shall be freely granted when justice requires. 
Rule 15 Cd) provides for supplemental pleadings, upon such terms as are just, to set forth 
occurrences or events which have happened since the date of the pleading sought to be 
supplemented. 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND and FILE SECOND AMENDED PETITION 
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8. In addition to the above cited rules, I.C. 19-4906 (a) allows the Court " ... to make 
appropriate orders for amendment of the application or any pleading or motion, for filing 
further pleadings and motion, or for extending the time of the filing of any pleading." 
9. Rule 15 (a) clearly states "leave shall be freely given when justice so requires." A 
review of recent cases verifies that leave is generally freely granted. The rule is 
illustrated by Monahan v. State, 187 P.2d 1247 (2008), Montoya v. State, 2009-ID-
0108.140 (2009), OdIe v. State, 2008-ID-I028.117 and Lane v. State, 2008-ID-
R0601.004. 
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS 
10. Under the heading "Ineffective Assistance of Trial Counsel" Petitioner proposes 
to add in a Second Amended Petition for Post-Conviction Relief a numbered paragraph 
that asserts, "Trial counsel rendered ineffective assistance of counsel in violation of the 
Sixth Amendment of the United States Constitution and Article 1, Section 13 of the Idaho 
Constitution in failing to investigate and follow up on a phone call received from Steven 
Pankey informing trial counsel that he had important information. (See attached affidavit 
of Steve Pankey - Deposition transcript of Trial Counsel to be filed when received from 
Court Reporter) If Trial Counsel had investigated and followed up on said phone call he 
would have learned that it was alleged that the Sheriff and Prosecuting Attorney had 
tampered with evidence and would have produced testimony of Mr. Pankey at trial, 
thereby creating reasonable doubt. It is reasonably probable that but for the ineffective 
assistance of trial counsel, as described herein, the outcome of the trial would have been 
different, and Petitioner would have been acquitted of the charges, rather than convicted 
of the charges. 
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11. Under the heading "Newly Discovered Evidence" Petitioner proposes to add in a 
Second Amended Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, a numbered paragraph that asserts, 
"Subsequent to the trial hereof, on or about July 20, 2009 counsel for Petitioner received 
a letter dated July 5, 2009, allegedly drafted by one Steven Pankey, addressed to Fifth 
District Judge Barry Wood, which letter asserted that Mr. Pankey, on the day Alan and 
Diane Johnson were found dead, over heard Blaine County Sheriff, Walt Femling, say to 
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney, Jim Thomas, 'Well, I guess I've got to move 
evidence to make a case. ", If this newly discovered evidence had been presented to the 
jury a reasonable probability exists that Petitioner would not have been convicted of the 
charges. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Petitioner prays this Court enter its Order Granting Leave to File 
Second Amended Petition, to include an additional claim based upon newly discovered 
evidence, as asserted in the July 5, 2009, Pankey letter, and an additional claim of 
ineffective assistance of counsel due to trial counsel's failure to investigate and 
subsequently present evidence ofMr. Pankey's allegation that evidence had been moved. 
CHRISTOPHER P. SIMMS, A TTORNEY AT LAW 
/~} ! /1 · ~i~.~~~2~~_·· __ '____ !?)_/_~_/v _____ I_._Z10J 
CHRisTOPHER P. SIMMS DATED 
ATTORNEY FOR PETITION 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 2 q day of )v '- t ,2009, a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND and FILE 
SECOND AMENDED PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF was delivered to 
the Office of Attorney General & Special Prosecuting Attorneys, Attn: Jessica Lorello 
Facsimile number 208.854.8074, PO Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 and The 
Office of the Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney, facsimile number 208.788.5554; 201 
Second Avenue South, Ste. 100, Hailey, Idaho 83333: 
US Mail 
---
___ Hand Delivery 
/Via facsimile 208.854.8074 & 208.788.5554 
CHRISTOPHER P. SIMMS 
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Christopher P. Simms 
Attorney at Law ISB #7473 
P.O. Box 1861 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
PH 208 788 2800 
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Case No: CV-006-324 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
STEVEN DANA PANKEY 
IN SUPPORT OF POST 
POST-CONVICTION RELIEF 
I, Steven Dana Pankey, date of birth , currently residing at  
 Shoshone, Idaho, 83352, telephone number , after 
being first duly sworn, upon information and belief, depose and say: 
1. I was working as a Deputy Comer and Apprentice Mortician in the County of 
Blaine, State ofIdaho, on September 2, 2003. 
2. In that capacity, on September 2,2003, Russ Mikel and I were called to the home 
of Alan and Diane Johnson to perform duties in our official capacities related to the 
removal of two bodies, those of Alan and Diane Johnson. 
3. Prior to removing the bodies from the home/crime scene and while checking for 
the appropriate corpse paraphernalia, I overheard a conversation between Jim Thomas, 
Prosecuting Attorney for Blaine County, and Walt Femling, Sheriff for Blaine County. 
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4. Specifically, I heard Walt Femling state, "Well, I guess I've got to move evidence 
to make a case". 
5. I contacted Sarah Johnson's trial attorney, by telephone, and informed him I had 
important information about the case. The attorney advised they were very busy, but 
would have an investigator contact me. 1 never heard from anyone on the defense team. 
DATED this t-1-1J.. day of----"J--=v-........:l----:/I---__ 2009. 
STEVEN DANA PANKEY 
7"'712: J' SIGNED AND SWORN before me on the ~ day of--=:.....::""c:::......::.\.-li----2009. 
~~J£\~ 
[SEAL] 
Residing at: c::tl A I 1 c:. i I b A M-O 
My Commission Expires: '2-0 Oc::..'T'QbR'C. 2.0 ( Of \ -t-
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Idaho Attorney General 
STEPHEN A. BYWATER 
Chief, Deputy Attorney General 
Criminal Law Division 
JESSICA M. LORELLO ISB #6554 
KENNETH K. JORGENSEN Isa #4051 
Deputies Attorney General and 
Special Prosecuting Attorneys 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
Telephone: (208) 332-3096 
Facsimile: (208) 854-8074 
AUG 06 2009 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk District 
Court Blaine County, Idaho 
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) Case No. CV"()6-324 
) 
vs. ) OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR 
) LEAVe TO AMEND 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
COMES NOW, Kenneth K. Jorgensen, Deputy Attorney General and 
Special Prosecuting Attorney for Blaine County, and objects to petitioner's 'Motion 
for Leave to Amend and File Second Amended Petition for Post-Conviction Relief' 
(hereinafter "Motion"). The grounds for this objection are that the proposed 
amendment is not required by justice because (1) it is time~barred and (2) it fails to 
state a prima facie claim upon which relief could be granted. 
The Motion seeks to assert a new claim of ineffective asslstance of counseL 
Specifically, Johnson seeks leave to allege a new claim that "trial counsel rendered 
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ineffective assistance of counsel .. , in failing to investigate and follow up On a 
phone call received from Steven. Pankey informing trial counsel that he had 
important information." (Motion, p. 3.) The motion also seeks to add a claim of 
newly discovered evidence, alleging that Pankeys statements are newly 
discovered evidence. (Motion, p. 4.) The Motion is supported by an affidavit from 
Pankey asserting he overheard Sheriff Femling say to Prosecutor Jim Thomas, on 
the day the Johnsons were murdered, 'Well, I guess I've got to move evidence to 
make a case/' and that he "contacted Sarah Johnson's trial attorney, by telephone. 
and informed him [he] had important information about the case." (Affidavit of 
Steven Dana Pankey In Support of Post [sic] Post-Conviction Relief, mr 4, 5 
(hereinafter "Affldavif').) Pankey also states that the unnamed attorney would have 
an investigator contact him, but that this never happened. (Affidavit. ~ 5.) 
Leave to amend ushall be freely given when justice so requires," l.R.e.p. 
15(a) (emphasis added). Whether to grant leave to amend is vested in the Court's 
discretion. Bissett v. State, 111 Idaho 865, 868-69, 727 P.2d 1293, 1296-97 (ct. 
App. 1986). A trial court properly refuses permission to amend a petition when the 
record contains no allegations that, if proven, would entitle the party to the relief 
claimed. Id, The allegations in this case would not, even if true, entitle Johnson to 
relief for two reasons: they are barred by the statute of limitations and on their 
merits they fail to set forth a claim upon which relief could be granted. Thus, denial 
of the Motion is appropriate. 
OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND 2 
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A. The Prcposed New Claims Are Barred By The Statute Of LimitatiO'ns 
A petiticner must file her post-cO'nvicticn petiticn "within one (1) year from 
the expiration O'f the time for appeal .... n I. C. § 19-4902(a). An appeal must be filed 
within 42 days of entry cf jUdgment. tA.R. 14(a). Failure to file the petition within 
one year and ferty-twe days from entry of judgment is grounds for dismissal of the 
petition. Savas v. State. 139 Idaho 957,959,99 P.3d 776, 778 (Ct. App. 2003). 
In this case, judgment was entered on or abO'ut June 30, 2005. NO' appeal 
was filed from the amended judgment.1 The Metion was filed on or about July 29, 
2009. Thus, the Motion to amend Is made feur years after entry of judgment and is 
untimely. 
Nor de the propesed amendments relate back to' the filing cf the eriginal 
petiticn such that they may be deemed timely. The rule governing amendments of 
pleadings provides that an amendment will relate back to the original time of filing If 
the new claim "arese out of the cenduct, transaction, er occurrence set forth or 
attempted to be set forth in the original pleading .... " I.R.C.P. 15(c). 'Where, by 
way of amendment, a party is setting ferth a new cause of action, it dces not relate 
back." Wing v. Martin. 107 Idaho 267,270,688 P.2d 1172,1175 (1984), 
As set forth above, Johnson seeks to assert twO' new claims, each setting 
forth new causes of action. Neither the new claims nor the conduct, transaction, or 
occurrence underlying them were set forth in the original petition. Because 
Johnsen is attempting to assert new claims which are neither timely raised nor that 
relate back to the filing of the criginal petition, Jehnson would not be entitled to relief 
1 Jehnson's appeal rights were later reinstated by an order entered in this, the post-
conviction, case. 
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even if her allegations were true. Thus, denying the proposed amendment as to 
these claims is within the Court's discretion. 
B. Denial Of Amendment As To The New Claims Is Also Proper Because 
These Claims Do Not On Their Face, State A Cause Of Action 
Denial of amendment is also proper because the proposed claims fail on 
their face to state a cause of action upon which relief can be granted. Amendment 
is futile if Johnson is not entitled to relief even if she should prove all the allegations 
of the new claims. 
1. Johnson's Proposed Amendment Does Not Set Forth A Prima Faoie 
Claim Of Ineffective Assistance Of Counsel 
To be entitled to relief on a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel, a post-
conviction petitioner must satisfy the two prong test set forth by the United States 
Supreme Court in Strickland v. Washington. 466 U.S. 668 (1984). The petitioner 
must demonstrate: 1) that counsel's performance fell below an objective standard 
of reasonableness, and 2) that there is a reasonable probability that, but for 
counsel's errors, the result of the proceedings would have been different 
Strickland, 466 U.S. at 687-88. The proposed amendment does not set forth a 
claim under either of these two prongs, 
To establish the deficient performance prong of Strickland, Johnson must 
demonstrate that her counsers peliormance fell below an objective standard of 
reasonableness. Gibson v_ state, 110 Idaho 631, 634, 718 P.2d 283,286 (1986). 
"Because of the distorting effects of hindsight in reconstructing the circumstances 
of counsel's challenged conduct, there is a strong presumption that counsel's 
performance was within the wide range of reasonable professional assistance." 
OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND 4 
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Davis v. State, 116 Idaho 401,406, 775 P.2d 1243, 1248 (Ct. App. 1989). Strategic 
or tactical decisions made by trial counsel will not be second-guessed on review, 
unless those decisions are made upon a basis of inadequate preparation, 
ignorance of the relevant law, or other shortcomings capable of objective 
evaluation. State v. Roles, 122 Idaho 138,145,832 P.2d 311,318 (Ct. App. 1992); 
Davis, 116 Idaho at 406, 775 P.2d at 1248. 
The· proposed amendment seeks to allege that Pankey contacted 
unidentified "trial counsel" and informed him that "he had important information.n 
(Motion, p. 3.) The Affidavit asserts that Pankey was never personally re-contacted 
by the defense. (Affidavit, ~ 5.) The affidavit does not assert that Pankey did not 
tell "trial counsel" about the alleged statement of Sheriff Femling over the phone. 
(See, generally, Affidavit.) The proposed amendment does not allege what actions 
counsel did or did not take in response to this telephone contact, and the only 
alleged failure in the Affidavit is the failure to personally re·contact Pankey. Nothing 
in law or in fact would support a belief that the failure to re-contact Pankey was 
objectively unreasonable. Pankey has therefore failed to allege a claim of deficient 
perfonnance by counsel. 
To establish prejudiC91 Johnson must show a reasonable probability that, but 
for counsel's deficient perfonnance, the outcome of the proceeding would have 
been different Aragon v. State, 114 Idaho 758,761,760 P.2d 1174, 1177 (1988); 
Cowgerv. State, 132 Idaho 681,685,978 P.Zd 2411 244 (Ct. App. 1999); Roman v. 
State, 125 Idaho 644, 649, 873 P.2d 898, 903 (Ct. App. 1994). Bare assertions 
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and speculation, unsupported by specific facts, do not make out a prima facie case 
for ineffective assistance of counsel. Roman, 125 Idaho at 649, 873 P .2d at 903. 
The proposed allegation of prejudice Is as follows: "If Trial Counsel had 
investigated and followed up on said phone call he would have learned that it was 
alleged that the Sheriff and the Prosecuting Attorney had tampered with evidence 
and would have produced testimony of Mr. Pankey at trial, thereby creating 
reasonable doubt" (Motion, p. 3 (emphasis added).) Thus, the allegation is not 
that further investigation would have revealed any actual evidence that Sheriff 
Femling tampered with any evidence, but counsel would have discovered 
allegations that Sheriff FemJing had done so and would have "produced testimony 
of Mr. Pankey at trial." 
The claim that further investigation would have revealed that lIit was alleged,j 
that the Sheriff and Prosecutor had "tampered with evidence" makes no sense. If it 
was alleged by someone other than Pankey there is nothing in the proposed 
pleading or Affidavit to support such an inference. If the proposed amendment is to 
allege that Pankey is asserting that Sheriff Femling tampered with evldence, that 
allegation is at odds with Pankey's Affidavit. Nowhere in the Affidavit does Pankey 
allege that anyone tampered with evidence. He alleges only that Sheriff Femling 
said to Prosecutor Thomas, 'Well, I guess I've got to move evidence to make a 
case." (Affidavit, ~ 4.) That statement is perfectly innocent and no reasonable 
understanding of that statement leads to the conclusion that Shertff Femling was 
proposing tampering with evidence. In short, there is no allegation that Sheriff 
OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND 6 
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Femllng actually tampered with evidence, stated an intent to tamper with evidence, 
or anything else of the sort. 
The proposed amendment that if counsel would have conducted further 
investigation he would have "produced testimony of Mr. Pankey at trial, thereby 
creating reasonable doubt" (Motion, p. 3) also fails to state a claim of prejudice. 
The claim of reasonable doubt in the Motion is the sort of "bare assertionD and 
speculation" that does not show prejudice. Roman, 125 Idaho at 649,873 P.2d at 
903. The actual testimony that Pankey would have provided according to his 
affidavit was that Sheriff Femling stated, ,jWell, I guess I've got to move evidence to 
make a case." Such testimony has no chance of producing an acquittal because k 
is a perfectly innocuous statement. Even if true, the allegations do not state a 
prima facie claim of prejudice. 
The proposed amendment to add a new claim of ineffective assistance of 
counsel fails to state a claim upon which relief could be granted. It is vague and 
incomplete. It alleges no act or omission that could be considered deficient 
performance. It makes a bare assertion of prejudice without any basis in fact for 
concluding that any prejudice occurred. Amendment with such a claim would be 
Mile, and therefore amendment should be denied. 
2. Johnson's Proposed Amendment Does Not Set Forth A Prima Facie 
Claim Of Newly Discovered Evidence 
To be entitled to a new trial for newly discovered evidence, Johnson would 
have to show that the evidence in question (1) is unewly discovered and was 
unknown to the defendant at the time of trial"; (2) is material, not merely cumulative 
or impeaching; (3) will probably produce an acquittal; and (4) could not have been 
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discovered through the exercise of diligence on the part of the defendant State y. 
Drapeau; 97 Idaho 685, 691, 551 P .2d 972, 978 (1976). Johnson proposes 
amending with a new paragraph alleging: 
Subsequent to the trial hereof [sic - this case has not yet been tried}, 
on or about July 20, 2009 counsel for Petitioner received a letter 
dated July 5, 2009, allegedly drafted by one Steven Pankey, 
addressed to FIfth District Judge Barry Wood, which letter asserted 
that Mr. Pankey, on the day Alan and Diane Johnson were found 
dead, over heard [sic - overheard} Blaine County Sheriff, Walt 
Femling, say to Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney, Jim Thomas, 
'Well, I guess I've g.otto move evidence to make a case." 
(Motion, p. 4.) Johnson's proposed amended allegations establish none of the 
required factors of a claim for newly discovered evidence. 
First, there is no allegation that Pankey's assertions are newly discovered 
and were unknown to the defense at trial. On the contrary, Pankey's affidavit states 
that he called one of Johnson's attorneys to reveal his allegations. (Affidavit, ~ 5.) 
Second, the evidence is not material because there is no evidence 
whatsoever that anyone associated with the investigation actually altered any 
evidence. In addition, the alleged statement that the Sheriff would have to "move" 
evidence is wholly non-exculpatory and innocuous. 
Third, the evidence would not likely produce an acquittal because the 
alleged statement of the Sheriff that he has got to move evidence to make a case 
does not actually tend to exonerate Johnson. Taken literally the statement is that 
the evidence would have to be moved; in fact much of the evidence was moved, 
around the state and even the country. That the police wanted to "make a case" is 
obvious. The statement does not even imply that the Sheriff was intending to do 
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anything other than his job of gathering the evidence and making the best case 
possible. 
Finally, the evidence was discoverable through reasonable diligence. The 
Affidavit at least suggests that the allegation was actually known to Johnson's 
attorneys. Pankey states that he called Johnson's attorney and told him that he 
had what he beHeved was important information. (Affidavit, ~ 5.) There is no 
allegation that the evidence was not discoverable by exercise of due diligence. and 
any such allegation would be affirmatively disproved by the Affidavit in support of 
the Motion. 
CONCLUSION 
The state respectfully requests this Court deny leave to again amend the 
amended petition. 
DATED this 6th day of August 2009. 
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STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
RESPONSE TO THE BIASED IDAHO 
MOUNTAIN EXPRESS FRONT PAGE 
ARTICLE OF AUGUST 19, 2009. 
COMES NOW WITNESS Steven Pankey Pro Se, and herein notifies 
14 
15 
this Court the above article was intended to unjustly prejudice, 
ridicule me, my family in this small community, and prevent the 
orderly administration of justice for Sarah Johnson. Please 
16 
17 11 enter Exhibits "AU and "B" 
18\1 August 27, 2009 
attached into this Case Record. 
19 
20 






1 CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
2 I CERTIFY that on the 27th day of August, 2009, I placed 
copies of the above RESPONSE TO THE BIASED IDAHO MOUNTAIN 
3 EXPRESS FRONT PAGE ARTICLE OF AUGUST 19, 2009, in the United 
States Mail, postage prepaid, addressed to the following: 
4 1 Honorable Barry Wood 
51 ~~u~~~s~~ati Ire Judge 
: 11::::::::h::a:~ ::::: 
Fifth Judicial 
PO Box }861 
8 Hailey, Idaho 83333 
9 Deputy Attorney General Ken Jorgensen 
PO Box 83720 
10 Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
11 James Philips Registered Agent for Idaho Mountain Express 
Roark La"l Firm LLP 
12 409 N. Main St 
Hailev. Idaho 83333 
13\ And, _. 
14 I James Philips 
PO Box 864 
:: 11,1 :::::::t:::h:e::::: Company 
Publishing / Times News 
:: IIH~~:~ve 
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, 
28 
Idaho Registered Agent 
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From: Steven Pankey 
PO Box 1010 
21 ~~~~~~~~' Iddho 83352 E}~HIBIT "A" 
: I August 27, 2009 
5 I Mr. James Philips Registered 
II Roar k Law Firm LLP 6 409 N. Main St 
Agent for Idaho Mountain Express 











RE: Biased front page article of August 19, 2009 
Mr. Philips, 
I formally ask the Idaho Mountain Express to apologize to me and 
my family on the front page of the next paper September 2, 2009. 
The apology should include the following: The Idaho Mountain 
Express has a past financial conflict of interest between an 
executive staff member and Steven Pankey, which has prejudiced 
all Express articles related to Steven Pankey since the mid 
1990's. 
I further ask the Idaho Mountain Express to print unedited the 
enclosed Letter to The Editor in the September 2, 2009, paper, 
and mention my Letter in their front page apology. 
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2 1).JflO::OLlULH:O! ..LUdllU 0:):):):) I 293-5296 
j Ii 
,IAUgust 27 f 2009 
EXHIBIT "B" 
sllTo: Pam Morris Editor (part owner) Idaho Mountain Express 
6 II RE ~ lletter to Editor Idaho Mountain Express Rebuttal to August 
7 11 19 , 2009, blatant biased article 
8 II Pam Morris, 
II 
9 II Please_ prir:t ~~~ ~ Letter 
II
::>eptember "L, L:UU::;J paper. 
10 contents of this letter. 
11 II its content from anyone. 
to the Editor, unedited by you, in your 
I am solely responsible for the 
I have not asked or received advise on 
12 1'1- On July 22, 2009, Attorney Mr. Simms called me regarding my 
letter to Judge Barry Wood. Mr. Simms said he represented Sarah 
13 II Johnson. We talked for about an hour on the phone. t'1r. Simms was 
:::>t- -Fircot- co1,..0",t-;1"":::>1 ,-.,f me :::>nrl mu 10t-1-0Y' T-lo rfY'i11orl me :::>co if ho 14 !''-'"'''' -~"'""....,., ...... _.Jlo<'-r::-........ _,.,.... ........... _ ..... "'~,-- ................... ""\.1 --'- ..... --~ .... - :;1 ................... _- ..... ,,- """,S-' ...... "'"" .... -Ilw~re cross examining m~ on the,witness stand. Mr. Si~s was at 
:: II ~~: 5 ~v:~ 1 ~ n~~ ~~h~:!~ e~~ i~! a~ ::n ~o~:~s p ~~: ~~~~ 0 ~e J ~~o~~o~~: il t'em~lng I Tnomas eVldence tamperlng statement. 1. assured :::ilmms 
17 I repeatedly that the evidence tampering statement happened 
Il shortlY prior to Thomas / Femling sending Mikel (who was in 18 another area) and me away from the crime seen on our first trip 
li to the Johnson home. I further explained to Simms what happened 19 on our second trio to the Johnson crime seen hours later. I 
20 1111 :~~u~~~l~i::n t~a~e~ ~~~n~a~~~~e~s fo~O~~s~~:~e~.~~~!n~~ :~torney 
21 directly to Simms. Simms wanted to know if I had ever been 
I
I contacted by any of the Prosecutor's investigators, and my 
22 lanswer was "No." 
23 II Simms later called me for another approximate hour regarding 
24 II what I witnessed at the Johnson crime seen and related events. 
Simms actions regarding my Affidavit have been honest, and 
25 II consistent with his fiduciary responsibility to represent Sarah 
Johnson. 
:: IbO~0~~;:~\::~ ~~: ~~~~e:~\~~i~~O~h~~v:~o~~eJ~~~d!~e~:Oi~ ~s 
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and surviving child have faced reading the August 19, 2009, 
Express article and. being blindsided by Johnson events of which 
they have no knowledge. I have a wonderful ex wife, son and 
daughter-in-law who didn't need the Johnson mess added to their 
personal grief. 
I believe the Express article raises some important red flags 
about the Sarah Johnson murder investigation. If I am as bad as 
Femling / Thomas make me out to be in the Express Article, why 
did they allow me to be behind the yellow tape on two separate 
tirnes at the crirne seen? If I arn that bad \f·lhy "-las I allo\"led in 
the evidence? If I am that bad The Idaho State Bar should be 
outraged that Thomas allowed me to be their. I:f I am as bad as 
Femling says, the Idaho State Patrol should be outraged that 
II
Femling allowed me to be in the evidence. If I am that bad The 
10 Idaho Attorney General should be outraged with Femling /Thomas, 
11 land demand an investigation. If I am that bad, the Blaine County 
Commissioners should be outraged with Femling / Thomas for 
having me at the Johnson crime seen. If I am that bad the Idaho 12 
Judicial Counsel should be investigating my relationship with 
13 I Judge Wood dating back twenty years when Wood was a Shoshone 
14 I Magistrate. If I am as bad as the Express Article says I am, The 
Express owners and their husbands at the Roark Law Firm should 
lSllbe outraged at Femling / Thomas for having me at the crDue seen 
twice. If I am as bad as Femling says I am, his business partner 
16 I Ned C. Williamson should be outraged that I was allowed at the 
crime seen. 17 
18 " Are there any checks and balances in Press coverage by the Idaho 
Mountain Express, and the Times News? 
19 
20 I I hope Mr. SimmB motion for a new trial is tried in the court, 
I 
not the press. 
21 
II
I affirm my July 27, 2009, Affidavit regarding my personal 
22 knowledge of the Johnson murder seen is truthful. 
23 1 
:: I 
I, Steven Dana Pankey, wrote this Letter to the Editor of the 
Idaho Mountain Express. I am solely responsible for the contents 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINEI'~Fliiii"fiF=~~ 
SARAH JOHNSON, 
VS. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Petitioner, 
Respondent, 









ORDER OF REASSIGNMENT 
'if/Ynn D~ge, Clerk Distriot 
ourt Blame County, Idaho 
This Court HEREBY REASSIGNS the above named case to Honorable Richard 
Bevan, District Judge, for all further proceedings. By this Order this Court DOES NOT 
RECUSE itself, simply reassigns the matter to another District Judge due to scheduling 
and time constraints. 
Dated this _14 day of September, 2009. 
Signed: ---'-~~~~..-c-~-=-IJL-----
Hon. Barry Wood, Adminis ative District Judge 
Copies: 
Hon. Richard Bevan 
Linda Wright, TCA 
Counsel of Record 
Christopher P. Simms 
Attorney at Law ISB #7473 
P.O. Box 3123 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
PH 208 622 7878 
FAX 208622 7921 
FILEO- ~.M:'l' () .. M._--
r SE? 28 2009 ( 
Jolynn Drage, C r District 
COUl1 Blaine County. iE..s._~o 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SARAH M. JOHNSON, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 









__________ ~R=e~s~p~o~nd=e=n=t~, ____________ ) 
Case No: CV -06-324 
MOTION TO COMPEL 
DISCOVERY 
COMES NOW PETITIONER, through her attorney of record, Christopher P. 
Simms, and files this, her Motion To Compel Discovery and in support thereof states as 
follows; 
1. On or about March 4, 2009 this Court entered its Order of Discovery Relating to 
newly Discovered Evidence in response to Petitioner's Motion. 
2. The March 4, 2009 Order compelled the State to produce information relating to 
evidence identifying one Christopher Kevin Hill as the person who had left previously 
unidentified fingerprints on the murder weapon and other tools of the crime, including all 
follow investigation. 
3. The State has produced the initial fingerprint evidence as ordered but has failed to 
produce complete follow-up investigative materials. More specifically, the initial the 
Criminalist Analysis Report - Fingerprints of Tina Walthall, dated March 10, 2009, 
MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY 1 
concludes latent prints marked #15-1,17-1, 18a-2, 18b-6 & 20-1 are inconclusive 
because the examiner lacked a quality set of major case prints for Christopher Kevin Hill. 
(Attached as Exhibit A, marked for discovery as Bates Nos. 22-PC through 28-PC. On 
June 23, 2009 further supplemental discovery was provided by the State. The Criminalist 
Analysis Report - Fingerprints by Tina Walthall, again reaches the same conclusion 
requesting resubmission of examplers and a set of major case prints for Christopher 
Kevin Hill. (Reports attached hereto as Exhibit B, marked for discovery as Bates Nos. 
108PC through122PC) Furthermore, according to Blaine County Sheriffs Office Case-
Supplemental Reports 6 & 7, dated April 28, 2009, Christopher Kevin Hill submitted, to 
a major case fingerprint lift, and submitted a DNA sample on April 7, 2009, which 
sample was submitted for testing. (Report Attached hereto as Exhibit C, marked for 
discovery as Bates Nos. 95PC through 97PC) To date the defense has not been supplied 
with a copy of the major case prints, or laboratory results or any DNA testing 
accomplished. 
4. The State has produced police reports indicating the Mel Speegle and Christopher 
Kevin Hill were interviewed regarding the discovery of Hill's fingerprints on the tools of 
the double homicide of Sarah Johnson's mother and father, including an audio/video 
recording of said interviews. Presumably, given the fingerprint evidence being found on 
multiple locations on the murder weapon, on a scope removed from the murder weapon 
in such locations as to indicate the Hill had removed the scope immediately prior to the 
murders, and on the boxes and inserts that held the ammunition used in the double 
homicide, further follow-up as to Hill's whereabouts at the time of the murders has been 
MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY 2 
conducted. The Defense has received no police reports indicating any such follow-up 
investigation has occurred. 
WHEREFORE, Petitioner prays this honorable Court enter an Order compelling 
the State to produce the documents and information previously ordered and ruled 
discoverable, including but not limited; 
a) high quality major case prints for Christopher Kevin Hill 
b) Criminalist Analysis Report( s) indicating the results and conclusions 
upon re-submittal of examplers and proper quality major case prints of 
Christopher Kevin Hill. 
c) DNA laboratory reports of any comparison testing results form matter and 
material left at the scene of the crime. 
d) Any and all follow-up investigative reports concerning Christopher Kevin 
Hill's possible involvement in the crimes. 
CHRISTOPHER P. SIMMS, ATTORNEY AT LAW 
MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY 
CHRISTOPHER P. SIMMS 
ATTORNEY FOR PETITIONER 
ct 2.5: d1 
DATED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 25th day of September, 2009, a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY was delivered to the Office 
of Attorney General & Special Prosecuting Attorneys, Attn: Jessica Lorello Facsimile 
number 208.854.8074, PO Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 and The Office of the 
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney Facsimile number 208.788.5554, 201 Second 
Avenue South, Ste. 100, Hailey, Idaho 83333: 
US Mail 
----
____ Hand Delivery 
__ ~_Via facsimile 208.854.8074 & 208.788.5554 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 



















Case No. CV 06-324 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Status Hearing 
10:28 Christopher Simms for petitioner, Jessica Lorello for the state ofIdaho. Court 
reviews case with Counsel. 
Mr. Simms addresses Court in regards to discovery issues. 
Case has not been set for trial. 
Ms. Lorello believes there is a motion pending regarding an amendment to petition and 
would like sonie deadlines entered by the Court. 
Court will send out a stipulation for scheduling and planning order. 
Mr. Simms motion for leave to amend filed on July 29, 2009. 
Court will schedule motion to amend petition for November 6, 2009 at 9:00 am by 
telephone with Mr. Simms to send out notice and to initiate to 736-4047. 
Counsel will fax Judge's copies of documents. 
10:36 Court in recess in this matter. 
COURT MINUTES - 1 
Christopher P. Simms 
Attorney at Law ISB #7473 
P.O. Box 1861 
Hailey Idaho 83333 
PH 208 788 2800 
FAX 208 7882300 
FILED ~:~::!: Ii{ f 
r- l<;.. 
OCT 1 4 2009 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk District 
Court Blaine County, Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SARAH M. JOHNSON, 
Petitioner 
vs. 









__________ ~R=e=sp~o=n=d=e=nt~ ______ ) 
Case No: CV-006-324 
NOTICE OF FILING EXHBITS 
OMITTED FROM INITIAL FILING 
OF MOTION TO COMPEL 
DISCOVERY 
COMES NOW Petitioner by and through her attorney, CHRISTOPHER P. 
SIMMS, and files this, her Notice of Filing Exhibits Omitted from Initial Filing of 
Motion to Compel Discovery, and therefore states as follows; 
1. On September 28, 2009, Petitioner filed her Motion to Compel Discovery. 
2. The Motion argues that the State ofIdaho failed to comply with the Court's Order 
of Discovery Relating to Newly Discovered Evidence, dated March 4, 2009, compelling 
the State to produce complete follow-up investigation information relating to evidence 
identifying one Christopher Kevin Hill, who had left previously unidentified fingerprints 
on the murder weapon and other tools of the crime in the homicides of Allen Johnson and 
Diane Johnson. 
3. The Motion recognized that the State produced the initial investigative reports, 
but has since failed to produce materials ordered produced. Petitioner referenced, as 
NOTICE OF FILING EXHIBIITS OMITTED FROM INITIAL FILING OF 
MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY 
1 
attached, the initial investigative reports as Motion Exhibits A, B and C, but inadvertently 
failed to attach said reports. 
WHEREFORE, Petitioner now files, as if attached as referenced, in support of the 
Motion to Compel omitted exhibits A, Band C. 
Christopher P. Simms 
Attorney for Petitioner 
Dated 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _/_~_ day of __ O_C_'/ __ _ 
2009, a true and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF FILING EXHIBIITS 
OMITTED FROM INITIAL FILING OF MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY was 
delivered to the Office of Attorney General & Special Prosecuting Attorneys, Attn: 
Ken Jorgensen Facsimile number 208.854-8074, PO Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-
0010 and The Office of the Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney Facsimile number 




/Via facsimile 208.854.8074 & 208.788.5554 
---
CHRISTOPHER P. SIMMS 
NOTICE OF FILING EXHIBIITS OMITTED FROM INITIAL FILING OF 








Idaho State Police ForensIc Servicas 
, ; 1 .20e 6e4 71 97 
~ 
P.O. Box 700 Maridian, 10 83680~700 (208)884-1170 
M20032402 ,Ageney Case No.: 030900016 
SEfiD ~ BELL5VUE DEPT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
Crime ,Pate: Sep 2, 2003 
Crtmlnalistic Analysis Report .. FINGERPRINTS 
Page 4 
Evidence Received: 



























Add. Crime Date; 
FULLER & HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 










J. HUTCt·flSO""-P'-:"h-. (=20=-=8=)7:-.:"'69=-·1-'4-10- "._. ,," "'- '--"", .. 
12/0812004 
!'low ReceiVed: IN PERSON " ",' 
Hm:. MateriatS'! '" ... " "-' BlOHAZARUlCHEMICAL ---"" ..... , 
nW. Officer: FULLER/HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 
delivered 8y: GREG SAGE ph. (208)7'88-5555 
B~ceived By: JANE DAVENPORT ph. (208)884-7170 
", 
Evidence ReceIved: ,1212112004 . 









, .. " S. HARKINS "_"_,,.,, 
J. HUTCHISON ph. (208)769-1410 
EVidence Received: 01/2012005 
JOidd. Crime Date: 
How Received: ,,-----FEDERAl EXPRESS 
Haz. Materials: BIOHAZARD/CI-IEMICAL 
inv. Officer: S. HARKINS 
Delivered By: 
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03/1012009 Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
P.O. Box 700 Meridian, 10 83680-0700 (208)884--7170 
Cl. Case No.: 
~gency; 
M2.0032402 Agency Case No.; 030900016 
BEPD - BEaL!.EVIJE DEPT OF PUBLIC SAFeTY 
ORI: Crime 'pate; Sep 2, 2003 
Criminalistic Analysis Report - FINGERPRINTS 
Evidence Received: 


























JANE DAVENPORT ph. (208)884-7170 
12/1012003 
CERTIFIED US MAlL 
alOHAZARDICHEM1CAL 
FULLER I HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 




STU ROBINSON ph. (208)324-6050 
.... .... ~'--'-"."-"- ". 
JANe DAveNPORT ph. (208)884-717Q 
Evidence Received: 0110212004 
Add. Clime Date: 
How Received: CERTIFIED US MAIL""~' Aaz. Materials:-' ...... ·--·BroHAZARD/CHEMlcAL········ __ ·· .... " ....... . 
i~v. Officer: eo FULLER ph. (208)7'138-5555 
Delivered By: 
Received By: JANE DAVENPORT ph. (208)684.7170 
'. 
eviden~ RecehtQd: 
















CeRTIFIED U.S. MAIL 
BIOHAZARD/CHeMICAL 
FUL.LER &..HARKINS.ph. (208)788-5565 
LINDA FiSK ph. (208)884-7170 
0210912004 
CERTIFIED us MAIL 
BIOHAZARD/CHeMICAL 
FULLeR I HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 




C () 002 3-fJ 
f~ 
1---.; 
..J :1 .20'" SS4 "?1e~ 
03/10/2\)09 Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
P.O. Box 700 Meridian, 10 83680"(]700 (208)884-7170 
CL ca$e No.: M20032402 Agency Case No.; 030900016 
BEPD & BELLEVUE OEPT OF PUBLIC SAFeTY Maney: 
,oRt: Crime-Date: Sep 2. 2003 
Criminalistic Analysis Report· FINGERPRINTS 
Evidence Receive<!: 09/2512003 
Add. Crime Date: 
tlow Received: CERTIFIED US MAIL 
Haz.. Materials: BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL )nv. Officer. S HA~K1NS ph. (20a)7Sa~5555 
DeUvered By: 
Received I3y: JANE DAVENPORT ph. (208}SS4-7170 
Evidence Received; 10/0612003 
Add. Crime Date; 
How Reeeived: CERTIFIED· US MAIL 
Raz.. Materials: BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
fillV. Officer: STEVE HARKINS ph. (208)788--5555 
Denvered By: 
Received By: JANE DAVENPORT ph. {20S)BB4-7170 
,. 
Evidence R.ecelved: 1011712003 
Add. Clime Date: 
f.low Received: US MAIL 
Raz. Materials: BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
Jnv. Officer: STEVE HARKINS/RON TAYLOR ph. (206}7Sa·S556 
OeUvered By: '''' ,- -~ .... ---- -,... .... ~ .... .... -.-.-,. -~ .... , 
~eceived By: MICKEY HALL ph. (208)8S4-7170 
I;' 
5vidQnce Received: 11/1012003 
Add. Crime Date: 
How Received: . . CERTlFlEO..us.MAIl ...... _.~_···· ............. _ .. 
Haz. Materials: BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 




MICKEY HALL ph. (208)884-7170 
evidence R.eCeived:·· 11/1712003 . 














C~RTIFIED US MAlt. 
BIOHAZARD/CHeMICAL 
STEVE. HARKINS ph. (208)788.5555 






LOGGED IN BY J DAVENPORT ph. (208)884..7170 
.. -
Page 2 
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03'1012009 Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
: P.O. Box 700 Meridian, 10 83G80-o700 (208)884-7170 
WI 
CL Case Nc.: M20032402 Agency Case No.: 030900016 
Agency: BePO - BEIJ.EVUE DePT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
ORl; Crime ,eate: Sep 2, 2003 
Criminalistic Analysis Report • FINGERPRINTS 
evidence Received !Oformation 
Evidence Received: 
























RANDY TREMBLe ph. (208)788-3692 
RANDY TREM8Le ph. (208)788.3692 




JD BOWERMAN ph. (208)364-2676 




- RANDY TRE:MBl::e-phd2as)raa.369~--·-"-'-· ,',' 
MARK DALTON 
MICKEY HALl. ph. (208)884-7170 
Evidence Received: 09/09/2003 
Add. Crime Date: .... , ___ 8 • __ •• ','" •• _,~.:.~~ •• _~. ___ •• _ •• 
Row Received: IN PERSON 
Haz. Malenals: BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
In'l. Officer: RANDY TREMBLE ph. (208)788.3692 
Delivered By: TINA WAL. THALL 
R.eceived By: MICKEY HALL, ph. (208)884-7170 
5\1idance Received: 
















SiEVE HARKINS ph. (208)768~5555 




STeVE HARKINS ph. (206)788-5555 
ED 'FUL.LER ph. (208)788-.5555 
MICKEY HALL ph. (208)a84-7170 
# S/ a 
Page 1 
',J :, ~oa St;4 71 En q 6/ B 
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, 
03/10/2009 Idaho state Police Forensic Services Flage 5 
P.O. Box 700 Meridian, 10 83680 .. 0100 (208)884-7110 
CL Case No.: 
~ency: 
M20032402 Agency Case No.: 030900016 
8EPD - SELLCVUE DePT OF PUBLIC SAFElY 
ORI: Crime..oate: Sap 2, 2003 
Criminallstlc Analysis R(!port • FlNGERPRlNTS 
. ' 
~vldence Received: 05/05/2005 
Add. Crime Date: 
How Received: CERTIFIED US MAIL 
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL Haz. Materials: 
Inv. OffIcer: STEVE HARKiNS ph. (208)7Se..5555 
Delivered By: 
Received By: JANE: DAVENF'ORT ph. (208)684-7170 














JOHNSON, MATTHEW F 
LEHAT, ROSIN lYNN 
NUXOLL, RUSSELL 
SPEEGLE. DELL 
SYL TON, JANET 
JOHNSON, SARAH MARIE 
SANTOS. OOMINGUEZ. BRUNO 
JOHNSON, ALAN S 
JOHNSON, DIANE M 
DOB Sex 
\~ ~, 03/09/2009 Supplemen,t.al, Info.;r;rna.t.i-G-a->-----' . -" . 
EVIDENCE DESCRIPTION; 
Item LC (~etained e~idence) - small evidence envelope containing 
tllirty-nine latent lift card.s. ,:'~" 
Item PHOTOS" (retained--evIdence1'-"':-m'~~'iia envelope containing' seven sets of 
~egativeSf fourteen reprints from negative set *4, thirteen photo 
~qcurnentation cards, and sixty~seven digital image printouts. 
~vidence was signed and sealed When ~eceived. 
EXAMINATION: 
~hree latent prints were previously entered and searched through the 
~~tomated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) by the ISP Bu~eau of 
qriminal Identification where SID':jj;ID10043023, Christopher Kevin Hill, was 
ge~erated as a possible candidate. 
CONCLUSION: 
T.he latent prints marked 12-1, 2-3, 18a-3, & 18b-7b have been positively 
individualized (identified) to the #3 finger (right middle) of the 
fingerprint card beaxing the name Christopher Kevin Hill. 
~he latent print marked t2-2 has been positively individualized to the t4 
finger (right ring) of the fingerprint card bearing the name Christopher 
Kevin aill. 
The latent print marked t18a-l has been positively individualized to the *6 
':;;;::; 











.J' ; 1 ~oe 884 7197 flo 7/ e 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services PageS 
P.O. Box 700 Meridla~ ID 8368D.Q700 (208)884-7170 
M20032402 Agency Case No.; 030900016 
SEPO » SELLEVUe DePT OF PU8UC SAFETY" 
Crime',Date: Sep 2. 2003 
Criminalistic Analysis Report ~ FINGERPRINTS 
~inger (left thumb) of the fingerprint card bearing the name Christopher 
Kevin Hill. 
~he individualizations were effected using a certified copy of a 
fingerprint caxd recorded by officer #260 on behalf of the Blaine County 
~he~iffls office on 03-01-07. 
" 
tatents 4/;2-1, 2-2 « 2-3 were recovered from ,the "rifle scope. tf Latent 
~8a-l was recovered from a live round inside ,s box of Winchester Super x 
264 ammunition. Latent 4t18a-3 was recovered from the II ins ide plastic box" 
of Winchester Super X 264 ammunition. Latent'lBh-7b was r~q;overed from 
I!'inner plastic box" of Winchester Super X 264 ammunition. 
~ased on the available exemplars, Christopher Kevin Hfll is excluded f,rom 
beinq the source of the latent impressions marked ~13-4c, 16-1, 18a-5, 
~b-4b, 41-6a/41-7c, & 61-1. 
; 
:' .. 
The latent prints marked #2-6, 18a-G, & lSb-7a are inconolusive to the 
available exemplars bearinq the name Christopher Kevin Rill. The 
inconclusive :r:e~~~.1;~" .. ~r.e dUEl t~~.e .. J~~.S~_qg.~g1:..:i.ty/clarity in the latent 
tmpression. 
~he latent prints marked ilS-lf, 17-1, 18a-2, 18b~6, & 20-1 are inconclusive 
to the available exemplars bear~ng the name Christopher Kevin Hill. The 
inconclusi va results s:r·e-dUs"''t·cr-.l':"ncOinplete· known impressions with which to 
oompare, no palms provided, tips not recorded, etc. In order to complete 
the oomparison portion of this examination, it is requested that a quality. 
set of major case prints (palms, fully rolled fingers t side.sof finge.:r:.s., ... & 
fingeJ:tips) ba s.uhmittedH.fo~ Christopher Kevin Hill. Please resubmit 
~tems #13 & 41 at that time. 
'" .-. .... , 
This report does Or may contain opinions and interpretations of the 
tindeJ:signed analyst'· b~.rsed-"on "~ciehtific data. 
, I 
Tina G. Walthall· 
~orensic Scientist II, Latent Prints 
DATE: 3/10/oD] 
i 
~\ t H)(i 27- fe-
;rd-'::t 
:' ~08 884 7197 ~ &1 8 
03/10/2009 Idaho stab::) Polfc/# Forensic SarvieQS 
P.O. Box 700 Meridian, 10 83680-0700 (208}884-7170 
¢L Case No.: 
"'geney: 
M20032402 Agency Case No.: 03090001 S 
BEPD - BaLEVUE DePT OF PUBLIC SAFEi'( 
ORI: , Crime Date: Sep 2. 2003 
Criminalistic Analysis Report - FINGERPRINTS 
_b 
AFFIDAVIT 
Sl"ATE OF IDAHO} 
} ss. 
COUNTY OF ADA } 
- ~age 7 
Tina G. Walthall, being first duly sworn, depoees and says the following: 
1. That I am a. Forensic Scientist II, Latent' Print e~aminer with Forensic 
Services and am qualified to perform the examination and draw conclusions 
Qf the type shown on the attached report;' - -
... 
' .. 
t. That Forensic Services is part of the Idaho state .Police; 
3. That I conducted a scientific examination of evidence described in the 
attached report in the ordinary course and scope of my duties with FO~ensic 
~er:vices; 
4. That the conclusion(s) expressed in that report is/are oorrect to the G East oerny knowledge; ·-------, .. , ... -----." .......... -........ .. 
S. That the case identifyinq informa.tion reflected in that report came 
from the evidence packaging, a case report, or another reliable source. 
6. That a true and accurate copy of that report is attached to this 
~f.fid.avit. 
Tins'''G, WiHthall' 
Forensic Scientist II, Latent Prints 
Date: 3 11QLo'1 If 





Idaho State Police Forensic S 
JO,JBox 700 Meridian, ID 83680-0700 
BEPD - BELLEVUE DEPT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
Agency Case No.: 030900016 
Crime Date: Sep 2, 2003 
Criminalistic Analysis Report - FINGERPRINTS 
Evidence Received Information 
Evidence Received: 


















RANDY TREMBLE ph. (208)788-3692 
RANDY TREMBLE ph. (208)788-3692 




JD BOWERMAN ph. (208)364-2676 
MICKEY HALL ph. (208)884~7170 
09/09/2003 
How Received: IN PERSON 
Haz. Materials: BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
Inv. Officer:--------RANO¥--=fREMBI::E-ph:-(-2frB-)-7-88=3692--
Delivered By: MARK DALTON 
Received By: MICKEY HALL ph. (208)884-7170 
Evidence Received: 09/09/2003 








RANDY TREMBLE ph. (208)788-3692 
TINA WALTHALL 
MICKEY HALL ph: '(208)884:7170 
Evidence Received: 09/12/2003 
Add. Crime Date: 
How Received:-----FED EX ._ .. - ". -
Haz. Materials: BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL ______ .. _ 
Inv. OffICer: STEVE HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 
Delivered By: 
Receive~_B~~_ ... _____ . MICKEY HALL ph. (208)884~¥l0 \ 
Evidence Received: 









STEVE HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 
ED FULLER ph. (208)788-5~·,,,,i. 





06/03/2009 Idaho State Police Forensic Se 
r--Box 700 Meridian, ID 83680-0700 ~84-7170 
CL Case No.: M20032402 Agency Case No.: 030900016 
Agency: BEPD - BELLEVUE DEPT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
ORI: Crime Date: Sep 2, 2003 
Criminalistic Analysis Report - FINGERPRINTS 
Evidence Received: 














Add. Crime Date: 
How Received: 
Haz. Materials: 




Add. Crime Date: 
09/25/2003 
CERTIFIED US MAIL 
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
S HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 
JANE DAVENPORT ph. (208)884-7170 
10/06/2003 
CERTIFIED US MAIL 
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
STEVE HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 




STEVE HARKINS/RON TAYLOR ph. (208)788-5555 
MICKEY HAll ph. (208)884-7170 
11/10/2003 
How Recei'l..c.eu.d· ___ CER-T-1F-LEO-US-MAfb-------~-----
Haz. Materials: BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
Inv. Officer: STEVE HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 
Delivered By: 
Received By: MICKEY HALL ph. (208)884-7170 
Evidence Received: 11/1712003 
Add. Crime Date: 
How Received: CERTIFIED US MAil 
Haz. Materials:------BIOHAZARD/.CHEMICAL 
Inv. Officer: STEVE HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 
Deliver~d By: . -"-,"- .. --- - ---- -
Received By: JANE DAVENPORT ph. (208)884-7170 
Evidence Received: 11/18/2003 










LOGGED IN BY J DAVENPORT ph. (208)884-7170 
, 
Page 
06/03/2009 . Idaho State Police Forensic Se ~:Box 700 Meridian, ID 83680-0700 Page 
CL Case No.: M20032402 Agency Case No.: 030900016 
Agency: 
~ ORI: 
BEPD - BELLEVUE DEPT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
Crime Date: Sep 2,2003 
Criminalistic Analysis Report - FINGERP-RINTS 
'''-.-J 
Evidence Received: 11/20/2003 
Add. Crime Date: 
How Received: IN PERSON 
Haz. Materials: BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
Inv. Officer: STEVE HARKINS 
Delivered By: TINA WALTHALL 
Received By: JANE DAVENPORT ph. (208)884-7170 
Evidence Received: 12/10/2003 
Add. Crime Date: 
How Received: CERTIFIED US MAIL 
Haz. Materials: BIOHAZARD/CHEMiCAL 
Inv. Officer: FULLER I HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 
Delivered By: 
Received By: MICKEY HALL ph. (208)884-7170 
Evidence Received: 12/19/2003 
Add. Crime Date: 
How Received: US MAIL 
Haz. Materials: BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
Inv. Officer: STU ROBINSON ph. (208)324-6050 
Delivered 
Received By: JANE DAVENPORT ph. (208)884-7170 
Evidence Received: 01/02/2004 
Add. Crime Date: .. -
How Received: GERTIF1ED-us-MATC--·_·_····-
Haz. Materials: BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
Inv. Officer: ED FULLER ph. (208)788-5555 
Delivered By: 
Received By: JANE DAVENPORT ph. (208)884-7170 
Evidence Received: 02/06/2004 .-----------
Add. Crime Date: 
How Received: CERTIFIED U.S. MAIL 
Haz. Materials:--···_- BIOrtAZARDlCHEM1CAL 
Inv. Officer: FULLER & HARKINS ph ... (208)788-5555 
Delivered By: 
Received By: LINDA FISK ph. (208)884-7170 
Evidence. Rece~ved~ ·.·02109/2004 
Add. Crime Date: 
How Received: 
Haz. Materials: 
I nv. Officer: 
CERTIFIED US MAIL 
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
FULLER / HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 
Delivered By: 
~; Received By: MICKEY HALL ph. (208)884-7170 
1-" 
0.OQ11'0 ;r-p~ 
06/03/2009 Idaho State Police Forensic 
_.13ox 700 Meridian, 10 83680-0700 4884-7170 
PagE 
CL Case No.: M20032402 Agency Case No.: 030900016 
Agency: BEPD - BELLEVUE DEPT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
\~ ORI: Crime Date: Sep 2, 2003 
Criminalistic Analysis Report - FINGERP-RINTS 
Evidence Received: 


















FULLER & HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 





J. HUTCHISON ph. (208)769-1410 
05/05/2004 
How Received: FEDERAL EXPRESS 
Haz. Materials: BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
Inv. Officer: FULLER/HARKINS 
Delivered By:- ------.----... 
Received By: J. HUTCHISON ph. (208)769-1410 
Evidence Received: 12/08/2004 
Add. Crime Date: 
How Receivect---It;tPERSON------·-·-·-·---··· 
Haz. Materials: BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
Inv. Officer: FULLER/HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 
Delivered By: GREG SAGE ph. (208)788-5555 
Received By: JANE DAVENPORT ph. (208)884-7170 
Evidence Received: 12/21/2004 
Add. Crime Date: 
How Received: FEDERAL EXPRESS 
Haz. Materials:-----BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
Inv. Officer: S. HARKINS 
Delivered By: 
Received By: J. HUTCHISON ph. (208)769-1410 
.. Evidence-Received: --01/20/2005 









J. HUTCHISON ph. (208)769-1410 
-:f3~ 
O(jOll~n- p< 
06/03/2009 ".J Idaho State Police Forensic S ,../ 
8)884-7170 J. Box 700 Meridian, 10 83680-0700 
CL Case No.: M20032402 Agency Case No.: 030900016 
Agency: 
o ORI: 
BEPD - BELLEVUE DEPT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
Crime Date: Sep 2, 2003 
-Criminalistic Analysis Report - FINGERPRINTS 
Evidence Received: 














Add. Crime Date: 
05/05/2005 
CERTIFIED US MAIL 
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
STEVE HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 




CURTIS MILLER ph. (208)788-5506 
MICKEY HALL ph. (208)884-7170 
04/09/2009 
How Received: CERTIFIED US MAIL 
Haz. Materials: BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
Inv. Officer: HARKINS ph. (208)788-5515 
Delivered By: ---- ------
Received By: MICKEY HALL ph. (208)884-7170 











f\JEfme - - ----------
JOHNSON, MATTHEW F 




JOHNSON, SARAH MARIE 
SANTOS - DOMINGUEZ, BRUNO 
JOHNSON, ALAN S 
JOHNSUl\r;DIANFrvr---- -




THIS AMENDED REPORT IS BEING ISSUED TO REPLACE THE M20032402 REEORTDATED--
03/10 2009. A PORTION OF THE EXAMINATION SECTION OF THAT REPORT WAS 
INADVERTENTLY LEFT OUT. THIS CORRECTION IS REFLECTED IN THIS REPORT . 
. 
EVIDENCE DESCRIPTION: '-
Item LC (retained evidence) - small evidence envelope containing 
thirty-nine 1aten~ lift cards. 
Item PHOTOS (retained evidence) - manila envelope containing seven sets of 
.', • v ';j-~ 2; 
_t)~,Oll·2 ~ . p~ 
06/03/2009 
CL Case No.: 
Agency: 
~ ORI: 
./ Idaho State Police Forensic S 
"', Box 700 Meridian, ID 83680-0700 
M20032402 
BEPD - BELLEVUE DEPT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
.,..J 
vd)884-7170 
Agency Case No.: 030900016 
Crime Date: Sep 2, 2003 
Criminalistic Analysis Report - FINGERPRINTS 
negatives, fourteen reprints fro~ riegative set #4, thirteen photo 
documentation cards, and sixty-seven digital image printouts. 
Evidence was signed and sealed when received. 
EXAMINATION: 
Page 
Three latent prints were previously entered and searched through the 
Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) by the ISP Bureau of 
Criminal Identification where SID #I010043023, Christopher Kevin Hill, was 
generated as a possible candidate. 
Twenty remaining latent prints were analyzed and compared to a certified 
copy of a fingerprint card bearing the name Christopher Kevin Hill. 
CONCLUSION: 
The latent prints marked #2-1, 2-3, 18a-3, & 18b-7b have been positively 
individualized (identified) to the#3finge-r· (right middle) of the 
fingerprint card bearing the name Christopher Kevin Hill. 
The latent print marked #2-2 has been positively individualized to the #4 
fin ge r--(-r:.i-gl:J.-t-r-i-ng-)-e-f-t:-lTe-f-i-fli9€-Fp-a-fl.-t;-eard be a r i n g the name Chr is t oph e r 
Kevin Hill. 
The latent print marked #18a-1 has been positively individualized to the # 
finger (left thumb) of the fingerprint card bearing the name Christopher 
The individualizations were effected using a certified copy of a 
fingerprint card recorded by officer #260 on behalf of the Blaine County 
Sheriff's Office on 03-01-07. 
Latents #2-1, 2-2 & 2-3 were recQ:vs=_r~d _from the "rifle scope." Latent 
18a-1 was recovered from a live round inside a box of Winchester Super X 
264 ammunition. Latent #18a-3 was recovered from the "inside plastic box" 
of WincnesEer- Super-X--26-4- -ammunition. Latent 18b-7b was recovered from 
"inner plastic box" of WinchesreYSuper X 264 ammunition. 
I 
Based on the available exemplars, Christopher Kevin Hill i-s-e.x-c-l-uded- from 
bei-ng--t-he--SGUTCeO£ the latent impressions marked #13-4c, 16-T,--rSa:-s-, 
18b-4b, 41-6a/41-7c, & 61-1. 
The latent prints marked #2-6, 18a-6, & T8h=72i-are inconclu~ve to the 
available exemplars bearing the name Christopher Kevin Hill. The 
\"--,, inconclusive results are due to a lack of quantity/clarity in the latent 
impression. 
-;(3'1 
f\ t\-f\ t.-t a ')/1 
' .. :.J . ~ i V· 
06/03/2009 
CL Case No.: 
Agency: 
'''-....,./ ORI: 
,./ Idaho State Police Forensic 
....... Box 700 Meridian, ID 83680-0700 
M20032402 
BEPD - BELLEVUE DEPT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
"J 
6)884-7170 
Agency Case No.: 030900016 
Crime Date: Sep 2, 2003 
Criminalistic Analysis Report - FINGERPRINTS 
Page, 
The latent prints marked #15-1, 17-1, 18~-2f 18b-6, & 20-1 are inconclusivE 
to the available exemplars bearing the name Christopher Kevin Hill. The 
inconclusive results are due to incomplete known impressions with which to 
compare, no palms provided, tips not recorded, etc. In order to complete 
the comparison portion of this examination, it is requested that a quality 
set of major case prints (palms, fully rolled fingers, sides of fingers, & 
finger tips) be submitted for Christopher Kevin Hill. Please resubmit 
items #13 & 41 at that time. 
This report does or may contain opinions and interpretations_of the 
undersigned analyst based on scientific data. 
Tina G. Walthall 
Forensic Scientist II, Latent Prints 
06/03/2009 " Idaho State Police Forensic Se 
.u. Box 700 Meridian, ID 83680-0700 884·7170 
CL Case No.: M20032402 Agency Case No.: 030900016 
Agency: 
\.....-IORI: 
BEPD· BELLEVUE DEPT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
Crime Date: Sep 2, 2003 
r 
Criminalistic Analysis Report· FINGERPRINTS 
A F F I D A V I T 
STATE OF IDAHO} 
} ss. 
COUNTY OF ADA } 
Page: 
Tina G. Walthall, being first duly sworn, deposes and says the following: 
1. That I am a Forensic Scientist II, Latent Print examiner with Forensic 
Services and am qualified to perform the examination and draw conclusions 
of the type shown on the attached report; 
2. That Forensic Services is part of the Idaho State .Police; 
3. That I conducted a scientific examination of evidence described in the 
attached report in the ordinary course and scope of my duties with Forensic 
Services; 
. .4. That the conclusion(s) expressed in that report is/are correct to the 
\J best of-mykriowl--=e=-=a:r:g::::Ce:::-::-i -----.----
5. That the case identifying information reflected in that report came 
from the evidence packaging, a c~pe report, or another reliable source. 
6. That a true and accurate copy of that report is attached to this 
affidavit. 
Tina G. Walthall 











Idaho State Police Forensic 
.-Box 700 Meridian, 10 83680-0700 
BEPD - BELLEVUE DEPT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
I 
.s}8B4-7170 
Agency Case No.: 030900016 
Crime Date: Sep 2, 2003 
Criminalistic Analysis Report· FINGERPRINTS 
Evidence Received Information 
Evidence Received: 


















RANDY TREMBLE ph. (208)788-3692 
RANDY TREMBLE ph. (208)788-3692 




JD BOWERMAN ph. (208)364-2676 
MICKEY HALL ph. (208).884-7170 
09/09/2003 
How Received: IN PERSON 
Haz. Materials: BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
Inv. Officer:-.. --·--RAN.Q¥-T-REMB'=E-J3A~.2e8fi'-88-369-2·"-·· 
Delivered By: MARK DALTON 
Received By: MICKEY HALL ph. (208)884-7170 
Evidence Received: 09/09/2003 ;',... 








RANDY TREMBLE ph. (208)788-3692 
TINA WALTHALL 
MICKEY HALL ph: (208)884-7170 
Evidence Received: 09/12/2003 
Add. Crime Date: 
How Received,·· .-.---. FED-EX 
Haz. Materials: BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL. 
Inv. Offi(#er: STEVE HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 
Delivered By: 
Received By: MICKEY HALL ph. (208)884-7170 
- -, --- - ,-
Evidence Received: 09123/2003 








STEVE HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 
ED FULLER ph. (208)788-5555 
MICKEY HALL ph. (208)884-7170 
Page 
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-Criminalistic Analysis Report - FINGERPRINTS 
Evidence Received: 














Add. Crime Date: 
How Received: 
Haz. Materials: 




CERTIFIED US MAIL 
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
S HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 
JANE DAVENPORT ph. (208)884-7170 
10/06/2003 
CERTIFIED US MAil 
BIOHAZARD/tHEM leAL 
STEVE HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 




STEVE HARKINS/RON TAYLOR ph. (208)788-5555 
MICKEY HALL ph. (208)884-7170 
Evidence Received: 11/10/2003 






CERTrFlED OS f'iAAII-·------·--------- -
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
STEVE HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 
MICKEY HALL ph. (208)884-7170 
~- ,. -' .. ~. _.. . -~ ... - - _." .. -" - . 
Evidence Received: 11/17/2003 
Add. Crime Date: 
How Received: CERTIFIED US MAIL 
Haz. Materials:------BTORAZARD7CREMICAL 
Inv. Officer: STEVE HARKINS ph. (2Q8)788-5555 
DeliverEkl By: 
Received By: JANE DAVENPORT ph. (208)884-7170 
Evidence-ReGeived~ ---1-1/18/2003-




. Delivered By: 





LOGGED IN BY J DAVENPORT ph. (208)884-7170 
PagE 
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Cl Case No.: M20032402 Agency Case No.: 030900016 
Agency: 
\J ORI: 
BEPD • BELLEVUE DEPT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
Crime Date: Sep 2, 2003 
Criminalistic Analysis Report - FINGERPRINTS 
Evidence Received: 














Add. Crime Date: 
11/20/2003 
IN PERSON 
BIOHAZARD/CH EM ICAl 
STEVE HARKINS 
TINA WALTHALL 
JANE DAVENPORT ph. (208)884-7.170 
12/10/2003 
CERTIFIED US MAil 
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
FUllER / HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 
MICKEY HALL ph. (208)884-7170 
12/19/2003 
How Received: US MAIL 
Haz. Materials: BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
Inv. Officer: STU ROBINSON ph. (208)324-6050 
Delivered Rv.,-·----------···--·-----------··-·····.·" 
Received By: JANE DAVENPORT ph. (208)884-7170 
Evidence Received: 01/02/2004 
Add. Crime Date: 
How Received:·---CER'fIFtE:lTttS-M;A;lt---------·-·· 
Haz. Materials: BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
Inv. Officer: ED FULLER ph. (208)788-5555 
Delivered By: 
Received By: JANE DAVENPORT ph. (208)884-7170 
-~.-.--.. "--
Evidence Received: 02/06/2004 
Add. Crime Date: 
How Received: CERTIFIED U.S. MAIL 
Haz. Materials:------BICJHAZARD1CHEMICAl 
Inv. Officer: FULLER & HARKINS ph. (208)7.88-5555 
Delivered By: 
Received By: LINDA FISK ph. (208)884-7170 
Evidence.RaceLv.ed: ____ 02/09/2004 





\--....-/ Received By: 
CERTIFIED US MAIL 
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
FULLER / HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 
MICKEY HALL ph. (208)884-7170 
. ~ \ 
0·0,0 11 S-~CJv--
I. 
Uti/U::312UU9 Idaho State Police Forensic Se 
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Agency: 
ORI: \J 
BEPD - BELLEVUE DEPT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
Crime Date: Sep 2, 2003 
Criminalistic Analysis Report - FINGER?RINTS 
Evidence Received: 03/26/2004 
Add. Crime Date: 
How Received: FEDERAL EXPRESS 
Haz. Materials: BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
Inv. Officer: FULLER & HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 
Delivered By: 
Received By: LINDA FISK ph. (208)884-7170 
Evidence Received: 04/16/2004 
Add. Crime Date: 
How Received: FEDERAL EXPRESS 
Haz. Materials: BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
Inv. Officer: FULLER/HARKINS 
Delivered By: 
Received By: J. HUTCHISON ph. (208)769-1410 
Evidence Received: 05/05/2004 
Add. Crime Date: 
How Received: FEDERAL EXPRESS 
Haz. Materials: BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
Inv. Officer: FULLER/HARKINS 
\,--j Delivered 
Received By: J. HUTCHISON ph. (208)769-1410 
Evidence Received: 12/08/2004 
Add. Crime Date: 
How Receiyed: IN EERSON 
.' ~ 
Haz. Materials: B IOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
Inv. Officer: FULLER/HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 
Delivered By: GREG SAGE ph. (208)788-5555 
Received By: JANE DAVENPORT ph. (208)884-7170 
•• -------.~- .. -'< 
Evidence Received: 12/21/2004 
-.-~ -.~--+-+--- -
Add. Crime Date: 
How Received: FEDERAL EXPRESS 
Haz. Materials~ __ . ____ BlOl:iAZARDlC/:l EM ICAL 
Inv. Officer: S. HARKINS 
Delivered By: 
I 
Received By: J. HUTCHISON ph. (208)769-1410 
Evidence Received: 01/20/2005 
Adcr Crime DElfe:------ . 
How Received: FEDERAL EXPRESS 
Haz. Materials: BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
Inv. Officer: S. HARKINS 
Delivered By: 
'''-'' Received By: J. HUTCHISON ph. (208)769-1410 
Page 
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Criminalistic Analysis Report - FINGERPRINTS 
Evidence Received: 














Add. Crime Date: 
05/05/2005 
CERTIFIED US MAIL 
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
STEVE HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 




CURTIS MILLER ph. (208)788-5506 
MICKEY HALL ph. (208)884-7170 
04/09/2009 
How Received: CERTIFIED US MAIL 
Haz. Materials: BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
Inv. Officer: HARKINS ph. (208)788-5515 
Delivered By: ---------------------
Received By: MICKEY HALL ph. (208)884-7170 
Victims and Suspects 
Vic/Sus@- -Name-----
Subject JOHNSON, MA TIHEW F 
Subject LEHAT, ROBIN LYNN 
Subject NUXOLL, RUSSELL 
Subject SPEEGLE, DELL 
Subject- S¥~TGN;JANET----
Suspect JOHNSON, SARAH MARIE 
Suspect SANTOS - DOMINGUEZ, BRUNO 
Victim JOHNSON, ALAN S 
Victim JOHN8GN,DIANEM------
< 06h03/2009 Supplemental Information> 
EVIDENCE DESCRIPTION: 
DOB Sex Race 
Item*-88---tA<leh-cy Exh-: 4) - large evidence envelope containing two 
fingerprint cards (88a & 88b), one finger tip print card (88e), and two 
palm print sheets (88d & 88e) bearing th<=_~am_~_~hristopJ1er: HilL 
Item LC (retained evidence) - small evidence envelope containing 
thirty-nine latent lift cards. 
Item PHOTOS (retained evidence) - manila envelope containing seven sets of 
negatives, fourteen reprints from negative set #4, thirteen photo 
06!03/2009 




Idaho State Police Forensic Se 
:'Sox 700 Meridian, 10 83680-0700 4884-7170 
Agency Case No.: 030900016 
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documentation cards, sixty-eight digital image printouts, and one certifie 
copy of a fingerprint card. 
Evidence was signed and sealed when received. 
EXAMINATION: 
Five remaining latent prints were analyzed and compared to the known 
exemplars (Item #88) bearing the name Christopher Hill. 
CONCLUSION: 
The latent print marked #20-1 has been identified to the lef! palm 
(hypothenar) of the palm print sheet bearing the name Christopher Hill. 
The identification was effected using a palm print sheet recorded by 
Stevens/#KS263 on behalf of the Blaine County Sheriff-'s Office on 04/07/09 
Latent #20-1 was recovered from the stock of item #20. 
The latent prints marked #15-1, 17-1, 18a-2, & 18b-6 are inconclusive to 
the available exemplars bearing the name Christopher Hill. The 
\...../ inconc1usi ve results are due to the knowI:Lexemplars being smudged, 
over-ink'ecf!under-inked, and/or incomplete known impressions with which to 
compare. In order to complete the comparison portion of this examination, 
it is requested that a quality set of major case prints (to include tips 0] 
fingers, sides of fingers I and palIlls.!,,}:).E:: submit ted for Christopher Hill. 
This report does or may contain opinions and interpretations of the 
undersigned analyst based on scientific data. 
Tina G. Wal-t-ha-l-1----,.· .. -··-, , .... 
Forensic Scientist II, Latent Prints 
DATE : -~le~If-J.I?-4"_>h'-'!-f'7----
. ) 
06/03/2009 J Idaho State Police Forensic Se 
.0. Box 700 Meridian, ID 83680-0700 
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(208)884-7170 
CL Case No.: 
\..-l Agency: 
ORI: 
M20032402 Agency Case No.: 030900016 
BEPD - BELLEVUE DEPT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
Crime Date: Sep 2, 2003 
'0 
. 
Criminalistic Analysis Report - FINGERPRINTS 
A F F I D A V I T 
STATE OF IDAHO} 
} ss. 
COUNTY OF ADA } 
Tina G. Walthall, being first duly sworn, deposes and says the following: 
1. That I am a Forensic Scientist II, Latent Print examiner with Forensic 
Services and am qualified to perform the examination and draw-conclusions 
of the type shown on the attached report; 
2. That Forensic Services is part of the Idaho State Police; 
3. That I conducted a scientific examination of evidence described in the 
attached report in the ordinary course-and--scope of my duties with Forensic 
Services; 
4. That---Uie conclusion (s) expressed in -That report is/are correct to the 
best of my knowledge; 
5. That the case identifying in(ormation reflected in that report carne 
f-r-orn--t-h-e-evi-a.-ence pacKaging-, -a-case-- repOrt, or another reliable source. 
6. That a true and accurate copy of that report is attached to this 
affidavit. 
Tina G. Walthall 
Forensic S~:t~J)tist_::U., __ La_tent Prints 
BA;~f1. -~~ ~~(<- J 
SD SCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME __ .:..---.L...:.=-....L ___ -I----l,,-r_. _ .1'l •• 1 _~")~7'~ '4>-~---~~:--
I. ' C~ . ./U 'S, f./J \ At- ,,' .: : ~ ~ ~ft '. , .~ ;' 
Notary Public, State Off Idah~ ~~:~':c .. l 
Commission Expires: Lt l.( ( I -...-J"" . ...,' 
Date: , tf (3JO,? 
'-
\ 
Case Number -Blaine County Sheriff 
, 
1650 A~iotioH Driye 3LAINE COUNTY SHERIFFS 0 'E BCSOO902-0028 
Hailey; ID 83333 CASE - SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 6 Date: 04/28/2009 (208)-788-5555 Page: 1 of: 2 
' Incident Case Number BCS00902-0028 Report Title COLLECTION OF FINGERPRINTS AND DNA 
J 
DateTrime Occurred 2/3/2009 04:00 PM Report OateTrime 417/2009 12:02 PM 
Name/Business Name Incident Location 1650 AVIATION DR, HAILEY, ID 
Case Clearance NOT APPLICABLE Case Clearance Date 2/11/2009 
Offense 
Offense Code CSA Location ~ PLAINTIFF'S ~ EXHIBIT 
Description j C E .a III 
Person 
Person Type . 
Name Type Last First Middle 
Address Type Address Apartment 
-
City ----- State - , .-.----._- Zip Phone 
-
008 Age __ Sex Race Height __ Weight ___ 
Hair Color Eye Color Driver License State 
Narrative/Summary 
Narrative Blaine County Sheriff's Department 
-< •• 
Report of Investigation 
Detective Harkins 
" 
RE:- --BCSo---(J902=CrO'Z8 --_.- .. _. __ .. _ .. 
Collection of Fingerprints and DNA from Christopher K. Hill 
___ On...A=.1- 0 9 Cbd sropber K.--IU..lLv:.ol.untar i ly came into the Blaine County 
Sheriff's Department to be fingerprinted and to allow me to obtain a sample of 
DNA from him. Blaine County Correctional Deputy Kent Stevens fingerprJnt_eq Hill. 
The fingers, palms and blades of both hands were done electronically. The 
fingertips were done with ink and are included on a red card. The palms and 
. - bLides- were pi-inted out on a white sheet of paper, while the normal fingerprints 
are printed on a regular card fromtriemachine. 
bfte L.tbJL.fing.e.r.pr.intin.g,- I obtained four buccal swabs from Hill. These 
samples were obtained from his cheek area. The swabs were sealed and initialed 
?nd then placed back into the paper packaging and put into a sealed evidence 
envelope_ The entire set of fingerprints were also placed into their own evidence 
envelope and sealed. 
.-~ -"~--~----------"-
Exhibit #3- Fingerprints 
Officer 163 HARKINS, STEVE 
Supervisor Review 160 MILLER, CURTIS 
Distribution 
Report Date 4/7 /2 00 9 
Review Date 4/812009 
- ---~.--








Blaine County Sheriff 
, 1650 Avi;rtioH Driye 
Hailey; ID 83333 
(208)-788.5555 
~LAINE COUNTY SHERIFFS 
CASE - SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 6 




Page: 2 of: 2 
These items will be sent to the Idaho State Laboratory in Meridian, Idaho by 
the Blaine County Sheriff's Evidence Custodian Lt. Miller ASAP. 
Detective Harkins 
Officer 163 HARKINS, STEVE 
Supervisor Review 160 MILLER, CURTIS 
Distribution 
----------------------------------------
Report Date 4/7 12009 
Review Date 4 18 12 0 0 9 
~t? 
00009 Pc 
Blaine County Sheriff Case Number 
, 1650 Avi.rtioH Driye lLAINE COUNTY SHERIFFS E BCSOO902-0028 
Hailey, ID 83333 CASE - SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 7 Date: 04/28/2009 (208)-788-5555 Page: 1 of: 1 
\_ ' Incident Case Number BC300902-0028 Report Title EVIDENCE SHIPMENT 
Datemme Occurred 2/3/2009 04:00 PM Report Satemme 4/14/2009 03:57 PM 
Name/Business Name Incident Location 1650 AVIATION DR, HAILEY, ID 
Case Clearance NOT APPLICABLE Case Clearance Date 211i/2009 
Offense 




Name Type Last First Middle 
Address Type Address Apartment 
-City - -_.'---- State-- --- Zip Phone 
DOB Age __ Sex Race Height __ Weight __ 
Hair Color Eye Color Driver License State 
Narrative/Summary 
Narrative SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT: 04/14/09 
.. _---- ."-"--
On 04/08/09 I sent Exhibits 1 and 2, assigned to this case, to the State Lab in 
Meridian. They were sent by- Certified Mail, # 7007 1490 0001 5268 0899. The 
orig±na-l-Rec-e±pt-am:l~Re turn Re c e i pT"\\TiTr15e forwarded to the Blaine County 
Prosecutor's Office. 
End report. 
'. ~.".- .. ~-. 
Officer 160 MILLER, CURTIS 





Report Date 4/14/2009 
Review Date 4/14/2009 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 




STATE OF IDAHO, 
) 
) Case No. CV 06-324 
) 
) ORDER FOR SCHEDULING -----1 
) CONFERENCE AND ORDER 
) RE: MOTION PRACTICE 
) 
) 
____ ~R~e~sp~o_n~d_e_nt~. __________________ ) 
PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 16(b) IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-captioned 
case is scheduled for a scheduling conference to commence on November 6, 2009 at 
9:00 am by phone with Mr. Simms initiating to (208) 735-4372 to the Twin Falls judicial 
Courthouse, 427 Shoshone Street North, Twin Falls, Idaho. 
The purpose of the conference will be to enter a scheduling order regarding the 
deadlines contained in the attached schedule. All parties must appear at this time in 
person or by counsel. Counsel must be the handling attorney, or be fully familiar with 
the case, and have authority to bind his/her client and law firm on all matters set forth in 
I,R.C.P. 16(a) and 16(b). 
In lieu of this scheduling conference, all parties may stipulate to deadlines and 
other information required in the enclosed Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning. 
This stipulation must be completed as written and not modified in any way. It must be 
signed by all parties, and filed with the court at least three (3) days before the 
scheduling conference. The hearing will not be vacated until: 1) the attached 
stipulation is received by the court; and 2) counsel contact the court's clerk at the 
number set forth below. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the following shall apply to motions filed in this 
case. 
1. SCHEDULING AND HEARINGS. The Court holds its regular civil law and 
motion calendar every other Monday (or Tuesday following holidays) at 9:00 a.m. 
Absent an order shortening time, all motion practice other than motions for summary 
judgment will be governed by I.R.C.P. 7 (effective July 1, 2004). As a matter of 
courtesy, counsel are expected to contact the Court's Deputy Clerk in Twin Falls, Sharie 
Cooper (phone 208-736-4162) to schedule hearings, and to confirm the availability of 
opposing counsel for proposed hearing dates. As an accommodation to out-of-town 
counsel and parties, hearings on any pretrial motion (except pre-trial conferences, 
motions for summary judgment or hearings at which testimony is to be offered) may be 
conducted by telephone conference cali pursuant to I.R.C.P. 7(b)(4). Counsel 
requesting a hearing by conference call will be responsible for arranging for placement 
of the call, and the cost thereof. Arrangements for telephone conference of any hearing 
must be pre-arranged by the Wednesday preceding the date of the hearing. 
2. MOTIONS GENERALLY (applies to every motion). 
a. One additional copy marked or stamped "Judge's Copy" of the 
motion and of all moving or opposing papers (including affidavits, 
and briefs) must be submitted to the judge's chambers when such 
documents are filed or lodged with the clerk of the court. If a party 
relies upon any case decided by an appellate court outside of Idaho, a 
copy of such case must be attached to the copy of the brief submitted to 
the judge's chambers. 
b. The amount of time each side will be allotted for oral argument on a 
motion will be set by the court. 
C. If a notice of hearing is not filed within fourteen (14) days after the 
ORDER FOR SCHEDULING CONFERENCE AND 
ORDER RE: MOTION PRACTICE - 2 
motion is filed, the motion willbe deemed withdrawn. 
3. MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT. 
a. NO HEARING ON ANY SUMMARY JUDGMENT WILL BE 
PERMITTED IN THE 50-DAY PERIOD PRIOR TO TRIAL, 
REGARDLESS OF WHEN THE MOTION IS FILED. 
b. The party moving for summary judgment shall prepare as separate 
documents: (1) motion, (2) legal memorandum containing a written 
statement of reasons in support of the motion, and (3) a concise statement 
of the material facts. (4) a notice of hearing with date and time blank to be 
set by the Court. Each statement of a fact shall include a reference to the 
particular place in the record which supports that fact. The legal 
memorandum shall include a statement, supported by authority, of the 
elements of any claim or defense relevant to the motion. 
c. The party opposing a motion for summary judgment shall prepare as 
separate documents: (a) legal memorandum containing a written 
statement of reasons in opposition to the motion, and (b) a concise 
statement of the facts which are genuine issues of material fact and/or 
which are material facts omitted from the moving party's statement of 
facts. Each statement of a fact shall include a reference to the particular 
place in the record which supports that fact. The legal memorandum shall 
include a statement, supported by authority, of the elements of any claim 
or defense relevant to the motion. 
d. The schedule for service of briefs and affidavits set forth in Idaho Rule 
of Civil Procedure 56(c) is hereby MODIFIED as follows: 
i. The motion, affidavits and supporting brief shall be served at 
least thirty-five (35) days before the time fixed for the hearing. 
ii. If the adverse party desires to serve opposing affidavits the 
party must do so at least twenty-one (21) days prior to the date of 
the hearing. The adverse party shall also serve an answering brief 
at least 21 days prior to the date of the hearing. 
iii. The moving party may thereafter serve a reply brief not less 
than 14 days before the date of the hearing. 
e. OBJECTIONS/MOTIONS TO STRIKE: Any party objecting to an 
opposing party's affidavits MUST file a written objection and motion to 
strike and have the matter noticed for hearing, in order to preserve the 
ORDER FOR SCHEDULING CONFERENCE AND 
ORDER RE: MOTION PRACTICE - 3 
objection and to give the court and the parties sufficient notice regarding 
the same. Oral objections regarding any affidavit WILL NOT be 
considered, and the right referenced in Hecla Mining Co. v. Star-Morning 
Mining Co., 122 Idaho 778, 782-83, 839 P.2d 1192, 1196-97 (1992) to 
make oral objections at summary judgment is hereby specifically 
PROHIBITED. I,R.C.P. (16)(b); Gem State Insurance Co. v. Hutchison, 
__ Idaho ,2007 Slip. Op. 130. 
f. The hearing on a motion for summary judgment will be set AFTER the 
moving party has submitted the motion, legal memorandum and statement 
of facts along with Judge's copies of said documents. The hearing date 
can then be obtained from the judge's court clerk. This pertains to all 
motions for summary judgment, and motions for partial summary 
judgment. 
f. Each party will be allotted thirty (30) minutes for oral argument. 
4. JUDICIAL NOTICE: If either party requests the Court to take judicial 
notice of any documents not in the file at issue, Counsel shall provide, under separate 
cover, all such documents for the Court's review. J-
this G day of ---100.::..-___ , 20 O~. 
ORDER FOR SCHEDULING CONFERENCE AND 
ORDER RE: MOTION PRACTICE - 4 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
The undersigned certifies that on the /3 day of October, 2009, she caused 
a true and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER FOR SCHEDULING CONFERENCE 




Deputy Attorney General 
P. O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
Attn Criminal Division 
Blaine County Prosecutor 
201 Second Avenue South, Suite 100 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Mailed-A Courthouse Mailbox'---_ 
Defendant's Counsel: 
Christopher Simms 
P. O. Box 3123 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
MailedL Courthouse Mailbox. __ 
r1£~~ 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL D~STRICT OF 




STATE OF IDAHO, 
Defendant. 
) 
) Case No. CV 06-324 
) 
) STIPULATION FOR 




The above parties hereby stipulate to the following scheduling deadlines: 
A. EXPERT WITNESSES 
(Plaintiff's experts) 
1. days before trial, plaintiff shall disclose each person plaintiff 
intends to call as an expert witness at trial and state the subject matter on which the 
witness is expected to testify. 
2. days before trial, plaintiff shall disclose all information required by 
Rule 26(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure regarding expert witnesses. 
3. days before trial, defendant shall complete any depositions of the 
plaintiff's initial expert witnesses. 
(Defendant's experts) 
4. days before trial, defendant shall disclose each person defendant 
intends to call as an expert witness at trial and state the subject matter on which the 
witness is expected to testify. 
5. days before trial, defendant shall disclose all information required 
by Rule 26(b )(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure regarding expert witnesses. 
6. days before trial, plaintiff shall complete any depositions of the 
defendant's expert witnesses. 
(Plaintiff's rebuttal experts) 
7. days before trial, plaintiff shall disclose each person plaintiff 
intends to call as an expert witness at trial to rebut new information or issues disclosed 
or raised by the defendant. 
ORDER FOR SCHEDULING CONFERENCE AND 
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8. days before trial, plaintiff shall disclose all information required 
by Rule 26(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure regarding the rebuttal expert 
witnesses. 
9. days before trial, defendant shall complete any depositions of 
the plaintiff's rebuttal expert witnesses. 
B. LAY WITNESSES 
1. days before trial, plaintiff shall disclose each person plaintiff 
intends to call as a lay witness at trial (excluding impeachment witnesses). 
2. days before trial, defendant shall disclose each person 
defendant intends to call as a lay witness at trial (excluding impeachment witnesses). 
3. days before trial, plaintiff shall disclose each lay witness 
(excluding impeachment witnesses) plaintiff intends to call at trial to rebut new 
information or issues disclosed or raised by the defendant. 
4. _____ days before trial, all parties shall complete any depositions of lay 
witnesses. 
C. DEADLINES FOR INITIATING DISCOVERY 
1. days before trial is the last day for serving interrogatories, 
requests for production, requests to permit entry upon land or other property, and 
requests for admission. 
2. _____ days before trial is the last day for filing motions for a physical or 
mental examination. 
D. DEADLINE FOR SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO DISCOVERY 
1. days before trial, all parties must serve any supplemental 
response to discovery required by Rule 26(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
E. STIPULATION TO ALTER DISCOVERY DEADLINES 
1. The parties may alter any discovery deadline by written agreement without the 
necessity of obtaining a court order. 
ORDER FOR SCHEDULING CONFERENCE AND 
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F. PRETRIAL MOTIONS 
1. _____ days before trial is the last day to file motions to add additional 
parties to the lawsuit. 
2. days before trial is the last day to file a motion to amend the 
claims between existing parties to the lawsuit, including to add a claim for punitive 
damages. 
3. All other non-dispositive pre-trial motions (including, but not limited to motions 
in limine) must be filed and scheduled for hearing not less than fourteen (14) days 
before trial. Exceptions will be granted infrequently, and only when justice so requires. 
G. MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
1. All motions for summary judgment must be filed at least ninety-six (96) days 
before trial. 
2. No hearing on any summary judgment will be permitted in the sixty (60) day 
period prior to trial. 
H. TRIAL SETTING 
1 . This case can be set for a trial to commence on or after 
------
__ . Note that, absent extremely compelling circumstances, no case will be 
set for trial more than 510 days from the date of filing the complaint. 
2. It is estimated that the trial will take ____ days. 
3. This case is to be tried as a: 
: court trial 
1 jury trial 
4. Parties preference for trial dates: (Please confer and complete. Do not 
attach "unavailable dates"). 
(a) Week of Tuesday, ___________ , 20_. 
(b) Week of Tuesday, ,20_ 
(c) Week of Tuesday, ,20_. 
5. The parties will submit a pretrial conference memorandum pursuant to 
I.R.C.P. 16(d), which shall be filed with the Clerk no later than seven (7) days 
before the pre-trial conference. The Memorandum may be filed as a joint 
submission or separately. 
ORDER FOR SCHEDULJNG CONFERENCE AND 
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I. MEDIATION 
1. The parties agree to mediation:Yes_ No 
2. If yes: 
a. The parties agree to submit to mediation with a mediator mutually 
agreed upon. 
b. Mediation shall begin _____ days prior to trial. 
c. Unless otherwise agreed in writing between the parties, the cost of 
mediation shall be equally divided between the parties. 
The parties reserve the right to amend this stipulation by agreement of all 
parties, subject to Court approval; each party reserves the right to seek 
amendment hereof by Court order, and to request further status conferences for 
such purpose, in accordance with I.R.C.P. 16{a) and 16(b). 
Appearances: 
Counsel for Plaintiff(s): 
Date: 
-------
Counsel for Defendant(s): 
Date: _____ _ 
Counsel for Other Parties: 
____________________________________ Date: ______ _ 
ORDER FOR SCHEDULING CONFERENCE AND 
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RBQVesT TO OBTAIN APPItOV At 
TO V'!DliQ ro;.CORD, BROADCAST 




I ht\ve mad the Rule 4.5 of tnt: IdilhQ Court Administrative Rules regarding cameras in the Qol.lftt'OOnl, 
and wilt eomply 11.'\ all tespeou with the provl~ions ofthar rule, and will 111$0 make cc:rtaln that allothet 
J!l$TSOT1s from my or'sftni2;fttion partioipating iII video or l1'tt.dio record;l'l8 Qt' ~castinS Or 
photosnphing of the court proceedings have t'ead ltule 45 oftltCl Idaho Court Aclministt&tive Rules MO 
will compty iq all respects with the pCOy~sions oftnt'lt rule. 
:;RC~~ 1.t~tMeo-> __ 
~~z: :=: 
1 
001-19-2009 MON 04:57 736 4002 P, 02/02 
FILED ~:W=&§:l 
DISTRICT TOA FAX NO, 
KMVT 
[ OCT, 1 91 9 . 
Jo/ynn Dfi<!Je, CI Dlstnct 
Court Blaine County I~_no_-, ORJ)UB 
tliE COti'RT. wlvins conl'iiael'M the abo'V¢ Req1.leit 'for Approval under Rule 45 ot the Idaho 
Ca~lTt Ad ' stmtive ltuleEi, hereby o\.'dL.."r~ that permission to vtdt)t) record the above heuing is: 
GRAN'IED under the tonowing reitt'ictltlrtS in a.ddttion to choae: SEl[ forth h1 RUle 45 of'tbe Idaho 
OUI't Adminimtlvc Rules: 
-
[ ]DEN1:E.'O . 
• .... 6 ............ lfcyll "., .11" •• t. t •••• C I •• ~., •••• 1,.,., ••• , oro •• 110' •• ,. a, .' ..... 11.' ." ... " .. ri ..... " ......... f •• If ......... , .................. . 
TI-m COURT, hBv'lnS const~"red 'th~ alx>vc Request for .t\pproval under Rule 45 or the- I<la.ho 
Co'un Administra.tive :al'l~, hl!!roby Qrdel'ij thllt ~r.mission to broadcll$t the Ilbovc: bearing is: 
, ' 
[ ] GR..II\l"If"T.ED Lmda!' the fonowing restril;'Cions ill ackHtion to tbose set forth In Rule 4S of th~ r~l<!ho 
Court Admin1.sttativ~ lUt.lt:S: 
------,----------------------,--------------------------------
l DENTED. 
It" 41. , ................. '" •• t." ••••••• t" •• " ...... " ••••• ,. ........ " ••• , ... ". "., It t, •• ,t ttt t II. a .... tl_"_ •• , •••••••••••• .., •• " ••• "' ...... , ...... . 
1m COURT, ba.Yil1K Qon$idered ~,e above leqw:st for Approval und~l' Rult 4S of the rdaho 
Ccn:Irt Acirnil1ismtlve ltules. bereby ot4c1:rs that pennilSaion 'ttl phatoCl""ph the @Qve hearing i$~ 
[ ] GR.AN'IED uncb:r the following reatrietioml in idditiQn to !ho!le set fi:rr~b in Rx.llc 45 afthe Idaho , 
Court Adminh;tmuve Rules! 
, . 
[ 1 DE1\'1ED, 
., I ............. " .................... " .................. ~ ••• ,1/;" .......... 111"'."' ... ~" .. IIf •• '.'., ...................... '1'4" ••• ~ ,." ... , "" .. " •• 
~_~u,J!!M 
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Idaho Attorney General 
STEPHEN A. BYWATER 
Chief, Deputy Attorney General 
Criminal Law Division 
JESSICA M. LORELLO 1SB #6554 
KENNETH K. JORGENSEN ISB #4051 
Deputies Attorney General and 
Special Prosecuting Attorneys 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
Telephone: (208) 332-3096 
Facsimile: (208) 854-8074 . 
NO, 029 p, 2 
F' LE 0 ~'~:~--I­
NOV 13 2009 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk District 
Court Blame Counlv. Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SARAH JOHNSON ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) Case No. CV-06·324 
) 
vs. ) RESPONSE TO MOTION TO 
) COMPEL 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Respondent ) 
COMES NOW the State of Idaho, by and through Tt$ counsel acting as 
Special Prosecuting Attorneys for Blaine County, and does hereby respond to 
Petitioner Sarah M. Johnson's Motion to Compel ("Motion"), filed September 28, 
2009. 
Petitioner's Motion seeks (a) "high quality major case prints for Christopher 
Kevin Hill;" (b) "Criminalist Analysis Report ($) indicating the results and 
conclusions upon re-submittal of exemplers [sic1 and proper quality major case 
prints of Christopher Kevin Hill;" (c) "DNA laboratory reports of any comparison 
RESPONSE TO MOTION TO COMPEL 
(JOHNSON) Page 1 of 3 
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testing results form [sic] metter and material left at the scene of the crime;" and (d)' 
"[a]ny and all follow-up investigative reports concerning Christopher Kevin Hill's 
possible Involvement in the crimes," The state responds to each of Petitioner's 
requests as follows: 
(a) Copies of Hill's fingerprints provided to Idaho State Police Forensic 
Services have been sent to Petitioner with this response; 
(b) See Appendix A - Idaho State Police Forensic Services Criminalistic 
Analysis Report, CL Case No. M200032402, Agency Case No. 030900016, 
prepared by Tina G. Walthall, dated 10/15/09, Bates stamped 000126-PC through 
000139·PC; 
(0) Undersigned counsel has previously advised counsel for Petitioner 
that no additional DNA testing has been conducted; and 
(d) See Appendix B - Blaine County Sheriffs Office Case -
Supplemental Report 9, dated 10/17/2009, Bates stamped 000124-PC through 
000125-PC, and Appendix C - Blaine County Sheriffs Office, Case - Supplemental 
Report 12, dated 11/0212009, Bates stamped 000140-PC through 000141-PC. 
Because the state has provided Petitioner the discovery requested in her 
Motion, the Motion is moot and should be denied. 
DA TEO this 13th day of November, 2009. 
RESPONSE TO MOTION TO COMPEL 
(JOHNSON) Page 2 of 3 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 13th day of November, 2009 I caused to be 
faxed a true and correct copy of the foregoing Response to Motion to Compel to: 
Blaine County Court Clerk 
Fax (208) 788-5527 
Honorable G. Richard Bevan 
Fax(208)736~155 
Christopher P. Simms 
Attorney at Law 
191 Sun Valley Rd. 
Ketchum, 10 83340 
Fax (208) 788-2300 
RESPONSE TO MOTION TO COMPeL 
(JOHNSON) Page 3 of 3 
-.A... Facsimile 
-.A... Facsimile 
l U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
_ Overnight Mall 
Facsimile 
~ 
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APPENDIX A 
ONOV, 13, 2009\01 3: 57PM6 Pl1 HO ATTY GENERAL-SPU t'Hr. NU, J NO, 029 
10/15/2009 Idaho State Police Forensic; Services 
7DO South Stratford Drive, Sto 125 Merldian ID 83642-6202 (208)864-7170 
CL Case No.: M20032402 Agency Case No.: 030900016 
Agenoy: 61:PD • BEl.LeVUE DEPT OF pueLlc SAFETY 
ORt Crime Diite: Sep 2, 2003 
.... 
criminalistic AnaJys\f;; Report - FfNGeRPRiNiS 
Evidenqe Received lnformcrtion 
EVidence Received: 












































RANDY TREMBLE ph. (208)188-3692 
RANDY TREMBLE ph. (20B)786.S692 




JD 80WERMAN ph, (2.0e )364.2676 




RANDY TR:EMSLE ph. (208)788-3692 
MARK DALTON 




RANDY TREMBLE ph. (208)78S-a692 
TINA WALTHALL 




STEve HARKINS ph. (208)788 .. 5555 
MICKEY HALL ph. (208)884-7170 
09123/2003 
IN PERSON 
BI o HAZARD/CH E.M ICAL 
SievE HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 
ED FULLER ph. (208)788-5555 




O(NOV. 13. 2009JI 3: 57PWP PM AHO ATTY GENERAL -SPU r lili rtv. 0 NO. 029 
10/15/2009 Idaho State Ponce Forensic Servlc8fi 
700 South Stratford Drive, Ste 125 Meridian 1083642-6202 (208)884-7110 
CL Cas~ No,; 
Agency; 
M20032402 Agency Case NO.: 030900016 
eEPD - BELLEVUE OEM OF PUBLIC SAFElY 
ORI: 
!:vidence Re.eelved: 









































CMm& Date: Sep 2. 2003 
Crlminalistic AnalysIS Report. FINGERPRiNTS 
09125/2003 
CERnFIED U6 MAIL 
BiOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
S HARKINS po. (208)788·Q655 
JANe DAveNPORT ph. (208)864-7170 
10/06/2003 
CERTIFIED us MAIL 
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
STeVE HARKINS ph. (20a)788 .. 5555 




STEve HARKINS/RON iAYLO~ ph. (208)788-5555 
MICKEY HALL ph. (208)884-7170 
11/1012003 
CeRTIFIED us MAIL 
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
sTeve HARKINS ph. {20B)786-5555 
MICKEY HALL ph. (206)884-7170 
11/17/2003 
CERTIFIED us MAIL 
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
STeVE HARKINS ph. (208)768-5555 
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'. 
10/'5/2009 Idaho St!lte Police Forensic Servioes Page 3 
700 South Stratford DrIVe, Ste '125 Meridian (0 83642-6202 (20g)Be4~7170 
CL Case No.: M20032402 Agency Case No.: 030900016 
Agency: BEFID - BELLEVUE DEPT OF PUBLIC SAFEtY 
ORl: 
eVidence R~oeivect; 









































Crime Date; Ssp 2, 20Q3 






JANE DAVENPORT ph. (208)684-7170 
1211012003 
CERTIFIED US MAIL 
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL. 
FULI..~R / HARKINS ph. (208)78B-5S56 




STU ROBINSON ph. (206)324--6050 
JANE DAVENPORT ph. (208)864-7170 
0110212004 
CERTIF'IED us MAIL 
BIOHAZAROICHEMICAL 
ED FULLER ph. (208)768-5555 
JANE DAVENPORT ph. (208)884-7170 
02106/2004 
CERTIFIED U.S. MAIL. 
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
FULLER & HARKINS ph. {20e)788.o555 
LINDA PISK ph. {20B)884-7170 
0210912.004 
CERTIFIED us MAIL 
BIOHAZARD/CH!:MICAI.. 
FULLER I HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 
MICKEY HALL ph. (208)884-7170 
""-
GOO 128---6Q 
aNOV, 13, 2009W 3:57PM7 AHO ATTY GENERAL-SPU NO, 029 
'. 
10/1512009 IdahQ State Police Forensic:: Services 
700 South Stratford Drive, st. 125 Meridian to 83642-6202 (20&)a64-7170 
CLCase No.: M20032402 AgenOy Case No..: D3D9()0016 
Agency: SEPD - BELLEVUE DEPT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
OR/; 
Evidence Rec::eived: 









































Crime Date: Sep 2, 200S 
Crih1inallstic Analysis Report· FINGERPRINTS 
03/26/2,004 
FEDERAL EXPR.ESS 
610HAZAR D/CHEMI CAL 
FULLER & HARKINS ph. (20e)788~S555 














FUL.LER/HARKINS ph. (208}7SS-5555 
GREG SAGE ph. (206}78S-5555 














orNOV. 13,2009;)] 3:57PMl ~HO ATTY GENERAL-SPU NO, 029 
10/15/200.9 Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
700 South Stratford Drive, ste 1Z5 Meridian ID 83642.·6202 {2QB)884--71'70 
CL Case No.: M20032402 
Agency; 
aRt: 
BEPD - 6alJ.EVUE DEPT OF F>UBL.IC SAFElY 
Ag$ncy Case No,: 030900016 
Crime Dat~: Sep 2. 2003 
CrimlnalisUe AnalysIs Report. FINGERPRINTS 
EVid~nce Received: 



























Victims and Suspects 
Mam~ 
05105/2.005 
CERTIFIED US MAIL 
BIOHAZARO/CHeMICAL 
STEVE HARKINS ph. (208)788.5555 




CURTIS MILLER ph. (2.06)768.5506 
M1CKJ::Y HALL ph. (208)86+7170 
0410912.009 
CERTIFIED US MAIL. 
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAl 
HARKINS ph. (~D8)7S8.5515 




Slev HARKINSIMARK DALTON 
MARK DALTON 












HIl.L, CHRISTOPHER K 
JOHNSON, MATTHEW F 
LEHAT. ROSIN l..YNN 
NUXOLL, RUSSELL 
SPEEGLE, DELL 
SYL TON, JANET 
JOHNSON. SARAH MARIE 
SANTOS· DOMINQUEZ, BRUNO 
JOHNSON, ALAN S 
JOHNSON, DIANE M 













On July 8, 2009 at r receivect a request from Latent Section Superviso~ 
Page 5 
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10/15/2009 Idaho State Ponce Forensic Services P~ge S 
100 South stratford Dlive, StEt 125 Meridiaa III 83642-6202 (208)884-7170 
Cl Case No.: MZ0032402 Agency Case No.: 030900018 
Agency: aEPD • SEU.EVUE DSPT OF PUSLIC SAFETY 
ORl: Crime Oate: Sap 2. 2003 
Criminalistic Analysis Report. FINGeRPRINTS 
-Randy Parker to take major case prin~s from Christopher Hill. ! met Blaine 
County Detective Mark Dalton at the Idaho S~ate Police Forensic Laboratory 
on the ~orning of July 13, 2009. Detective Dalton ~as accompanied by 
Christopher Rill, identified to me by his drivers licence. 
At app~oximately 9:50 a.m., l proceeded to take a se~ of major case prints 
on Mr. Rill using the black powder/adhesive lift method. At approximately 
11:00 a.m. nine sheets of known print~ were turned over ~o Deteo~ive D~lton 
and they departed the la~. 
Ti~a G. Walthall 






~HO ATTY GENERAL-SPU NO, 029 
Idaho Stat~ police Forensic Servic'$ 
700 South Stratford Drive, Ste 120 Meridian JD S~&42..s202 (208)884 .. 7170 
M20032402 Agency Case No.: 030900016 
8E?D - eeL.L.~Ue DEPT OF PUBl.IC SAFETY 
Crime Date: Sap 2.. 2003 
CrIminalistic Analysis R.eport • FINGeRPRINTS 
A F FrO A V I T 
STATE OF IDhHO} 
} ss. 
COONl'Y OF ADA } 
P. 12 
Page 1 
Tina G. Wal~hall, being first duly sworn, deposes and says the following; 
l. Thac I am a Forensic Soientist II, Latent Print ezaminer with Forensic 
Services and am qualified to perform the examination and draw conclusions 
of the type shown on the attached report; 
2. That Forensic Services is pa~t of the Idaho State Police; 
3. That I conduct~d a scientific examination of evidence described in che 
attached report in the ordinary course and soope of my duties ~ith Forensic 
Se:cvices; 
4. That tne conclusion(s) expressed in that ~~port is/are correct to the 
best of my ~nowledge, 
5. That the cas~ iden~ifying informacion refleoted in that report came 
from the evidence paokaging, a casa report, or anothe~ reliable source. 
6. That a true an~ accurate copy of that report is atcach~d ~o this 
affidavit. 
Tina G. Walthall 
:orensic ScientiSt lI, Latent Prints 
Pate : - ..... 1 0"'-f/:--'-l...".s:fJ<I¢~:rI.--_-'-_ 
a00132-f 
oc,~O~:.11~ ?009E' 3: 58PM PM ~AHO ATTY GENERAL -SPU NO, 029 
. 
t" " 
1011512009 Idaho State Police Forins;~ Services 
T()O South $ttqtford Drive, Ste 125 Meridian 10 83642·6202 '(208)884-7'170 
Cl.. Case No,; 
Agency; 
M20032402 Agency Case No.: 030900016 
BEFD - BELLEVUE DEPT OF FUE\UC SAFETY 
ORt: Orime: Date: Sep 2. 2003 
Criminalistic AnalysIs Report - FINGl!Rt:tRJNTS 
EMdenc::e Re0JvE!d Infonnation 
Evidence Received: 












































RANDY TREMBI.E ph. (208)788-3692 
RANDY TREMaLe ph. (208)788-3692 




JD $OWERMAN ph. (208)364-2676 




RANDY TR5MBI.E ph. (208)788-3692 
MARK DALTON 




RANDY TREMBLe ph. (208)788-3692 
TINA WALTHALL 




STEVE HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 




STEVE' HARKINS ph. (208)788~555S 
J;D i=UL.J..ER ph. (208)786-5555 
MICKEY HALL ph. (208)884--7170 
p, 13 
Page 1 
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10/15/2009 Idaho state Polie~ Forensic Services Psge2 
700 SQuth Stratford Drive, Ste 125 Meridian 1083642-6202 (20e}884-7170 
CL Case No.: M20032402 Agency Case No.: 030900016 
Agency: BEPD - BELLEVUe DEPT OF PUBL.IC SAFETY 
OR I: 
Evidence ReceiVed..; 









































Crime Date: Sep Z. 200S 
Criminalistic Analysis Repon - FINGERPRINTS 
09125120Q3 
CERTIFIED US MAIl.. 
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAl 
S HARKINS ph. (20S)7aa-5555 
JANE DAVEN~ORi ph. (208)884-7170 
10/0612003 
CERTIFIE.D US MAIl. 
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAl. 
STeVE HARKINS ph. (20S)7SS-5555 




STEVE HARKINS/RON TAYL.OR ph. (206)768-5555 
MICK5Y HALL ph. (208)884-7170 
11f10/2003 
CERTlFIED US MAIL 
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
STEVE HARKINS ph. (208)788-5555 
MiCKEY HALL ph. (208)884-7170 
11/17/2003 
CERTIFlED US MAIL 
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
STEVE HARKINS ph. (208)766-5555 






LOGGED IN BY J DAVENPORT ph. (208)884.7170 
COt)134j~ 
~HO ATTY GENERAL-SPU FAX NO. 3 NO, 029 
'. 
10/1512009 Idaho State Poliee Forensic Services 
700 South Stratford Drive. Ste 125 Meridian 10 83642-6202 (205)884-1170 
cL Case No.: M20032402 Agency Ca$e No.: 030900016 
Agency; 
ORI: 
BEPD - BELLEVUe DEPT OF PU61..IC SAFETY 
CMme Date: Sep 2. 2003 
CriminaUstic Analysis Report - FINGeRPRtNTs 
evidence Received: 



























Victims and Suspe:cts 
Name 
05/05/2005 
CERTIFIED US MAIL 
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
STEVE HAAKINS ph. (208)788.5555 




CURTIS MIL.LER ph. (208)788.5506 
MICKEY HALL ph. (208)884-7170 
04/09/2009 
CERTIFIED US MAIL 
BIOHAZARD/CHEMICAL 
HARKINS ph. (2.08}7Ss..S515 




STEV HARKINS/MARK DALTON 
MARK DALTON 












HIl.L, CHRISTOPHER K 
JOHNSON, MATIHEW F 
LEHAT, ROBIN LYNN 
NUXOLL, RUSSELL 
SPEEGLE, DELL 
SYL rON. JANET 
JOHNSON. SARAH MARIe 
SANTOS - DOMINGUez. BRUNO 
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Item *89 (Agepcy Exh. 1) - large evidence envelope containing fou~ palm 
000137~ 
~AHO ATTY GENERAL-SPU 
I FAX NO, NO, 029 p, 16 12 
-. 
10/15/2009 
CL Case No.; 
Agenoy; 
ORi: 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
700 South Stratford Drive, Ste 125 Meridian 10 83642-6202 (208)884-7170 
M20032402 Agency Case No.: 030900016 
SEPD - SeLLEVUE DEPT OF PUBLIC SAFeTY 
Crime Date: Sep 2. Z003 
CriminallstJe Analysis Report - FINGE~PRINTS 
print sheets (89a to 69d) and five sheets ot fingerp~ints (8ge to 89i) 
bearing ~he name Chris Hill. 
Item LC (retained evidence) - small eVidence envelope containing 
thirty-nine latent lift cards. 
Page Ei 
Item PHOTOS (retained evidence) - manila en~elope containin~ seven sets of 
negatives, fourteen reprints from negative set ,#4, thirteen photo 
documentation cards, sixty-eight digital image printouts, one certified 
copy of ~ finge~print card, and two copies of CDs!DVDS ~urned over for 
discovery. 
Evidence was signed and sealed when received. 
EXAMIN2\TrON~ 
tour remaining la~ent prin~s were an~lyzed and compared to the known 
exemplars (Item *89) bearing the name Chris Hill. 
CONCLUSION: 
La~en~ prin~s marked #15-1, 17-1 & 18b-6 - are excluded to the available 
exemplars bearing the name Chris Hill. 
The latent print marked t18a-2 is inconclusive to ~he a~ailable exemplars 
bearing the name Chris Hill. The inconclusive result is due to a lack of 
quantity/quality of de~ail in the laten~ print. 
This report does or may contain opinions and interpretations of the 
undersigned analyst based on scientific data. 
Tina G. Walthall 
:orensic Scientist Il, Latent Prints 
DATE: _--,I ~r:...rt4.,;f S~/~I}_CZo.....--__ 
CNOY. i3. 2009\.: 3: 58PWt9 AHO ATTY GENERAL-SPU FAX NO. NO. 029 ~. 17', 13 
10/15/2009 Idaho State Polie.li Forensic Services Page 7 
700 South Stratford Drive. Ste 125 Meridian ID 83642-6202 (208)884-7170 
CL. eese No.: M200S2402 Agenoy Gase No.: 030900016 
Agency: SEFO • eeLLEVUE DEPT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
ORI: Crime Date: Sep 2, 2003 
CrimInalistic Anatysl6 Report - FINGERPRINTS 
A F r ! D A V I ~ 
STATE OF IDAHO} 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF ADA } 
Tina G. Wal~hall, being first duly sworn/ deposes and says the following: 
I 1. That I am a ~oren$ic Scientist II, Latent Print examiner wi~h Forensic 
Services and am qualified to perform the examination and draw conclusions 
of the type shown on the attached report; 
2. That Forensic Services is part of the Idaho State Police; 
3. That I conducted a scientific examina~ion of evidence described in the 
attached report in the ordinary course and scope o~ my duti~s with Forensic 
Services; 
4. That ~e conclusion(s) expressed in that report is/are correct ~o the 
beet of my knowledge; 
5. That the case identifying infor.mation reflected in that report came 
from the evidence packaging, a case report, or another reliable source. 
6. That a true and accurate copy of that report is attached ~o this 
affictavi'C, 
~ g t4df1tJ?f 
Tina G. Walthall 
Forensic Scientist II, Latent Prin~s 
o ry 'olic, State of~daho 
rom' sion Expires: 1( C7~ d?<2,(,2 
NOY.13,2009 3:58PM AHO ATTY GENERAL-SPU NO, 029 P. 18 
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~. 
el~ Oounty Sherilf case Nwnber 
liS!) 09-~iJtiOll nr;Tt BLAINe COUNTY SHERIFFS OFFICI: ~CSOO902-OO2a 
Hilllay, ID SSSSs CASE - SUPPLEMENT AI- REPORT 9 Data: 10/17(2.009 {208pa8.s=55 Paso! 1 of: 2 
Incident Case Number SCSOO902-0026 RbponTttle HILL MAJOJil, ClLSE PRINTS 
DatelTime Ooourred ~/~/2009 4;00:00 l?~ Report t:latarrlJl'lD 7 / 14/2005) 10:01:01 AM 
NamolSlISl""$ Nam~ Incident I.ocation 1650 AVIAT!ON DR, HAILEY, I'D 
-
C::lJSe C1ea1'1lnc:e NOT AFPLI CABLE Catoe Clearance Date 2111/2009 
offense l """ .... Cod. : CSA L.oCiltiOI'l :; Oesortption 
POl1S01'l 
Jl'er.lon Type 
Nam&Type l..BSt Fil$( Middle 
Addl$.r;cTypit Addreas Ap:lrtment 
City State k Zip phQne 
DOe Age_sex Raoo H1I19l'1t_ Weight_ 
Hair Color EY&Oolor Driver License _ Slate 
Property 
ltam No 1- Cod. Article Make Model , 
Description l EVIDENCE ENVE.LOPE 
.. Serial ~o QTY _ Value 
NaN'Btivll/Sllmmary 
NamstiVII On July 13, 2009 a~ approxima~elY Oi15 hours, I ~et w~th Chr~8topher K. R~ll at 
the Slaine County Sheriff's Office and ~~ansported him to the IQaho State ~oliC::Q 
FOrIU'Lsic:s Labo::atory in Me~id~an to have him f'i.ngerprinted .for this cas·e. M 
approximatel~ O~50 hours, we me~ W1th ~orensic SOientist II Tina Wal~hall. 
W~lthall then printed Hill's hands and fin9a~~ in a "major case" form;lt. 'I'hlt nine 
print car~$ ~ak~n by Wal~hal1 were retained as ~videncel plao~d in an eVidence 
Qnvelope and assi9'ned exhibit *1. Af~ar packa9i.ng the e~hibit, Wal~hall handed me 
the evldenee enveloPQ ad I then filled out ~n evidsnce submission form and Clerk 
Judy Parker accepted it into the l~ for te~tinq and eompariso~. (See the copy of 
the evidenoe sUbmission form.) 
I th~n transported Hill back 'Co ~he sheriff's oftica. While en route, I asked 
Hill if he could recall where he was on ~b~ evening of Septe~er 1, Z003 until 
approximately 0630 on the 2nd. Hill stated he had been camp~n; in his ~ruc~, a 
powder blue 1961 Ford F-1SO with a camper shell, O~ ~ hill o~erlookin9 ~as~ Mag~c 
Road appro~imatelY two miles west of Highway 75. Hill informed me he had eamped 
a't: "hat spo~ elll summer and. into October 2003 1 '-4h.en. he moved into ~he villaqe of 
East ~agit:. Hill stated he nad been camping alon~ and that th~re had been seve~~l 
()ffiC0f 162. DAL TON I MART< 
SupervisorReviBw 160 MILI.1t1'\, CO'Rl'IS 
Olstrll;lutlon _________ ~ _________ _ 
R,eportDat. 7 (1'1 12Q09 
Review Oats 7 17 /:2 009 
000124-P 
I 
(NOV, 13, 20091 3: 58PM:3 
Blaine coutrty Sheriff 
1tiSU AVQbqn Dri.e 
Halley, IC 83333 
(2OaJ-788.SSSS 
AHO ATTY GENERAl-SPU FAX NO. 3 
BI..AINf! COUNTY SHERIFFS OFFICE 
CASE - SUPPl..EMENTAL REPORT 9 
NO, 029 p, 20', u:, 
C;m.Numbil. 
lSCS00902-002S 
Date: lOll '7/2009 
Page: 2 of: :z 
people from East Maq1c who had seen his t~uck parked up on ~A~ hillside all ~hat 
summer. I nad Hill fill out a volu~tary statement form and retained i~ in this 
ea.se :file. 
It should b .. notQd. that: upon entering gill'e "major case pt'in't:!':" into ;;.ha 
prop~~ty entry, 1 saw that ~Y~ibit #1 had already been taken as .n en~ry. 
Therefora, when this evid.enoe is re'tu:ned from the $~a~e lab, ! will re-m&~k tbe 
envelope as ~xh~bi~ *5 whioh w~ll coincide with the proper property entry for 
t;his ca.,.;. 
El').Q of report. 
Offioor 162. tlAL 'r ON , .Ml!.lU< 
SUpervi5;OrRQVllIw 160 l"lILLEil'\, CU~TIS 
binrlbutiQll 
-------------------------------------
Rel'Ort Date 7 /B/200 9 
Revlow Date ") Ii /2 0 0 9 
NOV, 13,2009 3:59PM nAHO ATTY GENERAL-SPU NO, 029 p, 21 
APPENDIXC 
AHO ATTY GENERAL-SPU FAX NO. NO, 029 p, 22:1, 02 
Bltrirr~ COU!ltl, Snd easE! I\Il.Iml:l9r 
1&$0 AviatiOll Df;"e BLAINE COUNTY SHERIFFS OFFiCe 2CS00902-0028 
H~iIey, I£> 83333 CASE. SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 12 Date: ;I..l./02!200Si t2081-'/'88..:)S~ page: l of: 2 
Incident Case Number 13cSOO902-00.2S ReportTiUG HILL ALIBI STATtMiNT 
DatelTime Oeoumtd 2/.'3/2009 4:00:00 l?M RGport DateI1'imo 11/2/200.9 12:09:10 PM 
Nam8l~uaincs& Name Ineident I..oc:aoon 1650 ]l.VIAT I ON pp.., HAILZY, :CD 
Case CI~ .. ranC8 NOT APPLICABLt 
-
case Olearanee Data 2/11/2009 
OffernHI I 0""" Cod. CSA _=-Lol:ltlon 3 ~: ;; ;== ;~ ; = Desoription ::: : 
Po~on 
lI'ersonType 
Name'rype 1-ast Fil'$t Middle 
AddrellS Type Arkh'9$$ Apar1me~t 
City Srat& Zip Phone • 
DOB Age_ Sex Race Haight _ Weiaht_ 
Hair Coll)r E>leColor Driver L.lc:ense State 
NSlTiltilrolSummary 
Nl'lrratNe On October 28 I 2009, I H~. nQtifiaQ ~y Lt. cur~is Mil~.r th~t Chri$tcpher Rill's 
original :tatement form from Jul~ 13th was missing from the oase file. Lt., M1Uer 
asked me t:.o contact Hill upon my return from .. aoat.i.on and obtain. ano'thQr 
statement:. 
On NO'\Yerober 2, 200~ at ~pproKl~tely lO~O hours I I met w~th Christopher Hill at 
his resi~ence ~t 46 East Magic Road and asked him to verify his previous 
statement eoncernin9 his whereabouts on th$ evening of Septeruber 1st ~hrouqh t.he 
morning of September 2nd 2003. l had H.i,U f~ll out:. another voluntary statament 
fo;rm. to :/:eplace the original mlsplac~d ~tatem0nt form, At no time aid r mention 
Hill's previous stat((';ment an.d only asked him to writ~ again where he wa$ on the 
above mentioned d.ates. 
Hill etated he had b~e been "c::ampin9 on a hill on East Magie Road all swnmer in !\. 
'G7 blue Ford p1ck-up." Rill then stated ~hat he was not in th~ nabit of ris~ng 
early anQ tha~ at the time of the cri~Q, he RW~S sleeping at the ~1me." Hill 





~nd had moved into his pre$ent residencQ later in the Fall of 2003. 
rq;,port. 
Report oate 11 1212 0 0 9 
RINJew Date ______ _ 
---------------------------------------
the 
"')"'40 " J ,,J 1 
___ :NOV, 13,2009.,; 3:59PM14 AHO ATTY GENERAL-SPU Nih I'M j NO, 029 p, H' \J,j 
BLAI;";'E COUl'iTY SHERIFF'S DtP'ARTM'EKT 
1650 Avia.tion Dr[v! 
HA.ILEY, IDAHO 83333 
Office: '208·788-5555 Fax 2.08-188-4105 
VOLUNTARY STATEl.\fENT 
TODAY'SDATE~ ~/~ODAY'STI;.\tl· &: I1D ~ 
NAME , ~V'< .~'f-'cY h..,f' f- ,.'  DATE OF BIRTH  
SSN   r  WORK PlIO~"E  
STREElfDD,R£SS     P.O. BOX ____ _ 
CITY U-c. tr <4" I/v~ = :7 S E x..p 
DRIVER'S LtCENSE#    n ~ h  .";;";";~-=-ST-A-T~E-_-..:::z-:t::;;..·~D~ __ 
INSURA~CECO. POLICy# _______ _ 
DATE OF INCIDENT --i-/~/,;1. . Tli\rE OF INCIDENT 
LOCAT[O~OF[~ClDE~~~~,~.~I~~~~~,~O~A~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
:: Nl 5.' u VI'\. V\.t -,; v- I r P'\. c;.' ~-; ~ ~I[. "'"' I P r-<../--; t/ f? 
SIG~ATURE GJdJW!)( ~ \VTTNESS _______ _ 
ODD141--Pt 
Christopher P. Simms 
Attorney at Law ISB #7473 
P,O. Box 3123 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
PH 208 622 7878 
FAX 208 622 7921 
0 -
.lj?fynn Drage, Clerk District 
'-'Dun B/allle Count}" ida"o 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STA TE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SARAH M. JOHNSON, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 











Case No: CV -06-324 
STIPULA nON RELATING TO 
SCHEDULING 
COMES NOW the Petitioner, and the State, by and through their respective 
counsel of record, and file this STIPULATION RELATING TO SCHEDULING as 
follows: 
1. Petitioner was convicted of two counts of First Degree Murder and sentenced to 
life in prison, plus fifteen years due to a fire arm enhancement. Said conviction and 
sentence were upheld on direct appeal. Pending before this Court is Petitioner' s First 
Amended Petition For Post-Conviction Relief. 
2. Petitioner and the State each contemplate filing Motions for Summary Disposition 
and the parties have mutually agreed that January 25, 2010, shall be the deadline for 
filing such motions. 
STIPULATION RELA TrNG TO SC HEDULING 1 
3. The parties have mutually agreed that each will have thirty (30) days, or until 
February 19,2010, to file a Response, and any Reply shall be filed no later than March 
5,2010. 
4. Oral argwnent and hearing on Motions for Sununary Disposition could occur 
anytime on or after March 19, 20 10, with trial set according to the above schedule. 
ORNEY AT LAW 
1/· ZJ· d 
DATE 
Attorney for Petitioner 




STIPULATION RELATING TO SCH EDUU NG 2 
DEC-04-2009 FRI 03:56 P ~TH DISTRICT TCA FAX NO. A 736 4002 P. 01 / 02 




"Fifth Judicial District , 
County ofTwln Fallll S~ oll~n_, 
nEe - ~ 2009 
Clerk 
Deputy Olerk 
., , '(, .. " . , I 
' m Tt~n!STLUC'T COUR.1 QFTHE FrF'rH' n..rotC!tAL OrSTRICT 
OF n:rE STATE Of lOAHC, IN AND fOR!f;JE ~QUNTY OF l'LeI;J\5" 
4!Hfra1 ~ 'n_~~) 
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'Tl;lE COURT, ll:1t>'in~ c:pnRili¢n:d ch; ",b,,·~e ltequ~st f~r A~proYll under EWl~ 45 Clnh~ [diJ.ho 
Court Ad·niarrMi;"~.'RI},les. hereby orl:!e::rs,~atp~m~isston ttl vidclCirellOrd til; i1bI)V! b.~ !s': , 
[ ClU.N'!ED under the following l~tri~ticm& in addltlocl'tQ ,tho~~ ~~t forth iXI ~:ule 45 'of the Idaho 
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, t • I I 
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Christopher P. Simms 
Attorney at Law ISB #7473 
P.O. Box 1861 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
PH 208 788 2800 
FAX 208 788 2300 
nP FILED~ 
-
DEC 24 2009 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk District 
Court Blaine CounttJ5!f)f!c:.._, 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SARAH M. JOHNSON, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 









__________ ~R~e~sp~o~n~d~e~m~, ____________ ) 
Case No: CV -06-324 
AMENDED STIPULATION 
RELATING TO SCHEDULING 
COMES NOW the Petitioner, and the State, by and through their respective 
counsel of record, and file this AME1\TDED STIPULATION RELATING TO 
SCHEDULING and state as follows: 
1. Petitioner was convict.ed of two counts of First Degree Murder and sentenced to 
life in prison, plus fifteen years due to a firearm enhancement. Said conviction and 
sentence were upheld on direct appeal. Pending before this Court is Petitioner's Second 
Amended Petition For Post-Conviction Relief. 
2. Petitioner and the State each contemplate the filing of Motions for Summary 
Disposition herein. 
3. The parties have mutually agreed that Monday, February 8, 2010 shall be the 
deadline for filing Motions for Summary Disposition. 
AMENDED STIPULA TION RELATING TO SCHEDULING 1 
4. The parties have mutually agreed that each will have thirty (30) days, or until 
Friday, March 5,2010, to file a Response, and a Reply by no later than Friday March 
19,2010. 
5. Oral argument and hearing on Motions for Summary Disposition could occur 
anytime on or after April 2, 2010, with trial set according to the above schedule. 
EY AT LAW 
DATED 
Attorney for Petitioner 
JESSICA LORELLO, DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
AND SPECIAL PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
DATED 
e ty Attorney General 
Special Prosecuting Attorney 
AMENDED STIPULATION RELATING TO SCHEDULING 2 
Christopher P. Simms 
Attorney at Law ISB #7473 
P.O. Box 1861 
FILED'-"Wp.M~. =-
r DEC 24 2009 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
PH 208 788 2800 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk District 
Court Blaine Countt...!_da_ho_ ..... 
FAX 2087882300 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SARAH M. JOHNSON, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 









__________ ~R=e~sp~o=n=d=e=nt=, ____________ ) 
Case No: CV-06-324 
MEMORANDUM 
WITHDRA WING MOTION 
TO COMPEL DISCOVERY 
COMES NOW PETITIONER, through her attorney of record, Christopher P. 
Simms, and files this, her Memorandum Withdrawing Motion To Compel Discovery and 
in support thereof states as follows; 
1. On or about March 4, 2009 this Court entered its Order of Discovery Relating to 
newly Discovered Evidence in response to Petitioner's Motion. 
2. The Order compelled the State to produce information relating to evidence 
identifying one Christopher Kevin Hill as the person who had left previously unidentified 
fingerprints on the murder weapon and other tools of the crime, including all follow-up 
investigation. 
3. The State belatedly produced the initial fingerprint evidence as ordered but 
thereafter failed to produce complete follow-up investigative materials, including major 
case fingerprints, reports thereof, alibi investigation, and or DNA reports. 
MEMORANDUM WITHDRAWING MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY 1 
4. On or about September 28,2009, not having received the ordered discovery, and 
after informal inquiry in regard to same, Petitioner filed a Motion to Compel. 
5. On or about November 13, 2009, in response to the Motion to Compel, the State 
filed a Response to Motion to Compel providing a supplemental Discovery Response 
including copies of Hill's major case prints, a Criminalist Analysis Report; two 
Supplemental Police Reports and a written "alibi" statement from Hill, together with a 
statement that no DNA testing had been conducted. In summary that State responded 
that there were no further, and would be no further follow-up investigation of Hill, 
despite expert opinion that the newly discovered fingerprint information proved that Hill 
was the last person to touch the murder weapon, and specifically removed the scope just 
prior to the double homicide. Further, the State confirmed that no DNA testing would be 
conducted despite having collected a sample from Hill and the presence of unidentified 
genetic material found on the barrel of the murder weapon. 
6. In light of the above, and a Motion to Compel Discovery not being the 
appropriate mechanism to force the State to continue the investigation to identify the true 
murderer, Petitioner's is hereby withdrawn. 
CHRISTOPHER P. SIMMS, ATTORNEY AT LAW 
R STOPHER P. SIMMS 
ATTORNEY FOR PETITIONER 
MEMORANDUM WITHDRAWING MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY 
DATED 
2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the "'2-Lday of December, 2009, a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM WITHDRAWING MOTION TO COMPEL 
DISCOVERY was delivered to the Office of Attorney General & Special Prosecuting 
Attorneys, Attn: Jessica Lorello Facsimile number 208.854.8074, PO Box 83720, Boise, 
Idaho 83720-0010; The Office of the Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney Facsimile 
number 208.788.5554, 201 Second Avenue South, Ste. 100, Hailey, Idaho 83333: and 
Chambers Copy to The Honorable G. Richard Bevan, Facsimile number 208.736.4155, 
PO Box 126, Twin Falls, Idaho, 83303. 
US Mail 
---
___ Hand Delivery 
___ Via facsimile 208.854.8074; 208.788.5554; and 208.736.4155 
./ 
CHRISTOPHER P. SIMMS 
MEMORANDUM WITHDRAWING MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY 3 
188 
. Christopher P. Simms 
. Attorney.at Law ISB #7473 
: P.O. Box 1861 
.: Hailey, Idaho 83333 
PH 208 788 2800 
':1' FAX 208 788 2300 
DEC 282009 ~ 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk District 
Coult Blaine County, Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SARAH M. JOHNSON, 













LEA VI! TO AMEND & FILE 
SECOl'IDAMENDED PETmON 
FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent 
The Court, having considered Petitioner's MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND 
. & i FILE SECOND AMENDED PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF filed 
'herein by the Petitioner Sarah Johnson and good cause appearing therefore, HEREBY 
, G:RAJNTS Petitioner's Leave to Amend and File a Second Amended Petition for Post 
/1' 
Conv:iction Relief. 
DATED this J-'Jrday of ~ 2ot1 
ON. G. RICHARD BEVAN, DISTRICT JUDGE 




YVd 90:91 600Z/ZZ/Z1 
DEC, 29, 2009 4: 31 PM AHO ATTY GENERAL-SPU 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Idaho Attomey General 
STEPHEN A. BYWATER 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SARAH JOHNSON ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) Case No. CV-06-324 
) 
VS. ) RESPONSE TO 
) MEMORANDUM 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) WITHDRAWING MOTION TO 
) COMPEL DISCOVERY 
Respondent ) 
COMES NOW the State of Idaho, by and through its counsel acting as 
Special Prosecuting Attorneys for Blaine County, and does hereby respond to 
Petitioner Sarah M. Johnson's Memorandum Withdrawing Motion to Compel 
Discovery ("Memorandum"), filed December 24, 2009. The purpose of this 
response Is to clarify, for the record, the state's efforts in relation to the discovery 
ordered and condu.cted in this case. 
On February 13, 2009, Johnson filed a Motion for Order of Discovery 
Relating to Newly Discovered Evidence LC.R. 57 (b) requesting discovery of a 
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lIrecently conducted AFIS search" relating to previously unidentified fingerprints 
''found on instruments of the crime," On February 24, 2009, Blaine County 
Prosecuting Attomey Jim Thomas sent counsel for Johnson a letter enclosing "case 
reports and accompanying recorded interviews related to the identified fingerprint 
.,. referenced in [the] Motion for Discovery filed February 13, 2009." Included with 
the letter were "eighteen (18) pages of documents," Bates-stamped 000003-PC 
through 000020~PC, and "two (2) individual CD's." The documents included (1) a 
two-page Blaine County Sheriffs Office Report dated February 11, 2009, regarding 
an AFIS fingerprint identification on Christopher Hill and information relating to a 
"background check on HiII;~ (2) a three-page Blaine County Sheriffs Office Report 
dated February 11, 2009, regarding an interview of Mel Speegle; (3) A Blaine 
County Sheriffs Office Report dated February 12, 2009, regarding an Interview of 
Christopher HlIl; (4) a one-page Blaine County Sheriffs Offioe Report dated 
February 17, 2009, noting that Randy Hall from the Idaho State Lab had advised 
"the laboratory report conceming the fingerprint found on the piece of Johnson 
evidence [was] not completed as of 2-17-09;" (5) a three-page NCIC report on Dell 
[sic] Speegle; (6) a three-page NCIC report on Christopher Kevin Hill; (7) a two-
page booking report for driving without privileges on Christopher Kevin Hill dated 
March 1, 2007; and (8) a two-page booking report for driving under the influence on 
Christopher Kevin Hill dated December 5, 2002. The letter from Mr. Thomas further 
indicated these documents and CDs were ''the entirety of new information . . , 
received and/or generated at this time" and advised that "additional information and 
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reports· would be fOlWarded "as they are received from the Idaho State Police 
Laboratory and or Blaine County Sheriff's Office. n 
On March 4, 2009. the Court entered an Order of Discovery Relating to 
Newly Discovered Evidence ordering the state to "produce the following 
discoverable materials;" 
1. Any and all police reports, existing or to be generated 
regarding each of the below referenced factual matters, 
a. Any and all police reports, existing or to be generated 
regarding each of the below referenced factual matters, 
b. The Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) 
search for match, identification of a match for previously 
identified latent prints found on a rifle scope and an insert from 
a box of .264 ammunition, both found at the scene of the 
crime, found on or about Janual)' 19, 2009 by the Idaho State 
Police Bureau of Criminal Identification. 
c. Background check and records of the person whose 
prints match the latent prints found at the scene, one 
Christopher Kevin Hill, DOB  
d. The Blaine County Sheriff's Office follow-up 
investigation and interviews. 
e. High quality copies of photographs and latent lift cards 
for all latent prints found at the crime scene, and inked 
fingerprints of Christopher Kevin Hili. 
2. Any and all police reports reflecting further investigation of the 
newly discovered evidence that may have been, or may be 
generated. 
(Order of Discovery Relating to Newly Discovered Evidenced, filed March 4, 2009.) 
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On April 7, 2009, Mr. Thomas sent the state1 and counsel for Johnson a 
letter attaching documents Bates-stamped 000029-PC through 00009S-PC and a 
CD "relative to the identified fingerprints of Christopher Hill" and notifying the parties 
that Detective Harkins would be meeting with Christopher Hill that day 'to obtain 
major case prints which [would] be forwarded to Tina Walthall for comparison by 
the fingerprint division." The letter further indicated "additional infonnation and 
reports" would be forwarded "as they are received from the Idaho State Police 
Laboratory and or Blaine County Sheriffs Office." 
On April 14. 2009, counsel for Johnson sent the undersigned· a letter 
acknowtedging that, as of that date, he had received the CD and documents Bates-
stamped 01-PC through 92-PC, but complaining about the quality of some of the 
documents (only specifically noting the poor quality of document 69~PC), asserting 
some of the documents were duplications, some were allegedly "poorly copied," 
and that he could not access the DVD he received without the assistance "of a local 
technical expert. v 
On April 28, 2009, Mr. Thomas sent an e-mail to the state and counsel for 
Johnson indicating he had spoken with Tina Walthall who ftprovided the following 
inforrnation:n 
The identity of each "TIFF" photograph has been recorded in the 
original bench notes provided during the original case. Each 
photograph corresponds with numbers in her original report. Chris 
Simms should have these notes in the original discovery. Tina will be 
contacting the maker of the software to see if she can obtain the 
original password for the database. Evidently they no longer use this 
software so she is going to go through the manufacturer. Once she 
1 "The state" hereafter refers to the deputy attomeys general appointed as special 
prosecuting attorneys in this case. 
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individual photographs are labeled in the database. As far as better 
quality prints she indicated this is as good as it is going to get. She is 
out of the office tomorrow 0Ned) and will retum on Thursday. I will let 
you know what I find out. Thanks. 
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On May 6,2009, Mr. Thomas sent counsel for Johnson and the state an e-
mail from Tina Walthall explaining how to "access[ J the software program regarding 
the fingerprint eVidence." On that same date, counsel for Johnson sent an e-mail to 
Mr. Thomas; the state, and Tina Walthall, inquiring whether there were "new major 
case prints from Hill." Ms. Walthall responded to this e-mail on May 11, 2009, 
stating she had the "new major case prints from Mr. Hill and [was] currently working 
the case" and "hop[ed] it w[ouldJ go for verification th[atJ week" with 'Ia report [to] 
soon follow." Ms. Walthall's e-mail also explained, U[t]he disk I sent did not have 
images of the new exemplars for Mr. Hili as it went out before the lab received 
them. If needed I can put them to a disk and send it off. Please let me know if you 
would like this done and to whom I should send it." Mr. Thomas responded to Ms. 
Walthall's e-mail, copying the state and counsel for Johnson, stating he would like 
"three (3) copies of the disk for the parties sent to me" - one for "his f1le," one for 
"the A.G." and one for "Chris Simms." 
On May 7, 2009, prior to receiving Ms. Walthall's May 11, 2009 e-mail. the 
state responded by letter to counsel's April 14, 2009 letter regarding his complaints 
in relation to discovery noting, inter alia, that although the document Bates-stamped 
69-PC, which appeared to be a copy of a fingerprint card of Christopher Hall was 
not useable, several other fingerprint cards from Mr. Hill were disclosed that were 
useable and the document Bates-stamped 69-PC was "included only for 
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completeness." The state also provided counsel with information on how to access 
the images on the CD and suggested counsel call if he had any further trouble 
accessing the images on the CD. 
Also on May 7, 2009, Mr. Thomas sent counsel for Johnson a letter 
attaching three Blaine County Sheriff's Office Reports he received that morning, 
totaling four pages, dated April 28, 2009, regarding fingerprints and cheek swabs 
obtained from Mr. Hill, which were sent to the Idaho State Lab on April 8, 2009. 
These reports and the evidence of mailing are Bates-stamped 000094-PC through 
000099-PC. Also attached to the May 7, 2009 letter was (1) a four-page Idaho 
State Police Forensic Services Report listing evidence received between 2003 and 
2005, and (2) a three-page Idaho State Police Forensic Services Report, including 
an affidavit from Tina Walthall, dated March 10, 2009, discussing the results of Mr. 
Hill's prints in relation to the latent prints on file from the crime scene. 
On June 24, 2009, Mr. Thomas provided an additional supplemental report 
that identified a palm print on the murder weapon belonging to Mr. Hili. In addition, 
Mr. Thomas advised that due to the quality of prints taken by the Blaine County 
Sheriffs Office, Mr. Hill was scheduled to travel to Meridian, Idaho to have his 
fingerprints taken by Idaho State Police lab technicians, which Ms. Walthall would 
compare against any unknown prints. 
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On September 28, 2009, Johnson, without first inquiring of the state 
regarding the status of Mr. Hili's new prints and any comparison thereof. filed a 
Motion to Compel Discovery,2 stating: 
3. The State has produced the initial fingerprint evidence as 
ordered but has failed to produce complete follow-up investigative 
materials. More specifically, the fnltiar the [sic] Criminalist Analysis 
Report - Fingerprints of Tina Walthall, dated March 10, 2009, 
concludes latent prints marked #15-1. 17-1, 18a-2, 18b-6 & 20-1 are 
inconclusive because the eXaminer lacked a quality set of major case 
prints for Christopher Kevin Hill, (Attached as Exhibit A, marked for 
discovery as Bates Nos. 22-PC through 28-PC.[)] On June 23, 2009 
further supplemental discovery was provided by the State. The 
Criminalist Analysis Report - Fingerprints by Tina Walthall, again 
reaches the same conclusion requesting submission of examplers 
[sioJ and a set of major case prints for Christopher Kevin Hili. 
(Reports attached hereto as Exhibit B, marked for discovery as Bates 
Nos. 108PC through 122PC[.]) Furthermore, according to Blaine 
County Sheriff's Office Case-Supplemental Reports e & 7, dated April 
28,2009, Christopher Kevin Hill submitted, to a major case fingerprint 
lift, and submitted a DNA sample on April 7, 2009, which sample was 
submitted for testing. (Report Attached hereto as Exhibit C, marked 
for discovery as Bates Nos. 95PC through 97PC[.]) To date the 
defense [sic] has not been supplied with a copy of the major case 
prints, or laboratory results or any DNA testing accomplished. 
4. The State has produced police reports indicating the [sic] Mel 
Speegle and Christopher Kevin Hill were interviewed regarding the 
discovery of Hill's fingerprints on the tools of the double homicide of 
Sarah Johnson's mother and father, including an audlo/vldeo 
recording of said interviews. Presumably, given the fingerprint 
evidence being found on multiple locations on the murder weapon, on 
a scope removed from the murder weapon in such locations as to 
indicate the [sic} Hill had removed the scope immediately prior to the 
murders, and on the boxes and inserts that held the ammunition used 
in the double homicide, further follow-up as to Hill's whereabouts at 
the time of the murders has been conducted. The Defense [sic] has 
received no police reports indicating any such follow-up investigation 
has occurred. 
2 Johnson's motion to compel erroneously indicated Exhibits A-C were attached to 
the motion; the exhibits were eventually filed on October 14, 2009, attached to a 
Notice of Filing Exhibits Omitted from Initial Filing of Motion to Compel Discovery. 
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Johnson's motion to compel specifically requested: (a) "high quality major 
case prints for Christopher Kevin Hill;" (b) "Criminalist Analysis Report(s) indicating 
the results and conc1usions upon re-submittal of examplars [sic] and proper quality 
major case prints of Christopher Kevin Hill;" (c) "DNA laboratory reports of any 
comparison testing results form [sic] matter and material left at the scene of the 
crime;" and (d) "Any and all follow-up investigative reports concerning Christopher 
Kevin Hill's possible involvement in the crimes. n 
On October 7,2009, in response to Johnson's motion to compel, the state 
sent counsel for Johnson an e-mail advising him that Mr. Thomas indicated he had 
not received any additional information. The state further advised it would contact 
Ms. Walthall to determine whether any additional reports had been prepared and 
that any additional information would be forwarded to counsel. Counsel for 
Johnson responded: 
Thank you for the update. Essentially, this is what [Mr. Thomas] has 
told me several times over the course of many months now. 
It is my understanding, based upon a review of existing police 
reports, that personnel with Blaine County Sheriffs Office collected 
DNA from Hill and submitted same to a lab. Likewise, the reports 
indicate that Tina Walthall requested a better set of major case prints. 
It seems to me we are just talking about a follow up with those 
officers involved to obtain supplemental reports and lab results. 
Alternatively, if nothing has been done, I suppose a response to my 
Motion stating that will lay the issue to rest. 
On November 13, 2009, after receiving additional infonnation, the state filed 
a Response to Johnson's motion to compel that included (1) a CD of Mr. HiI!'s 
fingerprints provided to Idaho State Police Forensic Services; (2) Idaho State Police 
Forensic Services Criminalistic Analysis Report, prepared by Tina Walthall, dated 
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10/15/09, Bates-stamped 000126-PC through 000139-PC; (3) Blaine County 
Sheriffs Office, Case - Supplemental Report 9, dated 10/17/2009, Bates-stamped 
000124-PC through 00012S-PC; and (4) Blaine County Sheriff's Office, Case ~ 
Supplemental Report 12, dated 11/02/2009, Bates-stamped 000140-PC through 
000141-PC. The state's response further indicated: "Undersigned counsel has 
previously advised counsel for Petitioner that no additional DNA testing has been 
conducted." Because the state provided Johnson with the discovery ordered by the 
Court and requested in her motion to compel, the state asked that the motion be 
denied as moot. 
Notwithstanding the state's response, and without contacting the state to 
explain why its response was deficient, Johnson scheduled a hearing on her motion 
to compel. At the hearing, it became apparent that Johnson had no intent of 
pursing her motion to compel (oor any basis for doing so), but instead scheduled 
the hearing on the motion for the purpose of implying the state had been 
uncooperative during the discovery process and to accuse the state of not making 
an effort to find the "true murderer." After making these accusations, counsel for 
Johnson "withdrew" the motion to compel, and the Court requested that the motion 
be withdrawn in writing. 
In response to the Court's request, Johnson filed the instant Memorandum in 
which counsel (1) asserts the "State belatedly produced the initial fingerprint 
evidence" and "thereafter failed to produce complete follow-up investigative 
materials, including major case fingerprints, reports thereof, alibi investigation, and 
or DNA reports;" (2) claims he made an effort to "inforrnal[ly] inquir[e]" about the 
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Hordered discovery" prior to filing the motion to compel; and (3) "summarDzes] the 
state's response to the motion to compel as stating "there. were no further, and 
would be no further follow-up investigation of Hill, despite expert opinion that the 
newly discovered fingerprint information proved that HIli was the last person to 
touch the murder weapon, and specifically removed the scope just prior to the 
double homicide" and "confirm[ing] that no DNA testing would be conducted despite 
having collected a sample from Hili and the presence of unidentified genetic 
material found on the barrel of the murder weapon." Johnson's Memorandum 
concluded, "In light of the above, and a Motion to Compel Discovery not being the 
appropriate mechanism to force the state to continue the investigation to identify 
the true murderer, Petitioner's [sic] is hereby withdrawn." 
Johnson's Memorandum is nothing more than a gratuitous attempt to Inject 
unproven claims into the record and it inaccurately portrays the state's response to 
the Court's discovery order and Johnson's requests as untimely and inadequate. 
The state provided Johnson with all information as it became available. That 
Johnson may believe the information should have been obtained sooner or have 
been more detailed does not demonstrate any failure by the state to comply with 
the Court's discovery order or her dIscovery requests. 
Johnson's Memorandum also mischaracterizes the State's response in 
relation to the "follow-up investigation of Hill." Nowhere in Its response to the 
motion to compel did the state "respond[ ] that there ... would be no further follow-
up investigation of Hill" nor did it "confirm[ ] that no DNA testing would be 
conducted." Rather, the state's response included the follow-up investigative 
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reports that have been done and noted that no DNA testing had been conducted. 
The state has conducted and will continue to conduct any investigation and testing 
appropriate in these proceedings in light of the eVidence that has been presented 
and may become available in the future. Moreover, contrary to the implications of 
Johnson's Memorandum, no specific investigation or testing was ordered by the 
Court and there is no deadline in the Court's order. Rather, the Court's order 
requires disclosure of reports "existing or to be generated" - disclosure the state 
has engaged in without order of the Court. 
DATED this 29th day of December, 2009, 
AM. LORELLO 
Attorney General 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 29th day of December, 2009 I caused to be 
faxed a true and correct copy of the foregoing Response to Memorandum 
Withdrawing Motion to Compel Discovery to: 
B1aine County Court Clerk 
Fax (208) 788-5527 
Honorable G. Richard Bevan 
Fax (208) 736-4155 
Christopher P. Simms 
Attorney at Law 
191 Sun Valley Rd. 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Fax (208) 788-2300 
.1L Facsimile 
.1L Facsimile 
.1L U,S, Mail Postage Prepaid 
~ Hand DeliVered 
_ Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
~!?~~~~--~wman, Legal Secretary 
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Christopher P. Simms 
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COMES NOW Petitioner and files this, her SECONDED AMENDED PETITION 
FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF, pursuant to the Uniform Post-Conviction 
Procedure Act, I.e. 19-4901 et seq., and Rule 57 of the Idaho Criminal Rules, and other 
applicable Court rules and constitutional and statutory law and in support thereof states as 
follows; 
1. Petitioner re-alleges and adopts as if fully stated herein, each averment made in 
her the First Amended Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, and refers to the attachments 
thereto as if attached hereto. 
2. Petitioner remains in the custody of the Pocatello Women's Correctional Center. 
3. The Fifth District Court for the State of Idaho, County of Blaine imposed 
judgment and sentence on Petitioner. Petitioner's case was conducted and tried in the 
Fourth District Court for the State of Idaho, Count of Ada, City of Boise, pursuant to an 
Order changing venue. 
SECOND AMENDED PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF 
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4. The Case Number and the Offense or Offenses for which the sentence was 
imposed: 
(a) Case Number CR-2003-001820 
(b) Offense Convicted: Murder in the First Degree, with Firearm Enhancement -
Two Counts 
5. The date upon which sentence was imposed and the terms of the sentence: 
(a) Date of Sentence: June 30,2005. 
(b) Terms of Sentence: Determinate Life, Plus Fifteen Two Counts 
6. A finding of Guilt was made after a jury trial. 
7. The Judgment of Conviction or Imposition of Sentence was not timely appealed, 
although a Notice of Appeal was filed from the District Court's Amended Judgment of 
Conviction upon a Jury Verdict of Guilt to Two Felony Counts and Order of 
Commitment, that appeal was dismissed as being untimely. Petitioner filed her initial 
Petition for Post Conviction Relief on April 19, 2006. Relief was granted by Order of 
July 3, 2006, granting a new appeal period and staying post conviction proceedings. On 
June 26, 2008, the Idaho Supreme Court issued its opinion affirming conviction. This 
Court lifted Stay of Post-Conviction proceedings on August 15,2008. 
8. Petitioner bases her Amended Application for Post Conviction Relief upon the 
following: 
(a) Petitioner is innocent of the offense. 
(b) The Court was without jurisdiction to try, convict and sentence Petitioner. 
(c) Violation of Petitioner's right to due process oflaw. 
(d) Ineffective Assistance of Counsel, both at Trial and on Direct Appeal. 
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(e) Discovery of new evidence. 
9. A Petition for Habeas Corpus has not been filed in State or Federal Court. There 
are no other petitions, motions or applications, known to Petitioner, before any other 
Court. This Petition presents both Federal and State Constitutional claims based on "due 
process" (substantive and procedural) and "liberty' interests of Petitioner and are each 
and all supported by allegations of fact made herein, in the supporting affidavits, motions 
and memorandum of law filed contemporaneously herewith and/or in support hereof, all 
of which point to the real possibility of constitutional error in Petitioner's trial. The 
newly discovered evidence claims each and all, if presented to a jury would probably 
produce an acquittal, and each includes by this reference, if not otherwise, independent 
constitutional violations in the underlying trial. The constitutional errors complained of 
herein have resulted in the conviction of an actually innocent person. It is Petitioner's 
intention, by this Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, to obtain a new trial, thereby 
correcting any constitutional defect in the original trial, or to exhaust her state court 
remedies. 
PETITIONER IS INNOCENT 
10. Petitioner has maintained her innocence of the offense charged, before, during 
and after her trial, conviction and sentence as to the charges in the underlying criminal 
matter and continues to deny any involvement with the crime. 
TRIAL COURT LACKED JURISDICTION TO TRY, CONVICT AND 
SENTENCE PETITIONER 
11. Petitioner, Sarah Marie Johnson, was born on , was sixteen years 
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old at the time her parents, Alan and Diane Johnson were tragically shot to death in 
their home. The Uniform Juvenile Corrections Act, I.C. 20-501 et seq. provides for 
the exclusive jurisdiction of persons under eighteen years old. Petitioner recognizes 
that I.e. 20-509 provides for adult criminal prosecution of juveniles, age fourteen 
(14) to age eighteen (18), who are alleged to have committed murder. However, 
section 20-508, on its _ face, affords all juveniles the right to full investigation, a 
hearing and the discretion of a magistrate to waive jurisdiction under the juvenile 
corrections act over the juvenile and order that the juvenile be held for adult criminal 
proceedings when a juvenile is alleged to have committed any of the crimes 
enumerated in section 20-509, Idaho Code. No waiver hearing occurred in the instant 
case, nor did a Magistrate ordered Petitioner held for adult criminal proceedings. 
(a) Trial Counsel rendered ineffective assistance of counsel in violation of the 
Sixth Amendment of the United States Constitution and Article 1, Section 13 
of the Idaho Constitution in failing to move for dismissal or otherwise raise 
this jurisdictional issue. But for counsels' rendering of ineffective assistance 
of counsel, there is reasonable probability that the outcome of the trial court 
proceeding would have been different. 
VIOLATION OF PETITIONER'S RIGHT TO DUE PROCESS OF LAW 
12. Prior to trial, it is believed, the District Court Judge reviewed transcripts of the 
Grand Jury proceedings, reviewed police reports and conducted an independent 
investigation into the facts of the homicides, which gave rise to the charges being brought 
against the Petitioner. The District Court Judge's responsibility as a neutral and detached 
arbiter of the proceedings was compromised when the Judge familiarized himself with 
the facts surrounding the case by this independent judicial investigation. The Canons of 
Judicial Conduct prohibit such an independent investigation and create at least an 
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appearance that a judge may consider facts not admitted into evidence and of an unfair 
trial. Thus, Petitioner was denied her right to a neutral, unbiased judge presiding over the 
trial proceedings because the Honorable Judge Wood personally investigated the case. 
The bias is highlighted in the Court's recitation of "facts" allegedly supporting 
submission to the jury of an aiding and abetting instruction, wherein the Court recites 
facts not in evidence, and reaches conclusion not supported by evidentiary facts. (See 
Transcript of Appeal, [hereafter "Transcript."] Pgs 6019-6172, "Final Jury Instruction 
Conference", Supplemental Transcript on Appeal [hereafter "Supp. Trans."] Pgs. 446-
454) His Honor betrays his bias against Petitioner, and consideration of facts not in 
evidence, during argument on Defendant's Motion for Acquittal under Rule 29, when it is 
stated, "And what's always occurred to me in this case is, well, by the evidence 
presented, did the defendant commit these crimes by herself, or did the defendant have 
some help," and "The circumstantial evidence in this case is as strong as a 40 acre field of 
garlic in full bloom ... ," and" ... and there's no evidence that excludes the defendant. 
There is not one piece of evidence that excludes the defendant from the commission of 
this crime ... " (See Supp. Transcript Pgs. 447,448 & 450; Affidavits of Rader & Dunn, 
Exhibits 1 & 2) Further indicating a pre-determination or consideration of facts not in 
evidence was His Honor's comment concerning Petitioner's inability to maintain her 
composure during trial, " ... there are other family members, as I understand it, present 
who are not conducting themselves in that fashion." (See Transcript Pg 1997) 
(a) Trial Counsel rendered ineffective assistance of counsel in violation of the 
Sixth Amendment of the United States Constitution and Article 1, Section 13 
of the Idaho Constitution in failing to move for disqualification for cause of 
Judge Woods, under the criminal rules, based on the facts stated above. Had 
Trial Counsel properly moved to disqualify the Honorable Judge Wood based 
upon his personal investigation of the case, the Petitioner would have had a 
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neutral and detached judge presiding over her case, ensuring a fair trial and 
complying with her right to due process. (See Affidavits of Mark Rader & 
Patrick Dunn) But for Trial Counsels' rendering of ineffective assistance of 
counsel, there is reasonable probability that the outcome of the trial court 
proceeding would have been different. 
13. The Court in violation of Petitioner's right of an accused to confront adverse 
witnesses as safeguarded by the Sixth Amendment of the United States Constitution and 
Article 1, Section 13 of the Idaho Constitution, impermissibly limited Petitioner's right to 
effectively cross-examine Bruno Santos by prohibiting questioning in regard to matters of 
impeachment, including the right to expose a prosecution witness's possible bias and 
motive for testifying so the jury can make an informed judgment as to the weight to be 
given the witness's testimony. But for the Court's constitutional impermissible limitation 
of the right to fully confront the witnesses against Petitioner it is reasonably likely that 
the outcome of the trial court proceeding would have been different. More specifically, 
during a February 15, 2005 hearing on the State's Motion In limine concerning cross-
examination of Bruno Santos, the Court ordered the defense to refrain from cross-
examining this critical witness regarding broad subject areas upon Santos implied 
invocation of the Fifth Amendment right to refrain from compulsory self-incrimination. 
(Transcript Pgs. 2737-2760) 
INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF TRlAL COUNSEL 
14. It should be noted that Trial Counsel Bobby Eugene Pangburn is suspended from 
the practice oflaw in the State ofIdaho, (See Idaho State Bar and Idaho Law Foundation, 
Incorporated, Attorney Roster Search Results attached Exhibit 3) and in the State of 
Oregon. (See Oregon Disciplinary Proceeding attached Exhibit 4) The specific 
allegations of ineffective assistance of counsel made herein stem from an overall lack of 
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diligence, failure to investigate the facts and law of the case, chronic tardiness and 
unpreparedness for court proceedings, including trial, all of which together resulted, 
cumulatively and individually, in ineffective assistance of Trial Counsel in violation of 
Petitioner's rights, in violation of the Sixth Amendment of the United States Constitution 
and Article 1, Section 13 of the Idaho Constitution. Each allegation below, whether 
specifically alleged therein, or here by reference includes the assertion that Trial 
Counsels', or Direct Appeal Counsels' conduct fell below the standard of objective 
reasonableness and that Petitioner was prejudiced by counsels' conduct. None of the 
asserted acts of counsel falling below the objective standard can be construed as strategic 
or tactical in the context presented but are each and all the result of inadequate 
investigation and preparation, and are hereby strictly asserted as such. 
15. Trial Counsel rendered ineffective assistance of counsel in violation of the Sixth 
Amendment of the United States Constitution and Article 1, Section 13 of the Idaho 
Constitution in failing to move the Court for a continuance of Petitioner's trial in order to 
investigate and prepare an adequate defense, when it became clear the State delayed its 
disclosure of material evidence until immediately prior to trial, causing counsel to 
proceed to trial despite inadequate preparedness. (See Affidavit of Mark Rader) But for 
Trial Counsels' rendering of ineffective assistance of counsel, there is a reasonable 
probability that the outcome of the trial court proceeding would have been different. The 
following are specific instances of how and why the outcome of the trial would have been 
different had trial counsel moved for a continuance due to late disclosure. 
a. Due to the State's delay in disclosing evidence, Trial Counsel was made 
aware, just prior to trial, of the Prosecution's intention to offer testimony that a 
comforter, that would have contained physical evidence, had been discarded and 
not gathered as physical evidence. Due to Trial Counsel's failure to request a 
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continuance, Trial Counsel was inadequately prepared to cross-examine the 
State's witnesses about the alleged comforter. Specifically, whether a hole on the 
comforter was a bullet hole and whether a sheet and or comforter covered the 
head of Diane Johnson thereby effecting blood splatter. But for Trial Counsel's 
failure to adequately investigate and failure to adequately prepare, i.e. ineffective 
assistance of counsel, there is a reasonable probability that Petitioner would not 
have been convicted. (See Affidavit of Mark Rader) 
b. Trial Counsel should have moved the Court to continue the trial based on 
the State's late disclosure of evidence, and the failure to do so deprived Petitioner 
of the time necessary to adequately prepare to effectively cross-examine the 
State's expert forensic witness. But for Trial Counsel's failure to prepare and 
failure to move for a continuance in order to do so, there is a reasonable 
probability that Petitioner would have been able to discredit the expert forensic 
witness, and Petitioner would not have been convicted. (See Affidavit of Mark 
Rader) This allegation of ineffective assistance includes Trial Counsel's failure to 
object to the re-enactment proffered by the States' forensic expert Rod Englert, as 
without adequate foundation. Mr. Englert's re-enactment and opinion of 
Petitioner's guilt impermissibly went to the ultimate issue thereby invading the 
province of the jury. (See Transcript Pg. 4204) 
c. As a result of failing to request a continuance following the delayed 
disclosure of material evidence, Trial Counsel failed to become knowledgeable of 
the relevant law regarding the necessary foundation for admission of scientific 
evidence, was inadequately prepared to present adequate support for its proffered 
expert testimony regarding the blood splattering evidence, failed to adequately 
investigate the scientific basis of a proffered experiment and failed to adequately 
investigate the relevant evidence following the State's delayed disclosure. Trial 
Counsel proposed to the District Court an experiment re-creating the homicides 
using a coconut as a substitute for a human head. The District Court denied Trial 
Counsel's request finding that there was no showing that an experiment using a 
coconut could adequately re-create the alleged crime. Because of the State's 
delayed disclosure of material evidence and Trial Counsel's failure to adequately 
research, investigate, and prepare, as well as move the Court for a continuance in 
order to do so, the defense was unable to properly rebut the State's evidence. For 
example, Trial Counsel was unable to consult with any experts and properly 
present an experiment that would have met evidentiary standards and would have 
been admissible in the District Court. But for Trial Counsels' failure to adequately 
investigate and prepare, including but not limited to, researching relevant law on 
the issue of admissibility, there is a reasonable probability that Petitioner could 
have rebutted the State's claims regarding blood splatter evidence and would not 
have been convicted. (See Affidavit of Mark Rader and Transcript Pgs. 4503-
4508) 
d. Trial Counsel rendered ineffective assistance of counsel in violation of the 
Sixth Amendment of the United States Constitution and Article 1, Section 13 of 
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the Idaho Constitution in failing to provide expert testimony as to comforters. 
Trial Counsel requested the ability to provide evidence of a forensic experiment 
showing the effects of a contact gunshot from a high-powered rifle on a sheet and 
comforter at the proximity that the State asserted occurred in this case. The 
District Court denied Trial Counsel's request because Trial Counsel could not 
provide evidence that the comforter used in the experiment was the same type of 
comforter that the State destroyed. Trial Counsel was ineffective in failing to 
present to the District Court evidence showing that the type of comforter used in 
the experiment would not have made a difference to the relevance of the 
experiment and thus Trial Counsel failed to get the experiment into evidence. But 
for Trial CounseJ's ineffectiveness, there is a reasonable probability that 
Petitioner would not have been convicted.(See Affidavit of Mark Rader) 
16. Trial Counsel rendered ineffective assistance of counsel in violation of the Sixth 
Amendment of the United States Constitution and Article 1, Section 13 of the Idaho 
Constitution in failing to adequately prepare and investigate and to cross-examine the 
State's witnesses for the relevance and accuracy of their testimony and or to make any 
effort to attack witness veracity, with factual inconsistencies from prior statements or 
testimony, that were known, or which should have been known by Trial Counsel. The 
names of the witnesses in question are articulated in the Affidavits of Mark Rader and 
Patrick Dunn, and include but are not limited to Matt Johnson, Alan & Julia Dupuis, 
EMT Schell Eliison, Sherrif Walt Femling, Detective Steve Harkin, Bruno Santos, 
Consuelo Cedeno, Glenda Osuno, Luis Ramirez, (aka Juan Gonzales) Jane Lopez, Becky 
Lopez and Carlos Ayala, and also include officers Raul Ornelas, and Stu Robinson. (See 
transcript and Affidavits of Patrick Dunn) But for Trial Counsel's ineffectiveness, there 
is a reasonable probability that Petitioner would not have been convicted. (See Affidavit 
of Mark Rader) The following are specific instances and examples of how and why the 
outcome of the trial would have been different but for Trial Counsel's ineffective 
assistance in cross examination. (See also Affidavit of Patrick Dunn regarding Trial 
Counsel's chronic unpreparedness) 
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a. Trial Counsel rendered ineffective assistance of counsel in violation of the 
Sixth Amendment of the United States Constitution and Article 1, Section 13 
of the Idaho Constitution in failing to adequately cross-examine the police on 
their testimony that they engaged in an adequate investigation into other 
possible perpetrators. But for Trial Counsel's ineffectiveness, there is a 
reasonable probability that Petitioner would not have been convicted. (See 
Affidavits of Mark Rader & Patrick Dunn) The interrogating Trial Counsel 
clearly had not fully reviewed the police reports to highlight the absence of a 
complete investigation into Bruno Santos, his family and associates, or the 
possible involvement of Matt Johnson. The following are examples; 
1. Trial Counsel rendered ineffective assistance of counsel in 
violation of the Sixth Amendment of the United States 
Consti tution and Article 1, Section 13 of the Idaho Constitution in 
failing to adequately cross-examine Detective Steve Harkin who 
stated that he had personally spoken with Bruno Santos over 100 
times within the last year. Clearly, the police reports and 
supplements do not support this bald assertion, yet Trial Counsel 
failed to even attempt to impeach Detective Harkin. Trial Counsel 
failed to examine Detective Harkins regarding the lack of depth to 
the search of Santos residence, outside dumpster or failure to 
acquire fingerprints from his known associates, nor was the 
Detective questioned about the inconsistencies in statements made 
by Santos family members, including his mother and cousin. (See 
Transcript Pgs 2169-2244) 
11. Trial Counsel rendered ineffective assistance of counsel in 
violation of the Sixth Amendment of the United States 
Constitution and Article 1, Section 13 of the Idaho Constitution in 
failing to adequately cross-examine Officer Raul Ornelas who 
testified regarding footprints allegedly observed in wet grass in the 
back yard. Specifically, Trial Counsel failed to point out the Tim 
Richards, the neighbor who first responded to the scene had 
walked the very area of the back yard later observed by Ornelas, 
and further failed to highlight the fact that Ornelas concluded that 
the footprints were made by more than one person, thereby 
pointing blame from Petitioner alone and onto unidentified 
murderers. (See Transcript pg 1607, 1721-1736) 
111. Trial Counsel rendered ineffective assistance of counsel in 
violation of the Sixth Amendment of the United States 
Constitution and Article 1, Section 13 of the Idaho Constitution in 
failing to adequately cross-examine the Blaine County Sheriff who 
made a statement during the early stages of the investigation to the 
effect that it was vital that police find a suspect in order to prevent 
a negative perception of the Sun Valley area from outsiders who 
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may have decided not to visit if the crime went unsolved. This 
statement was vital to Petitioner's defense as it showed that law 
enforcement personnel were more interested in placing a suspect 
into custody than to find the perpetrator of the crimes. But for 
Trial Counsel's ineffectiveness, there is a reasonable probability 
that Petitioner would not have been convicted. (See Affidavits of 
Mark Rader and Patrick Dunn) 
IV. Trial Counsel rendered ineffective assistance of counsel in 
violation of the Sixth Amendment of the United States 
Constitution and Article 1, Section 13 of the Idaho Constitution in 
failing to adequately cross-examine Matt Johnson. During the 
investigation hereof evidence was discovered that Matt Johnson 
made false statements to police, and provided false testimony 
during the trial of Sarah Johnson. This information was provided 
to Bob Pangburn, the lead trial attorney and he failed to act in any 
affirmative manner to utilize the information which would have 
directed suspicion toward Matt Johnson and away from Sarah 
Johnson. (See Affidavit of Patrick Dmm) More specifically, Matt 
Johnson stated that his girlfriend Julie Weseman woke him up with 
a call at 6:15 A.M. to inform him about the murders. Cell phone 
records show that Matt called Julie's home phone at 6:09 AM imd 
again at 6:10 AM. The 6:10 AM call lasted 2 minutes. Matt 
provided this to police as the call from Julie when it was Matt 
calling Julie. Matt then received a call from Julie Weseman at 
6:13 AM from Julie's cell phone. This indicated that Matt's 
statement of being awakened by Julie is inconsistent with the 
phone records. Matt's statement is that he waited for Julie 
Weseman and the Laititi sisters to drive down from Coeur d' Alene 
to drive him to Bellevue. His statement is that they left Moscow 
about 8:00 a.m. His girlfriend states that they left Moscow at 
approximately 1 :00 PM. Seila Latititi, Julie's friend who drove to 
Bellevue with Matt, stated that they left in early afternoon. Her 
Sister Selina, who also drove to Bellevue with them, stated that 
they left at approximately 1 :00 PM. Statements also indicate that 
Matt Johnson was in the Riggins area Saturday and Sunday before 
the murders. Even with this information, and supporting 
documentation Trial Counsel failed to cross examine Matt Johnson 
relating to these false statements made to police on the day his 
parents were murdered. (See attached Bates Stamped pgs 100-104, 
Exhibit 5, & 4388-4389 Exhibit 6, Supplemental Police Reports) 
Nor did Trial Counsel cross-examine police witnesses regarding 
their Jack of follow-up investigation into Matt Johnson. 
In addition to the above shortcomings of Trial Counsel's cross-
examination of Matt Johnson, Trial Counsel failed to elicit from 
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Johnson that Sarah Johnson did not know how to load a bolt action 
rifle, and did not like to shoot. (See Bates Stamped Pgs. 1460-
1461, Exhibit 7, & 1476 Exhibit 8, Supplemental Police Report) 
Furthermore, Trial Counsel failed to draw attention to the conflict 
between Matt Johnson"s prior statements that he had been in Mel 
Speegle's closet to obtain a tape measure and hammer, when 
Speegle had stated to police no such tools were or could have been 
in his closet. (See Attached Bates Stamped Pgs. 125-126, Exhibit 
9,1479, Exhibit 10, & 1725-1727, Exhibit 11, Supplemental Police 
Report) 
v. Mr. Pangburn had been provided information based on prior 
statements of Consuelo Cedeno wherein she insisted her son Bruno 
Santos had not driven the car the morning of the murders because 
there was dew on the windshield. Further, Ms. Cedeno asserted in 
pre-trial statements that she checked the mileage on the vehicle to 
see if Bruno was lying about where he had been. (See Bates 
Stamped Pgs. 3026-3027, Exhibit 12, Supplemental Police Report) 
Ms. Cedeno testified at trial that she didn't pay attention to such 
things. (See Transcript pg 2776) Yet, Trial Counsel failed to cross-
examine Ms. Cedeno. Furthermore a discrepancy existed, between 
Jane Lopez's trial testimony and proof to the contrary found in 
phone records, indicating Bruno Santos was not at his mother's 
house. Trial Counsel was made aware of this discrepancy, yet, 
Trial Counsel failed to utilize the records on cross-examination. 
(See Dunn Affidavit) Trial Counsel, in addition to failing to cross-
examine these Bruno Santos family members regarding the 
weakness and inconsistency of their testimony bolstering alibi, 
wholly failed to cross-examine police witnesses regarding their 
lack of investigation into the false statements. 
VI. Trial Counsel had been provided infonnation that Bruno Santos' 
affects and residential surroundings had not been fully and 
completely searched, in addition to information that an escape 
route from the scene to his place of residence was available, yet 
unsearched for residual evidence. Trial Counsel wholly failed to 
cross-exanline Bruno Santos or police officers regarding this lack 
of complete search of the residence and surroundings, including 
trash dumpsters. Perhaps the most damning omission in Trial 
Counsel's cross-examination was his failure to raise the fact that 
.25 caliber ammunition was found in Bruno Santos residence and 
in the pink robe found in the trash can at the crime scene. (See 
attached Bates Stamped Pg. 972-973, Exhibit 13, & 2880-2882 , 
Exhibit 14 Supplemental Police Report) 
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b. Trial Counsel was, or should have been aware of Officer Stu Robinson's 
Grand Jury testimony asserted that no latent prints were found at the crime 
scene. Discoverable documents, made absolutely clear that this testimony was 
inaccurate and false testimony, in that the record reveals that thirty nine (39) 
latent prints were found at the scene including on the .264 rifle scope, on two 
(2) .264 live rounds and on a .264 ammunition insert from which several 
rounds were missing. Yet, Trial Counsel failed to raise this inconsistency in 
his cross examination of Officer Robinson. But for Trial Counsel's 
ineffectiveness, there is a reasonable probability that Petitioner would not 
have been convicted. (See Affidavits of Mark Rader & Robert Kerchusky, 
Exhibit 15 attached hereto and made a part hereof) 
c. Trial Counsel rendered ineffective assistance of counsel in violation of the 
Sixth Amendment of the United States Constitution and Article 1, Section 13 
of the Idaho Constitution in failing to present evidence of an audio recording, 
recorded inadvertently by Officer Ross Kirtley, the first police presence at the 
scene, which recording was known to Trial Counsel, and which clearly proved 
the theory that police focused on Petitioner Sarah Johnson, to the exclusion of 
all other possible suspects and theories, because she was the easiest target. 
(See Affidavit of Patrick Dunn) 
d. Trial Counsel rendered ineffective assistance of counsel in violation of the 
Sixth Amendment of the United States Constitution and Article 1, Section 13 
of the Idaho Constitution in failing to cross-examine Bruno Santos family and 
associates. (See more detailed allegations in paragraph 17.a.i) Trial Counsel 
had abundant information that Bruno Santos was dealing drugs and had gang 
connections. Trial Counsel had abundant information regarding Bruno 
Santos, having committed the crime of statutory rape, thereby giving Santos a 
motive for killing to avoid a potential life sentence, yet he failed to cross-
examine Santos. But for Trial Counsel's failure to cross-examine Bruno 
Santos at trial the jury would have been presented with the true picture of 
Bruno Santos and it is reasonably likely Petitioner would not have been 
convicted of the crimes charged. 
17. Trial Counsel rendered ineffective assistance of counsel in violation of the Sixth 
Amendment of the United States Constitution and Aliicle 1, Section 13 of the Idaho 
Constitution in failing to call as a witness, a neighbor of Petitioner who would have 
testified that she heard an argument outside the victims' residence prior to the homicides. 
The State presented evidence that the Petitioner told police officers that she had heard 
arguments outside of the home that she shared with the victims prior to the homicides. 
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The State's witnesses implied that Petitioner was lying about the arguments she heard in 
order to blame someone else for the crime. Had Trial Counsel called the neighbor(s) to 
testify that she (they) also heard the arguments or disturbances, the Petitioner's 
statements would have been corroborated and the State's theory she was lying about the 
arguments in order to place the blame on somebody else would have been disputed. But 
for the Trial Counsel's ineffectiveness, there is a reasonable probability that Petitioner 
would not have been convicted. (See Affidavit of Mark Rader) More specifically, trial 
counsel utterly failed to elicit the following evidence, which evidence if elicited before 
the jury would have produced a reasonable probability Petitioner would not have been 
convicted. 
a. Neighbor Terri Sanders, residence 1115 River View, was awoken at 
approximately 5:40 a.m. by dogs barking on the morning of the murders, 
supporting Petitioner's statements that something nefarious was afoot in the 
neighborhood. (See attached Bates Stamp numbered 271, Exhibit 16, & 273, 
Exhibit 17 of Supplemental Police Reports) 
b. Neighbor Stephanie Hoffman was awoken in the middle of the night by a 
figure who had entered the bedroom in which she slept on the night of the 
murders. (See attached Bates Stamp numbered 209-210, Exhibit 18 
Supplemental Police Reports.) 
c. Neighbor Rick Olsen was woke up, while sleeping in a camper trailer in 
the driveway of his home, 1136 Riverview Drive, at 5 :00 a.m. the morning of 
the murders. (See attached Bates Stamped 192, Exhibit 19 Supplemental 
Police Reports.) 
d. Neighbor, Linda O'Conner's thirteen (13) year old son, whose room at 
1042 Glen Aspen Drive, faces the road witnessed a white truck speed down 
the road in the middle of the night while he was up, not able to sleep and 
watching animal planet. (See Bates Stamp Pg. 5040, Exhibit 20 Supplemental 
Police Report attached) 
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INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF TRIAL COUNSEL IN DEALING WITH 
FINGERPRINT EVIDENCE ISSUES 
18. Trial Counsel rendered ineffective assistance of counsel, in violation of the Sixth 
Amendment of the United States Constitution and Article 1, Section 13 of the Idaho 
Constitution, in the following general and specifically described failings, which if had not 
occurred there exists a reasonable probability Petitioner would not have been convicted. 
a. Failure to adequately investigate all available fingerprint evidence. 
b. Failure to file a motion to compel disclosure of all fingerprint evidence. 
c. Failure to object to the State's untimely disclosure of the fingerprint 
evidence. 
d. Failure to move for a continuance based on the State's untimely 
disclosure. 
i. Despite a discovery request, the State did not turn over all requested fingerprint 
evidence, with some only disclosed during trial and only a short period of time 
prior to Trial Counsel calling its expert witness on fingerprint evidence. Because 
of Trial Counsel's failure to adequately investigate and review the information 
disclosed, Trial Counsel did not realize that the State had not provided all of the 
requested evidence. When fingerprint evidence was finally disclosed, during trial, 
Trial Counsel failed to object and did not seek a continuance to provide adequate 
time for investigation and preparation. Because of Trial Counsel's failures, the 
defense expert was inadequately prepared to testify and Trial Counsel did not 
understand that their expert did not have the necessary evidence to prepare. (See 
Affidavits of Mark Rader, and Robert Kerchusky) 
ii. Due to Trial Counsel's failure to adequately investigate, counsel failed to ensure 
that usable fingerprints taken from the murder weapon, scope, ammunition 
packaging and ammunition found at the scene were submitted to the appropriate 
fingerprint identification systems so that the person whose prints were found 
could be identified. During trial, the State's fingerprint expert testified that 
although usable prints taken from the scene did not match Petitioner's nor others 
connected with the case, only two of the usable fingerprints found were submitted 
to Idaho AFIS (See Testimony of Tina Walthall). The palm print found on the 
murder weapon, and other useable prints found on the ammunition at the scene 
were never submitted to Idaho AFIS (See Testimony of Tina Walthall). In 
addition, none of the usable fingerprints and palm print were ever submitted to the 
FBI's International Automated Fingerprint System (IAFIS). But for Trial 
Counsel's failures as articulated above, all usable prints would have been properly 
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submitted to relevant identifying systems such that the person who actually 
handled the murder weapon and ammunition found at the scene, and who 
removed the scope from the murder weapon, would likely have been identified. 
(See Affidavit of Robert Kerchusky) 
iii. Subsequent to being retained by Petitioner's Trial Counsel, despite requests from 
Defense expert Kerchusky, the expert was not provided access to the entire police 
investigative file regarding fingerprints, nor given access to the crime scene, or 
physical evidence, in order to test same for latent fingerprints, nor were 
photographic depictions of same provided, so that the expert may have offered an 
opinion whether latent prints could or should have been found. (See Kerchusky 
Affidavit) 
iv. Trial counsel failed to elicit testimony from defense expert Kerchusky regarding 
potential discovery of additional latent fingerprint evidence on the trash can lid, of 
the trash can where the robe and gloves were found; the closet door in Speegle's 
apartment, from which the murder weapon and ammunition were taken for use; or 
other smooth surface areas in Speegle's apartment or the crime scene generally. 
(See Kerchusky Trial Testimony & Kerchusky Affidavit) 
v. Trial Counsel should have obtained a court order mandating Idaho State AFIS, 
WIN and FBI search of all unidentified latent prints for match, or alternatively 
made known to the jury that no effort was made to discover a match or matches to 
all of the latent prints found at the crime scene. But for this omission or failure of 
Trial Counsel a reasonable probability exists that Petitioner would have been 
found not guilty. 
vi. Trial Counsel was made aware by Kerchusky that the latent unidentified palm 
print lifted from stock of the .264 rifle was a fresh print, based upon statements 
and testimony that the gun had not been touched, other than by Speegle, in 
approximately one (l) year, yet trial counsel failed to elicit testimony from 
Kerchusky on this critical issue which would have cast suspicion away from 
defendant and toward an unknown shooter leading to a reasonable probability that 
Petitioner would have been found not guilty. (See Kerchusky Affidavit and trial 
Testimony) 
vii. Trial Counsel had knowledge of Mel Speegle's testimony (and pre-trial 
statements to the same effect) that the .264 ammunition was purchased ten years 
prior to the shooting and had not been opened and gone through in that length of 
time. Kerchusky made Trial Counsel aware of his opinion that these facts proved 
the latent prints found on the inserts and ammunition were fresh. (See Kerchusky 
Affidavit) Trial counsel was made aware of the enormous importance of these 
facts yet, trial Counsel never brought out this testimony nor solicited expert 
Kerchusky's opinion on the subject at trial, which would have been that the latent 
fingerprints found on the insert and ammo were fresh prints. (See Kerchusky 
Trial Testimony) Furthermore, during Kerchusky's comparison of the latent to 
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latent prints in this case, he was able to identify as a match one latent print from 
the scope to a latent from the insert from the box of .264 magnum ammo. That 
identification proves the latent print on the scope was fresh, yet trial counsel 
failed to elicit testimony from Kerchusky on this subject. Furthermore, these 
fresh latent fingerprints did not match Sarah Johnson, Matt Johnson, Mel Speegle, 
either victim, or other known inked fingerprints obtained during the investigation, 
thereby casting suspicion away from defendant and toward an unknown shooter, 
yet Trial Counsel failed to highlight or even address the issues. If Trial Counsel 
had not failed in these respects a reasonable probability exists that Petitioner 
would have been found not guilty. 
viii. Kerchusky made Trial Counsel aware of his opinion that only a fresh latent print 
will be discovered on a door knob because prior latent prints are invariable lost 
due to smearing. Likewise, Kerchusky's opinion that five latent fingerprint found 
on four doorknobs at the crime scene were fresh prints, and further that the latent 
print left on the doorknob on the master bedroom was likely the last person to 
have turned the knob, was made clear to Trial CounseL Despite being aware of 
his expert's opinion in these regards Trial Counsel failed to elicit testimony 
regarding door knob prints at any time during trial. But for Trial Counsel's 
failure in this regard a reasonable probability exists that Petitioner would have 
been found not guilty. 
INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL IN FAILING TO LAY A PROPER 
FOUNDATION FOR PSYCOLOGICAL OPINION EVIDENCE 
19. Trial Counsel rendered ineffective assistance of counsel in violation of the Sixth 
Amendment of the United States Constitution and Article 1, Section 13 of the Idaho 
Constitution in failing to lay the proper foundation to allow the admission into evidence, 
during the hearing on Defendant's Motion to Suppress Statements, of Dr. Craig Beaver, 
PhD regarding his opinion whether under all the circumstances Sarah Johnson knowingly 
and voluntarily waived her right to counseL But for Trial Counsel's failure to lay the 
necessary foundation Petitioner's statements to law enforcement made after she initially 
asserted her right to counsel would have been suppressed, not admitted into evidence, and 
Petitioner would not have been convicted. (See Transcript pgs. 519-521, 523, 525, & 
534-535) 
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INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF TRIAL COUNSEL IN DEALING WITH 
AIDING AND ABETTING THEORY OF GUILT 
20. Trial Counsel rendered ineffective assistance of counsel in violation of the Sixth 
Amendment of the United States Constitution and .Article 1, Section 13 of the Idaho 
Constitution in: 
a. Failing to recognize that the State was pursuing a theory that Petitioner 
was guilty under an aiding and abetting theory. 
b. Failing to adequately research Idaho law regarding the possibility of the 
Court instructing the jury on a theory of guilt by aiding and abetting when the 
information charged Petitioner with actually shooting the victims. 
c. Pursuing a theory of defense which did not provide any defense or rebuttal 
to the aiding and abet theory. 
d. Trial Counsel presented a defense of "no blood, no guilt." In describing 
his theory of the case during the final jury instruction conference, Trial Counsel 
stated that it was his contention that Petitioner was not the shooter. (See Final Jury 
Instruction Conference held 3/11/05). However, prior to the trial the State had 
given its requested jury instructions including a request that the jury be instructed 
that Petitioner could be convicted on an aiding and abetting theory (See State's 
Requested Jury Instructions). Despite the State's requested jury instruction, 
during the final jury instruction conference, Trial Counsel argued to the District 
Court that the State's contention throughout the case had been that Petitioner was 
the shooter. Thus, even after the State had rested it case, and Trial Counsel had 
given his opening statement outlining the proposed defense, Trial Counsel still 
failed to recognize that the State was pursuing an aiding and abetting theory of 
guilt. 
e. In State vs. Wheeler, 109 Idaho 795, 711 P.2d 741 (Cl. App. 1986), the 
Idaho Court of Appeals found that a trial court could instruct a jury on a theory of 
aiding and abetting despite information which only charged the defendant with 
being the actual shooter. Thus, published case law in existence for 19 years prior 
to Petitioner's trial clearly stated that a person charged as actually committing a 
murder could be convicted under an aiding and abetting theory. Nevertheless, 
Trial Counsel, failed to seek a pretrial ruling on the issue of whether the District 
Court would give an aiding and abetting instruction should the evidence support 
it. Despite notice of the fact that the State was seeking an aiding and abetting jury 
instruction, and published case law stating that the district court could so instruct, 
Trial Counsel chose to go forward with a defense that did not address the aiding 
and abetting theory without seeking a pretrial ruling on whether the District Court 
would give an aiding and abetting instruction should it find that the evidence 
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supported such. Had Trial Counsel sought a pretrial ruling on the issue, counsel 
could have adequately prepared for such a jury instruction by either seeking a 
continuance to properly investigate the State's new theory, and by preparing and 
presenting a defense which actually addressed this new theory of the case. There 
is a reasonable probability that, had Trial Counsel properly prepared an adequate 
defense, Petitioner would not have been convicted. 
But for Trial Counsel's rendering of ineffective assistance of counsel as above specified, 
there is a reasonable probability that the outcome of the proceeding would have been 
different. 
21. Trial Counsel rendered ineffective assistance of counsel in violation of the Sixth 
Amendment of the United States Constitution and Article 1, Section 13 of the Idaho 
Constitution in failing to object to jury instructions which counsel recognized were 
confusing and which would allow the Petitioner to improperly be found guilty of a 
sentencing enhancement. The jury was instructed that "the law makes no distinction 
between a person who directly participates in the acts constituting a crime and a person, 
who either before or during its commission, intentionally aids, assists, facilitates, 
promotes, encourages, counsels, solicits, invites, helps or hires another to commit a crime 
with the intent to promote or assist in its commission. Both can be found guilty of the 
crime". In addition, the jury was asked whether "the defendant displayed, used, 
threatened or attempted to use a firearm in the commission of the crime". During a 
hearing held on March 15, 2005, Trial Counsel acknowledged that these two instructions 
could be read to mean that Petitioner could be found to have used a firearm if the jury 
determined that she actually helped or solicited another person to use a firearm, or stated 
alternatively, she aided and abetted another rather than acted as the shooter. 
Neveltheless, Trial Counsel did not request a jury instruction which clarified that 
Petitioner could only be found guilty of the firearm enhancement if she personally used a 
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firearm in the commission of a crime. But for Trial Counsel's rendering of ineffective 
assistance of counsel, there is a reasonable probability that the outcome of the proceeding 
would have been different. 
INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF TRIAL COUNSEL IN INVESTIGATING THE 
ALLEGATION OF DEPUTY CORONER STEVEN PANKEY 
22. Trial counsel rendered ineffective assistance of counsel in violation of the Sixth 
Amendment of the United States Constitution and Article 1, Section 13 of the Idaho 
Constitution in failing to investigate and follow up on a phone call received from Steven 
Pankey informing trial counsel that he had important information. (See attached affidavit 
of Steve Pankey) If Trial Counsel had investigated and followed up on said phone call he 
would have learned that it was alleged that the Sheriff and Prosecuting Attorney had 
tampered with evidence and would have produced testimony of Mr. Pankey at trial, 
thereby creating reasonable doubt. It is reasonably probable that but for the ineffective 
assistance of trial counsel, as described herein, the outcome of the trial would have been 
different, and Petitioner would have been acquitted of the charges, rather than convicted 
of the charges. 
INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF TRIAL COUNSEL IN FAILURE TO UTILIZE 
READIL Y A V AILABLE PSYCHIATRIC EVIDENCE 
23. Trial Counsel rendered ineffective assistance of counsel in violation of the Sixth 
Amendment of the United States Constitution and Article 1, Section 13 of the Idaho 
Constitution in failing to pursue and present a defense that included expert psychiatric 
testimony which would have informed the jury that a double patricide-matricide, is an 
incredibly rare phenomena, and rarer still with a girl of tender years, such as the 
Petitioner, who has not been physically and/or sexually abused, is not schizophrenic 
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and/or intoxicated, thereby creating reasonable doubt, and a substantial likelihood of a 
verdict of not guilty. (See attached scientific journal articles and Dr. Richard Worst 
Affidavit, attached as Exhibits 21 & 22) Trial Counsel, or any criminal defense attorney 
meeting a minimum standard of effectiveness, would have known to inquire into the 
mental state of the defendant and consult a psychiatrist regarding all possible defenses 
including criminal intent. (See attached articles from popular periodicals addressing the 
statistical odds against guilt of Petitioner, attached as Exhibit 23) But for Trial Counsel 
rendering ineffective assistance of counsel, in failing to pursue expert psychiatric 
evidence and testimony, there is a reasonable probability that the outcome of the trial 
proceeding would have been different. (See also Dunn Affidavit) 
INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF TRIAL COUNSEL DUE TO VIOLATIONS OF 
RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 
24. Trial Counsel rendered ineffective assistance of counsel in violation of the Sixth 
Amendment of the United States Constitution and Article 1, Section 13 of the Idaho 
Constitution in that lead trial counsel Bob Pangburn consistently and abusively violated 
the Rules of Professional Conduct by communicating with the media in a self 
promotional manner, rather than diligently preparing himself to interrogate witnesses and 
otherwise prepare for trial. Trial counsel went so far as to counsel Petitioner, and arrange 
with ABC News, 20/20 an on air jailhouse interview for Petitioner that was only aborted 
by the efforts of Petitioner's investigator Patrick Dunn. (See affidavit of Dunn, and 
Nancy Grace CNNHLN TV Programs 2.21.05, 2.23.05, 3.15.05 Transcripts attached 
Exhibit 24) 
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INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF APPELLATE COUNSEL 
25. Direct Appeal Counsel rendered ineffective assistance of counsel in violation of 
the Sixth Amendment of the United States Constitution and Article 1, Section 13 of the 
Idaho Constitution in failing to raise on appeal an allegation of error by the trial court in 
denying the Motion to Suppress Statement Against Interest made subsequent to retainer 
of counsel, Doug Nelson, and Nelson's issuance of a "cease and desist" questioning letter 
to local law enforcement and the Office of Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney. (See 
letter attached, admitted into evidence, Exhibit 25) But for Appellate Counsel's failure to 
raise this allegation of error it is more likely than not the Supreme Court would have 
reversed the District Court error and remanded the matter for new trial. (See Supreme 
Court Opinion State v. Johnson,188 P.3d 912, attached as Exhibit 26) 
26. Direct Appeal Counsel rendered ineffective assistance of counsel in violation of 
the Sixth Amendment of the United States Constitution and Article 1, Section 13 of the 
Idaho Constitution in failing to argue insufficient evidence to support an aiding and 
abetting jury instruction. (See Supreme Court Opinion State v. Johnson,188 P.3d 912, 
footnote No.2) But for Appellate Counsel's failure to raise this allegation of error it is 
more likely than not the Supreme Court would have reversed the District Court error and 
remand the matter for new trial. 
NEWL Y DISCOVERED EVIDENCE 
27. Subsequent to the trial hereof it was discovered that at least seven (7) latent prints 
lifted from evidence found at the crime scene, not just the three (3) fingerprints run 
through Idaho State AFIS by police investigation, met the criteria to be searched for 
match on Idaho State AFIS, WIN and FBI fingerprint data base, which fact could have 
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been known had trial counsel provided all discoverable material to Kerchusky prior to 
trial. Trial counsel should have known of this fact, should have elicited expert opinion 
and testimony of this fact, but did not. If this evidence had been known and presented to 
the jury a reasonable probability exists that Petitioner would not have been convicted of 
the charges. (See Kerchusky Affidavit) 
28. Subsequent to trial it was discovered that Maria Eguren, the State's AFIS 
technician and witness, was provided only three (3) photo-copies, not the actual latent lift 
cards of all unidentified latent prints found at the scene and on the evidence, with which 
to conduct an AFIS search for match. The most effective means to identifY a match is 
wi th a high quality latent lift card, not a photo-copy. It was also discovered that just prior 
to Eguren's trial testimony, when it was too late to conduct a latent fingerprint search for 
match, that she was finally provided all of the latent lift cards that had been lifted from 
items of evidence but not matched to known inked fingerprints. (See Kerchusky 
Affidavit, Bates Stamped Nos. 4550, Exhibit 27,5988 Exhibit 5988, Exhibit 28) 
a. Based on the above newly discovered evidence it becomes clear that Tina 
Whalthall's trial testimony asserting that Ms. Eguren was provided all latent 
print lift cards, was false. If this truth had been known to the jury it is 
reasonably likely that Petitioner would have not have been convicted. 
29. On or about January 19, 2009 the Idaho State Police Bureau of Criminal 
Identification, through an Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) search for 
match, identified a match for previously unidentified latent prints found on a rifle scope, 
and an insert from a box of .264 caliber ammunition, both found at the scene of the crime. 
The above referenced AFIS match was confirmed by latent print technicians. The person 
whose prints match the latent prints found at the scene is Christopher Kevin Hill, DOB 
. The Blaine County Sherriffs office was informed of the newly discovered 
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evidence and performed follow-up investigation. Police reports were generated, and exist 
in written form, as to each of the factual points referenced in each preceding paragraphs. 
Photographs and latent lift cards exist for all latent prints found at the crime scene, and 
inked fingerprints of Christopher Kevin Hill, (or high quality copies thereof) exist and are 
part of the above referenced police reports, or referenced in the above referenced police 
reports. (See Kerchusky Affidavit Exhibit 29) Petitioner filed a Motion for Order of 
Discovery relating to the above, which order was granted on March 3, 2009. (See 
Attached Order of Discovery Relating the Newly Discovered Evidence, Exhibit 30) To 
date Petitioner has been provided Criminalist Analysis Report and two supplemental 
police reports containing interview summaries of Mel Speegle and Christopher Kevin 
Hill, which contain inconsistent and conflicting statements, (See Attached Supplemental 
Reports Bates Stamped 22-PC thru 28-PC, Exhibit 31, Bates Stamped 03-PC thru 20-PC, 
Exhibit 32) Speegle's statements contained therein are inconsistent with his trial 
testimony and pre-trial statements. Speegle appears to now recollect with some certainty 
the Christopher Kevin Hill handled the .264 rifle when assisting Speegle move into the 
guest apartment at the Johnson home. Hill on the other hand appears to recollect with 
similar certainty that he used the .264 at a rifle range. Further investigation of the 
involvement of Mel Speegle and Christopher Kevin Hill is warranted. If this newly 
discovered evidence had been known and presented to the jury a reasonable probability 
exists that Petitioner would not have been convicted of the charges. 
30. Subsequent to the trial hereof, on or about July 20, 2009 counsel for Petitioner 
received a letter dated July 5, 2009, allegedly drafted by one Steven Pankey, addressed to 
Fifth District Judge Barry Wood, which letter asserted that Mr. Pankey, on the day Alan 
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and Diane Johnson were found dead, over heard Blaine County Sheriff, Walt Femling, 
say to Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney, Jim Thomas, 'Well, I guess I've got to move 
evidence to make a case. ", (letter attached hereto and made a part hereof) If this newly 
discovered evidence had been presented to the jury a reasonable probability exists that 
Petitioner would not have been convicted of the charges. 
WHEREFORE, for any or all of the foregoing reasons, Petitioner prays this 
honorable Court enter its order setting aside, reversing and vacating the verdict, judgment 
and sentence of this Court in State v. Johnson Case No. CR-2003-1820 and remanding 
the case for new trial or alternatively, vacating the order, decision and opinion of the 
Supreme Court of Idaho in State v. Johnson No. 33312 affirming the judgment of this 
COUli and permitting resubmission of the direct appeal on allegations of error in denying 
Motion to Suppress Defendant's Statements to Law Enforcement Personnel and in 
allowing the aiding and abetting instruction despite a lack of sufficiency of evidence to 
support such and instruction; or alternatively for such other and further legal and/or 
equitable relief as the Court deems just and proper under the circumstances. 
CHRISTOPHER P. SIM EYATLAW 
i 
t1IRISTOPHER P. SIMMS DATED 
A TTORNEY FOR PETITIONER 
SECOND AMENDED PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the L day of ___ J_I/_/_v ___ 2010, a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing SECOND AMENDED PETITION FOR POST-
CONVICTION RELIEF was delivered to the Office of Attorney General & Special 
Prosecuting Attorneys, Attn: Jessica Lorello; Facsimile number 208.854.8074; PO Box 
83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0010; The Office of the Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney; 
Facsimile number 208.788.5554; 201 Second Avenue South, Ste. 100, Hailey, Idaho 
83333; and Chambers Copy for the Honorable G. Richard Bevan, Facsimile number 





__ /_ Via facsimile 208.854.8074; 208.788.5554; & 208.788.4155 
CHRISTOPHER P. SIMMS 
Attorney at Law 
SECOND AMENDED PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF 
VERlFICATION 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss 
COUNTY OF BANNOCK ) 
SARAH M. JOHNSON, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states that 
I am the Petitioner in the above-captioned action and have read the within and foregoing 
document, know the contents thereof, and that the matters and allegations therein set 
forth are true. 
2-0 I b SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this -ph- day odro lJilI"-l 
'2t16'1. 
Residing at~~\t~ LD 
My Commission Expires: hlN Du \ 2D r~ 
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Christopher P. Simms 
Attorney at Law ISB #7473 
P.O. Box 1861 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
PH 208 788 2800 
FAX 208 788 2300 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SARAH M. JOHNSON, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 









________ ~R~.=es~p=o=nd=e=n=t,~ __________ ) 
Case No: CV -006-324 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
STEVEN DANA PANKEY 
IN SUPPORT OF POST 
POST-CONVICTION RELIEF 
1, Steven Dana Pankey, date of birth , currently residing at  
 Shoshone, Idaho, 83352, telephone number  after 
being first duly sworn, upon information and belief, depose and say: 
1. I was working as a Deputy Corner and Apprentice Mortician in the County of 
Blaine, State of Idaho, on September 2,2003. 
2. In that capacity, on September 2, 2003, Russ Mikel and I were called to the home 
of Alan and Diane Johnson to perform duties in our official capacities related to the 
removal of two bodies, those of Alan and Diane Johnson. 
3. Prior to removing the bodies from the home/crime scene and while checking for 
the appropriate corpse paraphemalia, I overheard a conversation between Jim Thomas, 
Prosecuting Attorney for Blaine County, and Walt Femling, Sheriff for Blaine County. 
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RELlEr-
4. Specifically, I heard Walt Femling state, "Well, I guess I've got to move evidence 
to make a case". 
5. I contacted Sarah Johnson's trial attorney, by telephone, and informed him [ had 
important information about the case. The attorney advised they were very busy, but 
would have an investigator contact me. l never heard from anyone on the defense team. 
DATED this ;1 ~ day of--"J~v-~l..;:;.I--- 2009 . 
. ~ V~~) ~ 
STEVEN DANA PANKEY ~ 
7'712: J SIGNED AND SWORN before me on the ~ day of_-=-=L-\,,~t":"'/+-___ 2009. 
Oonna J Simms 
Notary Public 
State of Idaho 
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From: Steven Pankey 
PO Box 1010 
Shoshone, Idaho 83352 
July 5, 2009 
Honorable Berry Wood 
Administrative Judge Fifth Judicial District 
PO Box 27 
Gooding; Idaho 83330 
reCeiVe . ~ I '1- 1-0'1 Rj 
VIA CERTIFIED MAIL 
RE: Sarah Johnson Murder Case & Civil Suits against Steven Pankey 
Judge Wood, 
I was an apprentice mortician working for Wood River Chapel at the time Sarah johnson was accused of 
murdering her parents. I was at the Johnson home during the initial investigation on two separate times 
that day. I specifically heard Blaine County Sheriff Walt Femling say to Prosecutor Jim Thomas "well, I 
guess I need to move evidence to make a case./1 Both Thomas and Femling seemed surprised and 
angered that I was walking by during their private conversation. Atthe time it was thought that the 
johnson murders were a result of something Diane Johnson was working on at Blaine County Collectors, 
where she worked. Around the same time period a Bellvue home burned with a woman inside and that 
was considered as being a related murder. 
Later your Trial Court Administrator Linda Wright described the Johnson murder trial as a "case of a 
lifetime for Berry Wood." Your desire to become an Idaho Supreme Court Justice is well known to those 
of us who have known you since you were a Magistrate here in Shoshone. 
I contacted by phone Ms Johnson's original attorney and had a brief conversation with him before the 
original trail. He said he would have an investigator contact me. The investigator never contacted me. I 
felt my obligation to come forward fulfilled by making the call. I assume Ms Johnson had some 
involvement in the deaths of her parents. I have felt your wrath, and the wrath of Thompson, Femling 
and Femljngs partner Williamson before. At the time, I did not want my son to be tortured in Femlings 
custody. 
I decided to run for public office in Lincoln County and work to change the corrupt system from within. 
Linda Wright went out of her way to create problems for me during my 2004 campaign for Lincoln 
County Sheriff. She told the Times News I had been sued 30 times. She had the Times News print an 
article attacking my son by name. The long battle with H&W, Action Collection CV04-132 & 167 were 
cr-eated to discredit me during my 2004 campaign during the time of Johnson's murder trial. Blaine 
County Collectors pursued an action against me during my 2008 campaign for Lincoln County Sheriff and 
Johnson's filing for a new trial. The Action & Blaine County issues deal with previously settled issues and 
are used as a means of coercion against me saying anything about Femlings' tampering with evidence in 
the Sarah Johnson case . Your buddy District Judge John K Butler is making -sure Action Collection and 
Blaine County Collectors own me through manipulated judgments. How far will you go to -get your way? 
Steven Pankey 
Ccf,e~ SeV1-t -rO.' 
• ~((".e ~-e \\.""<" 
.J~ ~->+ I~I 
,L\V"~",- Wi<t) L--4 
Christopher P. Simms 
Attorney at Law ISB #7473 
P.O. Box 1861 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
PH 2087882800 
FAX 208 788 2300 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SARAH M. JOHNSON, 
Petitioner 
vs. 










Case No: CV -006-324 
PETITIONER'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY DISPOSITION 
ORAL ARGUMENT REQUESTED 
COMES NOW Petitioner and files this, her MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
DISPOSITION and in support thereof states as follows; 
1. Idaho Code Section 19-4906 authorizes summary disposition upon motion by 
either party when it appears from the pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, 
and admissions and agreements of fact, together with any affidavits submitted, that there 
is no genuine issue of material fact and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a 
matter of law. 
2. The permissible statutory bases for an application for post-conviction relief are 
provided by I.e. 19-4901. Petitioner herein relies on the bases provided by paragraphs 
(a) (1), (2) and (4) of the statute. First, Petitioner asserts that the District Court lacked 
jurisdiction to try, convict and sentence Petitioner. Second, Petitioner asserts that her 
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constitutional right to due process of law was violated. Third, Petitioner asserts her 
constitutional right to effective assistance of counsel was violated. Lastly, petitioner 
asserts that newly discovered fingerprint evidence requires vacation of the conviction in 
the interests of justice. 
3. Petitioner raised the above stated bases for relief through thirty four (34) specific 
and detailed factual assertions, with citations to the record, supporting affidavits and 
admissible documentary evidence, in paragraphs 11 through 30, together with 
subparagraphs, of Petitioner's Second Amended Petition for Post-Conviction Relief. 
This Court is in possession of Petitioner's Memorandum of Law in Support of Petition 
for Post-Conviction Relief. Said Memorandum provides argument and legal support for 
each basis for relief that need not be repeated here, but which is incorporated herein by 
reference as if fully stated. 
4. Petitioner maintains that no genuine issue of material fact exists as to any of the 
above referenced bases for relief and that Petitioner is entitled to relief as to each 
contention, with the exception of the assertion made in paragraph 18.iv., whether as a 
result of the specifically enumerated basis or cumulatively, as a matter oflaw. 
5. Because the newly discovered fingerprint evidence is so compelling the Court 
need not reach all thirty four (34) reasons to grant Petitioner a new trial. Paragraph 
numbered twenty nine (29) of the Second Amended Petition for Post-Conviction Relief 
provides undeniable grounds. 
6. To be granted a new trial on the ground of newly discovered evidence, a 
defendant must demonstrate that the newly discovered evidence was unknown to the 
defendant at the time of trial; the evidence is material, not merely cumulative or 
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impeaching; the evidence will probably produce an acquittal; and the failure to learn of 
the evidence was due to no lack of diligence on the part of the defendant. 
7. On or about January 19, 2009 the Idaho State Police Bureau of Criminal 
Identification, through an Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) search for 
match, identified a match for previously unidentified latent prints found on a rifle scope, 
and an insert from a box of .264 caliber ammunition, both found at the scene of the crime. 
There can be no dispute that this evidence was unknown at the time of trial, is material 
and not cumulative, and the failure to learn of the evidence was due to no lack of 
diligence on the part of defendant. 
8. If this newly discovered fingerprint evidence were presented to a Jury, by 
constitutionally competent counsel Petitioner would probably be acquitted. 
9. Filed contemporaneously herewith is Petitioner's Memorandum of Law in 
Support of Motion for Summary Disposition, accompanied by specific recitation of facts, 
supporting evidence and argument which is incorporated herein by reference. 
WHEREFORE, for any or all of the foregoing reasons, Petitioner prays this 
honorable Court enter its order setting aside, reversing and vacating the verdict, judgment 
and sentence of this Court in State v. Johnson Case No. CR-2003-1820 and remanding 
the case for new trial or alternatively for such other and further legal and/or equitable 
relief as the Court deems just and proper under the circumstances. 
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CHRISTOPHER P. SIMMS, ATTORNEY AT LAW 
C RISTOPHER P. SIMMS 
ATTORNEY FOR PETITIONER 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
Z,8.10 
DATED 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 8th day of February 2010, a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION was delivered to the 
Office of Attorney General & Special Prosecuting Attorneys, Attn: Jessica Lorello; 
Facsimile number 208.854.8074; PO Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0010; The Office 
of the Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney; Facsimile number 208.788.5554; 201 Second 
Avenue South, Ste. 100, Hailey, Idaho 83333; and Chambers Copy for the Honorable G. 






___ Via facsimile 208.854.8074; 208.788.5554; & 208.788.4155 
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FEB. 8.2010 10: 35AM -'{O ATTY GENERAL -SPU 
nnrrrf\r 
fLlT\ IlJ i 1\1 
NO. 347 P.4 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Idaho Attorney General 
STEPHEN A. BYWATER 
Chief, Deputy Attorney General 
Criminal Law Division 
JESSICA M. LORELLO IS8 #6554 
KENNETH K. JORGENSEN IS8 #4051 
Deputies Attorney General and 
Special Prosecuting Attomeys 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720~001 0 
Telephone: (208) 332-3096 
Facsimile: (208) 854-8074 
F I L E 0 ~'~.':;J.';r "i: 
FEB 0 8 2010 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk District 
Court Blaine County~!!!"!..~1!. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SARI\HJOHNSON ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) Case No. CV..o6 .. 324 
) 
vs. ) RESPONDENT'S MOTION 
) FOR SUMMARY DISMISSAL 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) OF PETITIONER'S SECOND 
) AMENDED PETITION FOR 
Respondent ) POST -CONVICITON RJ;LJEF 
COMES NOW the State of Idaho, by and through its counsel acting as 
Special Prosecuting Attorneys for Blaine County, and hereby moves for summaI)' 
dismissal of Petitioners Second Amended Petition for Post-Conviction Relief 
pursuant to Idaho Code § 194906(c). The grounds for this motion are set forth 
in the Memorandum in Support of Respondenfs Motion for Summary Dismissal 
of Petitioner's Second Amended Petition for Post-Conviction Relief filed 
contemporaneously herewith. 
RESPONDENT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISMISSAL OF PETITIONER'S 
SECOND AMENDED PETITION FOR POST-CONVICITON RELIEF - 1 
FEB. 8. 20 1 0 1 0 : 36 AM 'YO ATTY GENERAL-SPU NO. 347 P.5 
DATED this ath day of February, 2010, 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 8th day of February, 2010, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Respondent's Motion to 
Summarily Dismiss Petitioners Second Amended Petition for Post-Conviction 
Relief by the method indicated below: 
Blaine County Court Clerk 
Fax (208) 788-5527 
Honorable G. Richard Bevan 
P.O. Box 126 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Christopher P. Simms 
Attorney at Law 
191 Sun Valley Rd. 
Ketchum, 10 83340 
Fax (208) 78.8-2300 
_X_ Hand Delivered 
_X_ U.S. Mall Postage Prepaid 
_X_ U.S. Mail Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
_ Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
~~ osean Newman, Legal Secretary 
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